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We are proud to present you the new CarpZoom 
Trade Catalogue 2024.

Not only 2020 were smitten by the pandemic but 
2021-2022 as well. We still trust that most of us 
have got over it without serious consequences.

Angling is a perfect hobby at any time but espe-
cially in these days being enjoyable alone or with 
friends still keeping the distance. We would like to 
help you with new products: new baits, rods, reels 
and other accessories.

We trust that everyone will find something useful 
in our new product range regardless if preferring 
the traditional techniques or the trendy methods.

Passion, quality and innovation are the keywords 
that are reflected in the extensive product ranges 
covering the needs of all anglers, from the most 
accomplished to the least experienced.

Good health and tight lines in 2024!

Welcome to the world of CarpZoom!

Company  Fisch Kft.

Address office 2800 Tatabánya
   Kossuth Lajos u. 55.
   Hungary

GPS coordinates N:47.57256220    E:18.38734280

Telephone  (+36 34) 510 496

Telefax  (+36 34) 510 496

Website  www.carpzoom.com
   www.carpzoom.eu

E-mail  contact@carpzoom.com

Import-Export Ms. Ágnes PERECZ
Manager

CEO Salim FADIL

Export-Import Gyula BENCSIK
Manager

e-mail: contact@carpzoom.com
skype: fadilsalim
mobil: (+36 30) 277 5631

e-mail: contact@carpzoom.com
skype: gyula.bencsik79

e-mail: contact@carpzoom.com
skype: agnes.perecz

We, a group of commited experts in angling at CarpZoom, have 
worked a lot to develop our supply and service and to introduce 
new products in order to meet these challenges. However, our 
policy has not changed: we are committed to meet the require-
ments of the wide range of fishermen, including hobby anglers 
willing to have some fun at the lake, to the devoted fanatics 
chasing the big fish.
We always work closely with our esteemed partners (being also 
our friends) and grow our business together. We pride ourself 
on flexibility to help our partners to share the success of Carp 
Zoom. The satisfaction of our customers is based on several 
topics we lay a big emphasis on:
• Selection of high quality ingredients by our own experts with 

many years of experience.
• Strict quality controls of the whole process from the raw ma-

terials to the ready products.
• Continuous testing under various conditions by our experts 

and field testers from the first prototype until the product is 
available in the market.

• The most up-to-date production technology to ensure the 
constant high quality.

• Top quality packaging materials to ensure the freshness 
throughout the shelf life.

• Flexible services offered by our well trained staff.
Should you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact us.



Sweet Angler’s Maize
A traditional, proven and well known bait 
which is indispensable for the carp anglers. 
Made of high quality corn with special cook-
ing process to withstand even the biggest cast 
without breaking up. Modern preserving tech-
nology ensures long shelf life.

Premium Maize
A traditional, proven and well known bait which 
is indispensable for the devoted carp anglers. 
The colour and flavour are soaked throughout 
the whole grain of maize in order to ensure the 
attraction of the fish longer. Made of carefully 
selected, hand-crumbled high quality corn with 
the latest preserving technology.

XXL Corn
Giant sized corn for big carps. Steeped in high 
quality flavouring and colourant liquids to get 
the best out of this special bait.

BAITS 
CarpZoom started as a bait brand more than 20 years ago 
and although the significance of other tackle categories is 

growing continuously bait manufacturing remains the core 
business. Our knowledge and experience gained during 

this period ensures that anglers can find a bait solution for 
every needs and circumstances. 

We offer a nice range of special baits for the feeder and 
method feeder fishing enthusiasts, too.

flavour code
tutti frutti CZ 9362
natural CZ 1338
vanilla CZ 1352
honey CZ 1376
anise CZ 4469
strawberry CZ 7149
plum CZ 7156

flavour code
vanilla CZ 9379
strawberry CZ 1277
honey CZ 1291
scopex CZ 3844
garlic CZ 7163
chocolate-orange CZ 5812

flavour code
mussel CZ 9386
vanilla CZ 2335
strawberry CZ 2359
honey CZ 2342

MEASURE 220 ml

NET WEIGHT/PCS 125 g

TOTAL PCS/TRAY 12

GROSS/TRAY 4,10 kg

TOTAL TRAY/PALLET 182

TOTAL PCS/PALLET 2184

WEIGHT/PALLET 746 kg

PALLET DIMENSIONS (CM) 120x80x155 (1,49m³)

MEASURE 220 ml

NET WEIGHT/PCS 125 g

TOTAL PCS/TRAY 12

GROSS/TRAY 3,38 kg

TOTAL TRAY/PALLET 182

TOTAL PCS/PALLET 2184

WEIGHT/PALLET 615 kg

PALLET DIMENSIONS (CM) 120x80x155 (1,49m³)

MEASURE 220 ml

NET WEIGHT/PCS 125 g

TOTAL PCS/TRAY 12

GROSS/TRAY 4,10 kg

TOTAL TRAY/PALLET 182

TOTAL PCS/PALLET 2184

WEIGHT/PALLET 746 kg

PALLET DIMENSIONS (CM) 120x80x155 (1,49m³)

in liquid

in liquid

w
ithout liquid

milliliter
220

milliliter
220

milliliter
220

125
grams

125
grams

125
grams

t r a d e  c a t a l o g u e  2 0 2 4    b a i t s
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TIGERNUTS

HEMPSEED
3X MIX 

(wheat, maize, hemp)

CORN 
(natural, NBC)

CORN 
(grass carp)

CORN 
(strawberry)

7X MIX 
(tigernut, chick pea, lupin, redcorn, maize, 

hempseed, maple pea)

NATURAL,
PINEAPPLE,

GARLIC

CHILI

Lupin • CZ 7934
Rich in easily digestible protein, perfect for carp and grass carp 
(amur) fishing. Use it on the hook and prepare for the catch.

Tigernuts
Well known and popular bait 
rich in fat and starch. Especial-
ly effective during and right af-
ter spawning. It has a selective 
effect on carps, other species 
at the baiting place will not 
pick it up. Big carps just love 
its sweety flavour.

Fishing Corn, super sweet
The carpzoom Fishing Corn has been designed specifically for 
fishing using only the finest and sweetest corn kernels selected by 
some of the best anglers. Its soft but robust texture ensures enough 
toughness to stay on the hook when cast and soft enough to be irre-
sistible to the fish. Perfect for using as a hook bait, for loose feeding, 
or enriching your groundbait. Great for adding additional flavours or 
dyes. Suitable for all coarse fish such as carp, tench, bream and 
roach. Supplied in a ring pull can for ease of use on the bank.

boiled seeds aroma
This attractive aroma was made using natural flavoring materi-
als, and developed specially for the aromatization of cooked seeds. 
Its heat tolerance is higher than traditional sprinklers, which is 
why, when mixed with the still-warm feed in the last phase of the  
cooking, it gets absorbed deeper into the seeds retaining on the 
extra attractive effect in the water. We recommend it primarily for 
making seeds catchier. It can also be used effectively when making 
boilies, or when mixing into feed materials.

TURBO SEED PLUS
Different kinds of cooked seeds and mix-
tures ready to use on their own or to enrich 
groundbaits for increased attraction of the 
carps to the baiting place.

flavour code
natural CZ 7170
pineapple CZ 3545
chili CZ 3583
garlic CZ 3986

MEASURE 220 ml

NET WEIGHT/PCS 125 g

TOTAL PCS/TRAY 12

GROSS/TRAY 4,10 kg

TOTAL TRAY/PALLET 182

TOTAL PCS/PALLET 2184

WEIGHT/PALLET 746 kg

PALLET DIMENSIONS (CM) 120x80x155 (1,49m³)

MEASURE 220 ml

NET WEIGHT/PCS 125 g

TOTAL PCS/TRAY 12

GROSS/TRAY 4,10 kg

TOTAL TRAY/PALLET 182

TOTAL PCS/PALLET 2184

WEIGHT/PALLET 746 kg

PALLET DIMENSIONS (CM) 120x80x155 (1,49m³)

MEASURE 425 ml 212 ml

NET WEIGHT/PCS 340 g 160 g

TOTAL PCS/PACK 12 12

GROSS/PACK 4,92 kg 2,42 kg

TOTAL PACK/PALLET 144 240

TOTAL PCS/PALLET 1680 2880

WEIGHT/PALLET 718 kg 601 kg

NET WEIGHT/BAG 1000 g

TOTAL BAG/CTN 10

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 10,40 kg

TOTAL CARTON/PALLET 60

TOTAL BAG/PALLET 600

WEIGHT/PALLET 624 kg

PALLET DIMENSIONS (CM) 120x80x158 (1,52m³)

CZ 5164 425 ml (340 g)
CZ 5157 212 ml (160 g)

flavour code
corn - natural CZ 4921
corn - strawberry CZ 4938
corn - grass carp CZ 4945
corn - NBC CZ 4952

flavour code
3x mix CZ 4969
7x mix CZ 4976
tigernuts CZ 4983
hemp CZ 4990

flavour code
chili CZ 3374
pineapple CZ 3381
mango CZ 3398
strawberry CZ 3404
sweet corn CZ 3411

MEASURE 50 ml

PCS/TRADE PACK 10

GROSS WEIGHT/TRADE PACK 0,70 kg

milliliter
220

milliliter
425

milliliter
212

milliliter
220

125
grams

125
grams

1000
grams

new
milliliter
50
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galactic method feeder groundbaits 
Developed specially for classic feeder and method feeder fishing 
the Galactic Method Feeder offers the best titbits of carp grounded 
into a perfect mixture. Thanks to the selected ingredients and the 
grinding it sticks well but breaks down quickly around the hook bait 
luring the fish to the area. High in carbohydrates, free from fish 
meal the sweet base mix is flavoured with proven aromas.

Intense Pellet Method Groundbait 
This method feed material has a high content value and an inten-
sive attracting effect. It has two kinds of pellets of Dutch Coppens 
premium quality: while the extreme attractiveness is guaranteed 
by the ground meal which has a high protein and fish oil content, 
the long-lasting attracting-effect and the keeping the fish feeding 
longer is ensured by the micro pellets contained in it. The disso-
lution time of the material is approx. 30 minutes depending on the 
temperature of the water. In addition to the intense aroma of the 
ingredients and the high fish oil content, the mixture also contains 
betaine which is an extra appetite enhancer. Its use is easy: mix it 
with water to achieve the right consistency. It can be used imme-
diately after 10-15 minutes. The stuff is particularly intensive and 
helps a quick and successful fishing. 

Method Feeder Groundbait
A fast breakdown mix designed for fishing with method feeders. Made 
from carefully selected raw materials ensuring irresistable luring  
effect together with the exploding aroma specialities.

Wet Method Groundbait
Ready-made groundbait for feeder and 
method feeder fishing featuring perfect 
consistency, quality ingredients and irre-
sistible flavouring. Can be used directly 
from the bag, no need to add water. 

STRAWBERRY
RASPBERRY ORANGE-LEMON

CHOCOLATE
ORANGE

FISH-MUSSEL

MANGO BETAINE

KRILL

STRAWBERRY

COLD WATER

TIGERNUT 
CHOCOCARAMEL

HALIBUT/FISH

PINEAPPLE
NBC

MANGO

GRASS CARP
AMUR

CHOCOLATE
ORANGE

SWEET SPICY CARP
STRAWBERRY 

FISH

COLD
WATER 
(<15°)

STRAWBERRY-FISH
PAPRIKA BREAD

NBC-PINEAPPLE
SWEET 
MANGO

SWEET 
PEACH

flavour code
strawberry-raspberry CZ 7007
orange-lemon CZ 7014
chocolate-orange CZ 7021
fish-mussel CZ 7038

NET WEIGHT/BAG 1000 g

TOTAL BAG/CTN 10

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 10,5 kg

TOTAL CARTON/PALLET 60

TOTAL BAG/PALLET 600

WEIGHT/PALLET 630 kg

PALLET DIMENSIONS (CM) 120x80x158 (1,52 m³)

flavour code
betaine CZ 0977
krill CZ 0984
strawberry CZ 0991
mango CZ 1004

NET WEIGHT/BAG 800 g

TOTAL BAG/CTN 10

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 8,5 kg

TOTAL CARTON/PALLET 60

TOTAL BAG/PALLET 600

WEIGHT/PALLET 510 kg

PALLET DIMENSIONS (CM) 120x80x158 (1,52 m³)

flavour code
strawberry-fish CZ 9882
sweet spicy carp CZ 9899
tigernut-chococaramel CZ 9905
halibut / fish CZ 9912
chocolate-orange CZ 3979

flavour code
pineapple-NBC CZ 6758
grass carp / amur CZ 6765
cold water CZ 8905
mango CZ 1011NET WEIGHT/BAG 1000 g

TOTAL BAG/CTN 10

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 10,5 kg

TOTAL CARTON/PALLET 60

TOTAL BAG/PALLET 600

WEIGHT/PALLET 630 kg

PALLET DIMENSIONS (CM) 120x80x158 (1,52 m³)

NET WEIGHT/BAG 850 g

TOTAL BAG/CTN 10

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 9,0 kg

TOTAL CARTON/PALLET 60

TOTAL BAG/PALLET 600

WEIGHT/PALLET 580 kg

PALLET DIMENSIONS (CM) 120x80x158 (1,52 m³)

code flavour
CZ 5188 strawberry-fish
CZ 5195 NBC-pineapple
CZ 3527 paprika bread
CZ 5225 cold water (<15 °C)
CZ 0908 sweet mango
CZ 0915 sweet peach

FEEDER COMPETITION

1000
grams

800
grams

1000
grams

850
grams

new
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Carp Fiesta Groundbaits
Highly effective groundbait mixes devel-
oped on the knowledge of several years of 
testing. Especially made for several types 
of carp fishing.

Feeder Zoom groundbaits
The Feeder Zoom groundbaits are devel-
oped focusing on the requiremets of feeder 
fishing. Based on a proven winning for-
mula and experience in specimen fishing  
we combined efficient ingredients with  
9 hitting flavours to 3 variations.

CZ 8646 
SuperB Additive Ground 
Lucern Hay
A great additive to use when 
fishing for grass carp (amur). 
Its colour, high fibre content 
and typical smell make it irre-
sistible. Recommended dos-
age: 10-30%.

 Fluo Crumbs
Thanks to the vivid colours the sinking granules of the Fluo Crumbs the 
fish easily find the feeding place even in cloudy and unsettled waters. It 
is a great additive to boost up your groundbait. The continuous dissolv-
ing of it ensures long lasting luring effect.

2 in 1 Turbo Pellets
Fast dissolving pellet perfect for loose feeding, mixing with ground-
bait, can be used in a feeding basket or PVA  or as a hook bait after 
drilling it. 

Baby Corn Pellets
Baby corn pellets are made of sweet corn (Zea mays var. saccharata), 
rich in starch. One of the best baits in warming waters.

STRAWBERRY
ROBIN RED / FISH

BETAINE – GLM
FISH

COLD WATER

FISH MIX

XXL YELLOW 
CARP

XXL RED
CARP

COLD WATER
FEEDER

CARP

VANILLA

HONEY

TIGERNUTS
FISH  / HALIBUT

CHILI-PEPPER
GARLIC

RIVER - CHEESE STRAWBERRY

STRAWBERRY 
FISH

GARLIC 
SPICE

CHEESE
NBC

CHOCOLATE 
ORANGE

PINEAPPLE 
BANANA

NATURAL STRAWBERRY

NET WEIGHT/BAG 1000 g 3000 g 10 kg

TOTAL BAG/CTN 10 5 -

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 10,4 kg 15,60 kg 10,08 kg/pcs

TOTAL CARTON/PALLET 60 42 -

TOTAL BAG/PALLET 600 210 60 pcs/pallet

WEIGHT/PALLET 624 kg 655 kg 605 kg

PALLET DIMENSIONS (CM) 120x80x158 (1,52m³) 120x80x158 (1,52m³) -

flavour code code code
vanilla CZ 3620 CZ 3811 CZ 4368
fish mix CZ 3613 CZ 3804 CZ 4351
feeder carp CZ 3219 CZ 3264 CZ 7276
xxl carp red (strawberry) CZ 8587 CZ 8617 CZ 7283
xxl carp yellow (honey) CZ 8594 CZ 8624 CZ 7290
cold water CZ 8600 - - 
strawberry CZ 3233 CZ 3288 CZ 7337
honey CZ 7187 CZ 7194 CZ 7344
river-cheese CZ6734 CZ 6741 -

1000
grams

3000
grams

10
kilograms

NET WEIGHT/BAG 1000 g

TOTAL BAG/CTN 10

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 10,5 kg

TOTAL CARTON/PALLET 60

TOTAL BAG/PALLET 600

WEIGHT/PALLET 630 kg

PALLET DIMENSIONS (CM) 120x80x158 (1,52 m³)

NET WEIGHT/BAG 250 g

TOTAL BAG/CTN 20

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 5,50 kg

NET WEIGHT 120 g

PCS/CTN 12

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 1,75 kg

color code
fluo red CZ 3993
fluo yellow CZ 4006
fluo orange CZ 4013
fluo green CZ 4020

flavour 3 mm
chocolate-orange CZ 4822
cheese-NBC CZ 4839
strawberry-fish CZ 4846
pineapple-banana CZ 4853
spice-garlic CZ 4860

NET WEIGHT/BAG 500 g

TOTAL BAG/CTN 20

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 10,50 kg

code flavour weight
CZ 7873 natural 800 g
CZ 8532 natural 2500 g
CZ 1459 strawberry 800 g

NET WEIGHT/BAG 800 g 2500 g

TOTAL BAG/CTN 20 7

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 17,8 kg 18,5 kg

FEEDER COMPETITION

1000
grams

3000
grams

10
kilograms

flavour code
chili-pepper-garlic CZ 4313
strawberry-robin red / fish CZ 8860
tigernut-fish-halibut CZ 8877
betaine-GLM / fish CZ 8884
cold water CZ 8912

1000
grams

250
grams

120
grams

500
grams millimeter

3

2500
grams

800
grams
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All Season Method Box
When developing the composition of the All Season Method Box, it 
was placed great emphasis on the inclusion of high-quality pellets in 
it, so premium quality pellets from the Dutch company Coppens were 
included in the mixture. Due to its composition, it can be used effec-
tively in any season. Its application is simple: the desired consistency 
can be achieved by adding liquid little by little and shaking the box. In 
warm weather it is worth moistening from time to time the already 
mixed pellets. It can be used effectively in wild waters as well as in 
poorly fished lakes. We recommend it specifically to feeder anglers, 
but any other feed stuff can be made more substantial with it.

R2 PVA pellet mix
When developing the composition of R2 PVA pellet mix, it was put a 
lot of emphasis on ensuring that the box should contain high-qual-
ity pellets. While the universal basic version, which can be used 
effectively in any season, includes the premium quality Intensive, 
Premium Select, Red Premium Selected and Premium Carp pellets 
from the Dutch company Coppens, the +20 Celsius version, which 
promises large catches even in the summer heat, contains the Pre-
mium Select, Green Betaine, Red Premium Select and Premium 
Carp pellets. These pellets also come from the Dutch manufacturer. 
The pellets contain appetite enhancers, essential oils, fish oils and 
vitamins, attracting fish like a magnet even in times of poor fishing. 
Due to its composition, it can be used effectively in any season. We 
recommend it specifically to PVA bag fishing.

Feeder Halibut Pellets
Quality halibut pellets perfect for using on its 
own or as an additive to enrich groundbaits.

Carp Pellets
Very attractive, quick dissolv-
ing sinking pellets with high 
nutritional value, especially for 
carps. It can be used on its own 
or to enrich groundbaits.

Big Carp - Catfish Pellets
Easy to drill sinking halibut pellets for catching real big carp or even 
catfish. Proven  and successful bait with perfectly balanced nutritional 
values. Excellent during warm periods when fish are actively feeding.

Feeding Halibut Pellets
Proven and successful sinking halibut pellets developed for inten-
sive feeding or for using as a hook bait. Features high nutritional 
value, rich in soluble fish proteins, vitamins and minerals. Excellent 
during warm periods when fish are actively feeding. Can be used as 
it is, spodding, groundbaits and method mixes. Ideal bait for carp, 
catfish and barbel.

Pre-drilled Halibut Pellets
Pre-drilled sinking halibut pellets for using as a hook bait or for feed-
ing. Proven and successful bait with high nutritional value, rich in 
soluble fish proteins, vitamins and minerals. Excellent during warm 
periods when fish are actively feeding. The optimal sized whole makes 
it simple to use on the rig but it can be used for feeding, spodding, 
groundbaits and method mixes. Ideal bait for carp, catfish and barbel.

BLACK 
HALIBUT

NET WEIGHT 500 g

PCS/CTN 16

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 3,57 kg

NET WEIGHT 500 g

PCS/CTN 16

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 3,57 kg

code type
CZ 0793 All Season Method Box
CZ 0809 All Season Method Box +20 C° 

code type
CZ 0830 R2 PVA pellet mix
CZ 0847 R2 PVA pellet mix +20 C°

NET WEIGHT 380 g

PCS/CTN 6

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 2,60 kg

code size
CZ 1648 2,0mm
CZ 1655 3,0mm
CZ 1662 4,5mm

NET WEIGHT/BAG 800 g

TOTAL BAG/CTN 10

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 8,4 kg

TOTAL CARTON/PALLET 60

TOTAL BAG/PALLET 600

WEIGHT/PALLET 505 kg

PALLET DIMENSIONS (CM) 120x80x158 (1,52m³)

code size
CZ 7286 3 mm
CZ 3585 6 mm

NET WEIGHT/BAG 800 g 5 kg

TOTAL BAG/CTN 10 -

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 8,40 kg 5,04 kg/pcs

TOTAL CARTON/PALLET 60 -

TOTAL BAG/PALLET 600 -

WEIGHT/PALLET 505 kg -

PALLET DIMENSIONS 120x80x158 cm (1,52m³) -

code size weight
CZ 2119 28 mm 800 g
CZ 6575 28 mm 5 kg

code size weight
CZ 5951 2mm 800 g
CZ 7996 3mm 800 g
CZ 5968 4,5mm 800 g
CZ 1120 6mm 800 g
CZ 2309 15mm 800 g
CZ 8023 20mm 800 g

CZ 2408 15mm 10 kg
CZ 5886 20mm 10 kg

NET WEIGHT/BAG 800 g 5 kg 10 kg

TOTAL BAG/CTN 10 - -

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 8,40 kg 5,04 kg/pcs 10,08 kg/pcs

TOTAL CARTON/PALLET 60 - -

TOTAL BAG/PALLET 600 - 60 pcs/pallet

WEIGHT/PALLET 505 kg - 605 kg

PALLET DIMENSIONS (CM) 120x80x158 (1,52m³) - -

code size weight
CZ 4636 8mm 800 g
CZ 4573 15mm 800 g
CZ 3639 20mm 800 g

CZ 2316 15mm 5 kg
CZ 2323 20mm 5 kg

NET WEIGHT/BAG 800 g 5 kg

TOTAL BAG/CTN 10 -

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 8,40 kg 5,04 kg/pcs

TOTAL CARTON/PALLET 60 -

TOTAL BAG/PALLET 600 -

WEIGHT/PALLET 505 kg -

PALLET DIMENSIONS (CM) 120x80x158 (1,52m³) -

FEEDER COMPETITION

500
grams

500
grams

380
grams

800
grams

800
grams

5
kilograms

millimeter
28

millimeter
2

millimeter
3

millimeter
4.5

millimeter
6

millimeter
15

millimeter
20

800
grams

10
kilograms

millimeter
8

millimeter
15

millimeter
20

pre-drilled pelle
ts

800
grams

5
kilograms
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FRUIT MIX

MONSTER
CRAB - MUSSEL

SPICY GARLIC

Bloody Halibut Hook Pellets
Halibut pellets with high protein and oil content enriched with vi-
tamins. The perfect shape and the ingredients with blood content 
result in an easy to use and irresistable hook bait.

Strawberry Halibut Hook Pellets
Strawberry flavoured halibut pellets with high protein and oil con-
tent enriched with vitamins. The perfect shape and the ingredients 
with blood content result in an easy to use and irresistable hook bait.

Pre-Drilled Black Halibut Pellets
Perfect hook bait with the advantages of catchy fish meal. The bal-
anced ratio between the protein and fat content provides a high lev-
el of nutrition. Ideal for short sessions.

Pre-Drilled Red Halibut Pellets
The Pre-Drilled Red Halibut Pellets is the improved version of the suc-
cessful Pre-Drilled Red Halibut Pellets. The catchy fish meal and oil 
content, the balanced ratio between the protein and fat content makes 
it a perfect hook bait which can succeed even during a short session.

rapid weekend boilies
The best solution for your angling session for the weekend. Developed 
for intensive feeding. Perfect mixtures of different sizes and flavours in 
two variations, made from quality ingredients.

Fire Shot Boilie
The best solution for the hobby anglers or if you have time only for 
a short session. Packed in handy re-sealable bag.

Act-X Boilies
Quality boilies in different sizes to suit all needs. Made from care-
fully selected ingredients containing an ideal mix of proteins, fat and  
flavouring to lure the carp to the feeding place.

Giant Carp-Catfish Boilie
An old classic saying says: “big bait, big fish”. It is especially im-
portant to select the fish that come to our hook in waters which are 
richly stocked with smaller carp. The 40-millimeter-diameter Giant 
Carp-Catfish Bolilie helps us in this job. This boilie attracts capital 
carp not only because of its size, but also because of its content 
value, flavours and the attractants contained in it. Since it is made 
in bloody, liver and fish versions, it can be effectively used for catch-
ing capital carp and catfish. It is an excellent alternative for anglers 
who specifically prefer fishing capital carp and catfish.

FRUIT MIX 
mixed sizes (16 and 20mm) and 

colours with fruity flavours

MEAT MIX 
mixed sizes (16 and 
20mm) and colours 

with fishy-meaty 
flavours 

SWEET
STRAWBERRY

SWEET VANILLA

STRAWBERRY

VANILLA

PLUM

EXOTIC
FRUIT

LIVER

SHELLFISH
SARDINE

HOT SPICE
GARLIC

code size
CZ 9363 8 mm
CZ 9370 15 mm
CZ 9387 20 mm

code size
CZ 2354 8 mm
CZ 2361 15 mm
CZ 2378 20 mm

code size
CZ 4896 8 mm
CZ 9646 15 mm
CZ 4926 20 mm

code size
CZ 7835 8 mm
CZ 9653 15 mm
CZ 7866 20 mm

NET WEIGHT/PC 120 g

PCS/CTN 12

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 1,77 kg

NET WEIGHT/PC 120 g

PCS/CTN 12

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 1,77 kg

NET WEIGHT/PC 150 g

PCS/CTN 15

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 2,50 kg

NET WEIGHT/PC 150 g

PCS/CTN 15

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 2,50 kg

NET WEIGHT/BAG 2500 g 5000 g

PCS/CTN 5 -

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 13,05 kg 5,04 kg/pcs

CTN/PAL 42 -

PCS/PALLET 210 -

GROSS WEIGHT/PAL 548 kg -

flavour 2.5 kg 5 kg*

fruit mix CZ 4686 CZ 6703
meat mix CZ 4693 CZ 6710
*in transparent bag

flavour code
sweet strawberry CZ 6796
sweet vanilla CZ 6802
fruit mix CZ 6819
monster crab - mussel CZ 6826
spicy garlic CZ 6833

NET WEIGHT 120 g

PCS/CTN 20

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 2,70 kg

flavour 16mm 20mm
strawberry CZ 9424 CZ 9493
vanilla CZ 9431 CZ 9509
plum CZ 9448 CZ 9516
exotic fruit CZ 9455 CZ 9523
liver CZ 9462 CZ 9530
shellfish-sardine CZ 9479 CZ 9547
hot spice-garlic CZ 9486 CZ 9554

NET WEIGHT/BAG 800 g

TOTAL BAG/CTN 10

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 8,50 kg

TOTAL CARTON/PALLET 70

TOTAL BAG/PALLET 700

WEIGHT/PALLET 595 kg

NET WEIGHT 300 g

PCS/CTN 6

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 2,10 kg

flavour code
bloody CZ 1592
fish CZ 1608
liver CZ 1615

pre-drilled pelle
ts

pre-drilled pelle
ts pre-drilled pelle

ts

pre-drilled pelle
ts

millimeter
8

millimeter
8

millimeter
15

millimeter
15

millimeter
20

millimeter
20

millimeter
8 millimeter

8
millimeter

15 millimeter
15

millimeter
20 millimeter

20
120
grams

120
grams

150
grams

150
grams

2.5
kilograms

5
kilograms

millimeter
16

120
grams

800
grams

millimeter
16

millimeter
20

millimeter
40

300
grams
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Magnet-X Boilie Wafters
The wafters these critically balanced hook baits have less buoyan-
cy than the traditional pop ups but this is their main advantage. 
The watchfully or daintily feeding fish sucking the feed up weakly  
virtually cannot avoid these unique baits to be swallowed up. High-
ly recommended if there is hardly any catch or on competitions. 
Just before being packed the Magnet-X Boilie Wafters get a spray of  
aroma to enhance the luring effect. Thanks to their unique texture 
they can easily withstand more casts on the hair rig or on the bait 
screw/spike so they are really economical.

Soluble Wafters Boilie
Wafters baits, when combined with a suitable hook, give good  
results even with cautious fish. The fact is that the combined  
density of the bait and hook together is slightly higher than that 
of the water, so the bait does not go up so much, but instead they 
fly into the fish’s mouth at their slightest sniff. With high content 
value, and due to their stimulating aroma, they are irresistible even  
for large, experienced carp. We recommend them primarily  
for boilie – fishing. They are also effective with feeder fishing of 
large fish.   

FanatiX Pop Up
Perfect buoyancy, various colours and flavours feature the FanatiX 
Pop Up. The luring effect is enhanced with some appetizing additive 
and thanks to its structure additional flavouring is no problem at all. 
Easy to pierce while withstands the shock of bigger casts.

 Boilie Dip
Well known and proven dip to boost up your hook bait with the most 
popular and catchy aromas ensuring long lasting luring effect. It 
enhances the hook bait from the other baits used for feeding. Effec-
tive throughout the whole season on commercial lakes and white 
waters as well.

Superb Pop Up
Right after hitting the water it starts to gush an intense cloud of co-
lour and flavour which goes on and on for quite a long time luring the 
fish to the hook. The increased and long lasting buoyancy makes this 
pop up excellent to use on a Zig Rig. It has a great rubbery-foamy 
texture and easy to pierce with boilie needle. It easily withstands 
powerful casts over 100 m. Perfect choice for competitions.

FanatiX Mini Pop Up
Developed to be used with bait spike but using a thin bait needle 
threading on a hair rig is also a good choice. They are hard enough 
to withstand the forces when casting or the poking of a smaller fish. 
The luring effect is enhanced with some appetizing additive.

CHILLI-KRILL

PINEAPPLE-NBC

CHILI-KRILL

SPICE-SAUSAGE

STRAWBERRY-FISH

TROPICAL FRUIT

STRAWBERRY 
FISH

PINEAPPLE 
NBC

PEPPER 
LIVER

SAUSAGE-SQUID 
ROBIN RED

SWEET
CORN

SWEET
CORN

PINEAPPLE, 
SQUID

STRAWBERRY

STRAWBERRY

HOT SPICE
HOT SPICE

VANILLA

VANILLA

FISH

FISH

HONEY

HONEY

MONSTER
CRAB

SCOPEX

SCOPEX,
TIGERNUTS

HOT SPICESTRAWBERRY-FISH

BANANA-HEMP

PINEAPPLE-SQUID

MUSSEL

SCOPEX-TIGERNUTS

flavour code
strawberry-fish CZ 4761
pineapple-NBC CZ 4778
pepper-liver CZ 4785
sausage-squid-robin red CZ 4792
chilli-krill CZ 4808

NET WEIGHT 50 g

PCS/CTN 12

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 1,10 kg

NET WEIGHT 25 g

PCS/CTN 12

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 0,43 kg

NET WEIGHT 40 g

PCS/CTN 12

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 0,98 kg

flavour 10mm / 25g
Vanilla CZ 8936
Strawberry CZ 8943
Honey CZ 8950
Sweet Corn CZ 8967
Scopex CZ 8974
Hot Spice CZ 8981
Fish CZ 8998

flavour 18 mm 22 mm
strawberry-fish CZ 3275 CZ 3329
chili-krill CZ 3282 CZ 3336
spice-sausage CZ 3299 CZ 3343
pineapple-NBC CZ 3305 CZ 3350
tropical fruit CZ 3312 CZ 3367

flavour 16mm / 40g
Vanilla CZ 9001
Strawberry CZ 9018
Sweet Corn CZ 9025
Fish CZ 9032
Honey CZ 9049
Scopex-Tigernuts CZ 9056
Monster Crab CZ 9063
Pineapple-Squid CZ 9070

flavour code
vanilla CZ 4372
pineapple CZ 4389
spice mix CZ 4396
strawberry CZ 4402
honey CZ 4419
monster crab CZ 4426
halibut CZ 4433
liver CZ 4440

MEASURE 80 ml

TOTAL POT/CTN 12

WEIGHT/CTN 1,60 kgflavour code
strawberry-fish CZ 5004
banana-hemp CZ 5011
scopex-tigernuts CZ 5028
pineapple-squid CZ 5035
hot spice CZ 5042
mussel CZ 5776

NET WEIGHT 40 g

PCS/CTN 12

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 1,00 kg

NET WEIGHT 100 g

PCS/CTN 12

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 1,50 kg

50
grams

100
grams

millimeter
15

millimeter
22

millimeter
18

wafters

wafters

millimeter
10

millimeter
16

25
grams

40
grams

milliliter
80

PVA friendly

cloud effect

millimeter
16 40

grams

new
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Duo Dumbel Wafters
The wafters these critically balanced hook baits 
have less buoyancy than the traditional pop ups but 
this is their main advantage. The watchfully or dain-
tily feeding fish sucking the feed up weakly virtually 
cannot avoid these unique baits to be swallowed up. 
Highly recommended if there is hardly any catch 
or on competitions. Thanks to their unique texture 
the Duo Dumbel Wafters can easily withstand more 
casts on the hair rig or on the bait screw/spike so 
they are really economical.

Galactic Duo Wafters
A great hook bait with exceptionally fine tex-
ture and buoyancy. If used with the proper 
size of hook and bait spike it forms a perfectly 
balanced unit swayed enticingly by the slight-
est move of the water. Proven flavour and  
colour combinations ideal for method fishing 
but any non-predatory fish can be targeted 
with it by bottom fishing.

Method Wafters NBC
The special version of the Feeder Competition Wafters 
enriched with n-Butyric acid, a totally natural organic 
acid and a truly amazing carp attractor and one of the 
most effective.

Artificial Corn • CZ 6576

ART-X BALANCE
A great alternative to live baits without the inconvenience of stor-
age. If there is no chance to buy live bait or just a short session is 
workable at the end of the day the Art-X Balance imitations are a 
great choice. The realistic mimics are soaked in powerful attrac-
tants luring more fish to the hook. Since they are really cast resis-
tant thanks to their unique material after use they can be put back 
in the pot to recharge with the aroma.

ART-X corn
The ART-X artificial CORN bait is much softer than traditional rub-
ber bait imitations, so it can be easily strung not only on spikes and 
hairpins, but also on hooks. It has a slight floating property so that 
it can be held down on the bottom by a spike or smaller swivel, 
It actually works as a wafters bait. Its intense aroma provides a 
long-lasting enticing effect. Each jar contains three artificial corns 
of different sizes. It is recommended to feeder and pacific anglers. 
It can be used alone or in combination with other baits.

NPF
Traditional and well known hook bait recommended to use all year 
around for bottom fishing. A great hook bait for catching carp, 
bream and grass carp. Made from extruded cereals with proven 
aromas and packed in re-sealable bag.

Art-X Balance Tigernut • CZ 0472
It often happens that it is no longer possible to buy baits, or at the 
end of the day we just want to jump down to the shore for a quick 
fishing. In such occasions, the Art-X bait imitation family can be of 
great help. 5 darker and 5 lighter versions of the deceptively lifelike 
tiger nuts were put into the jar. The baits soaked in the special aro-
matized liquid with a tiger nut flavor have an extra attractive effect. 

Artificial Snail • CZ 0229
Various snails and shells are the favorite natural food of carp, so 
serious catches can be achieved with this lifelike bait imitation. 
Thanks to its porous material, it floats in the water. It can be easi- 
ly aromatized. The taste and fragrance substances are gradually 
released from it. It can be used multiple times. It is effective on its 
own, but also in combination with other baits. It is especially re- 
commended to carp anglers who are fond of capital fish. 

CHOCOLATE 
ORANGE

SQUID 
APRICOT

LEMON 
BISCUIT

GARLIC 
HAM

FLUO 
ORANGE

FLUO 
GREEN WHITE

NBC
CHEESE

SWEET CORN
STRAWBERRY

NBC
PINEAPPLE

CHOCOLATE
ORANGE

BANANA
BISQUIT

SWEETCORN
STRAWBERRY

EXOTIC SPICE SQUID
MUSSEL

PINEAPPLE
NBC

YELLOW
MAGGOT

BLOODWORM

EARTHWORM

HONEY

STRAWBERRY

VANILLA

GARLIC

flavour ø8x12mm ø10x14mm
chocolate-orange CZ 4716 CZ 3206
NBC-cheese CZ 4723 CZ 3213
lemon-biscuit CZ 4730 CZ 3220
garlic-ham CZ 4747 CZ 3237
squid-apricot CZ 4754 CZ 3244
NBC-pineapple CZ 6680 CZ 3251
sweet corn - strawberry CZ 6697 CZ 3268

NET WEIGHT 15 g

PCS/CTN 12

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 0,34 kg

NET WEIGHT 15 g

PCS/CTN 12

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 0,34 kg

flavour 8mm 10mm
chocolate-orange CZ 6840 CZ 6901
pineapple-NBC CZ 6857 CZ 6918
sweetcorn-strawberry CZ 6864 CZ 6925
banana-bisquit CZ 6871 CZ 6932
exotic spice CZ 6888 CZ 6949
squid-mussel CZ 6895 CZ 6956

flavour code
white CZ 1400
fluo orange CZ 1417
fluo green CZ 1424

NET WEIGHT 15 g

PCS/CTN 12

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 0,34 kg

MEASURE 15 pcs

BLISTER/BAG 10

GROSS WEIGHT/BAG 0,105 kg

type code
bloodworm CZ 3849
maggot CZ 3856
earthworm CZ 3863

type code
NBC CZ 3428
mango CZ 3435
sweet corn CZ 3442
strawberry CZ 3459
chili CZ 3466

NET WEIGHT 6 g

PCS/CTN 16

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 0,35 kg

NET WEIGHT 6 g

PCS/CTN 16

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 0,35 kg

flavour mini midi
garlic CZ 2258 CZ 2265
honey CZ 0567 CZ 0598
strawberry CZ 0574 CZ 0604
vanilla CZ 0581 CZ 0611

NET WEIGHT 30 g

PCS/CTN 50

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 2 kg

new
size MEASURE 3x8 pcs

PCS/CTN 16

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 0,35 kg

FEEDER COMPETITION

FEEDER COMPETITION

FEEDER COMPETITION

millimeter
Ø8x12

millimeter
Ø10x14

15
grams

wafters

wafters

15
grams

wafters

millimeter
8

millimeter
10

millimeter
10

15
grams

N
B

C   n-butyric
 a

ci
d

6
grams

6
grams

in liquid

in liquid

30
grams

new

pop-up
in liquid2x5

pcs

10
pcs

3x8
pcs

millimeter
10

millimeter
8

millimeter
6
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N-Butyric Acid 
Attractor • CZ 9057
The quite antisocially smelling N-Butyric 
acid is one of the best bait additives ever 
and it is a purely organic bait additive. Re- 
commended to enhance groundbait or 
hook bait. Simply pour a small quantity on 
the filled feeding basket and it is ready to 
go. Combine it with sweet aromas.

N-Butyric Acid Aroma Liquid • CZ 9064
The use of baits containing N-Butyric acid has been widely 
spread among anglers and not for nothing. Although, it has a 
deadly stinking smell it is one of the most catchy and purely 
organic bait additives. The only important thing is that never 
overdose it since in this case it rather scares away the fish. 
Use it as a ’background’ flavour and combine it with sweet 
aromas. Dosage: 200ml / 5-10 kg.

N-Butyric Acid Aroma Spray • CZ 4082
The overpowering stench of the N-Butyric 
acid makes it one of the best bait additives. 
Recommended to use during summer and 
early fall. The spray packaging and consis-
tency of the liquid help to cover the surface 
of the hook bait or the groundbait stuffed into 
the feeding basket. Sticks perfectly to the bait 
ensuring continuous luring effect.

AttractX Spray
Ready-made aroma liquid with enhanced luring effect in 
practical spray bottle. It makes a “flavour cloud” around the 
hookbait adding an extra boost to it.

Fermented Aroma Liquid
The fermented baits and feeding materials have a particular 
importance in warm waters. Its indisputable grip is accompa-
nied by a strong smell. We have locked this flavor, and any time 
you can prop the feed-mixture up, or make the baits flavor with 
it. The production takes place with a strictly regulated and spe-
cial composed culture at a low pH. As result during the lactic 
acid fermentation, important starches, nutrients, and flavors 
become available for the fish, with a good effect on their intes-
tinal tract. The lactic acid base has been further enriched with 
intense aromas, so it is available in several flavours. 

Corn Milk Extra
It is a perfect choice for increasing the effectiveness of the 
feeding material, boilie or paste, but also for making sol-
uble boilie. Thanks to its high sugar and aroma content, it 
quickly and effectively attracts fish to the feeding area. It is 
PVA-friendly, so that it can be used in many ways. We espe-
cially recommend it to carp and pacific fish anglers. 

Favourite Aroma Liquid
This is a concentration for remote baits so as to flavour feed materi-
als in order to make irresistible for fish to be enticed. It contains aro-
mas whose intensity can be controlled with water. Thanks to its ex-
tra enticing effect, it is especially recommended for using on poorly 
stocked or wild waters. Because of its consistency, its enticing effect 
lasts longer. One bottle is enough to aromatize up to 10-15 kg of feed 
material (mix, seed mix, stick mix, method mix). It is PVA friendly, so 
in addition to feeder anglers, it is also recommended to boilie lovers. 

All Season Method Liquid
This is a highly concentrated liquid specially mixed for stimulat-
ing the appetite of fish. It contents natural sugars and amino acids 
which make it very attractive for fish. Due to its texture, it is perfect 
for sprinkling the contents of the method basket, but it can also 
be used to flavour pellets, boilies, and PVA packages. By gradually 
solution of the surface of the pellet and boilies, the irresistible fla-
vour and aromas of the substances come out. The stuff is specially 
made for four-season fishing. The smelly-amino version shows its 
true power at water-temperatures above 20 degrees Celsius. It is 
the perfect solution if it is wanted to achieve quick results.

Favourite Aroma Liquid Pellet Plus
This attractive flavor concentrate was made using high-concentra- 
ted, intensive and natural flavorings whose attracting power is en-
hanced by three-millimeter, high- protein and appetite-stimulating 
micro-pellet, which is found in the concentrate. Both the aroma and 
the pellet exert their effect by gradually dissolving, attracting the 
fish to feeding even from greater distances, so it can be achieved 
good results with it even in wild waters and in times of poor fishing. 
One bottle is enough to aromatize up to 10-15 kg of feed material 
(mix, seed mix, stick mix, method mix). It is PVA friendly, so in addi-
tion to feeder anglers, we also recommend it to boilie lovers. 

R2 PVA Green booster
As in the case of predatory fish, it can also be possible to increase the 
chance of catching peaceful fish if we arouse the fish’s interest with 
some visual stimulus. The Green booster helps with this because, in 
addition to containing a lot of appetite enhancers, flavour and aroma 
substances, it creates a smoke-like spectacular effect under water. 
Thanks to its lifting properties, it exerts an enticing effect both horizon-
tally and vertically around the offered bait. Due to its texture, it can be 
pressed onto the bait and the feed material, and the PVA package can 
be made more attractive with it. It is great for fishing in fish-poor waters 
or if we want to achieve quick results. 

MEASURE 75 ml

TOTAL POT/CTN 6

WEIGHT/CTN 0,65 kg

MEASURE 200 ml

TOTAL POT/CTN 24

WEIGHT/CTN 7,30 kg

MEASURE 50 ml

TOTAL POT/CTN 10

WEIGHT/CTN 0,70 kg

flavour code
garlic CZ 9087
plum CZ 9094
halibut / fish CZ 9100
liver CZ 9117

flavour code
cheese CZ 9124
worm extract CZ 9131
strawberry CZ 9148 
sweet corn CZ 9155

MEASURE 50 ml

PCS/TRADE PACK 10

GROSS WEIGHT/TRADE PACK 0,70 kg

flavour code
natural CZ 0939
mango CZ 0946
strawberry CZ 0953
pineapple CZ 0960

MEASURE 200 ml

TOTAL POT/CTN 24

WEIGHT/CTN 7,30 kg

flavour code
natural CZ 0755
mango CZ 0762
strawberry CZ 0779
scopex CZ 0786

MEASURE 200 ml

TOTAL POT/CTN 24

WEIGHT/CTN 7,30 kg

flavour code
fruit CZ 0632
fish CZ 0649
hot spice CZ 0656
sweet spice CZ 0663
seafood CZ 0670

flavour code
mango CZ 0687
pineapple CZ 0694
strawberry CZ 0700
sweet corn CZ 0717
pistachio CZ 0724 MEASURE 200 ml

TOTAL POT/CTN 24

WEIGHT/CTN 7,30 kg

MEASURE 200 ml

TOTAL POT/CTN 24

WEIGHT/CTN 7,30 kg

MEASURE 200 ml

TOTAL POT/CTN 24

WEIGHT/CTN 7,38 kg

code flavour
CZ 0816 Fish-Fruit Shock
CZ 0823 +20 C° Stinky-Amino Shock

flavour code color
spice-krill CZ 0854 green
pineapple CZ 0861 green
mango CZ 0878 green
tigernut CZ 0885 green

MEASURE 75 ml

TOTAL POT/CTN 6

WEIGHT/CTN 0,54 kg

PVA friendly

PVA friendly

PVA friendly

N
B

C   n-butyric
 a

ci
d

N
B

C   n-butyric
 a
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d

N
B

C   n-butyric
 a

ci
d

milliliter
75

milliliter
200

milliliter
50

PVA friendlymilliliter
50

milliliter
200

PVA friendly
milliliter
200

PVA friendly

milliliter
200

milliliter
200

milliliter
200

PVA friendly

PVA friendly

PVA friendly

milliliter
75

cloud effect

PVA friendly

fast effect
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Amur Groundbait • CZ 3172
A unique blend of ground seeds and 
plants irresistible for grass carp 
(amur).

Amur Ready-Wet Groundbaits • CZ 0922
Ready-made groundbait for feeder and method feeder fishing fea-
turing perfect consistency, quality ingredients and irresistible fla-
vouring. Can be used directly from the bag, no need to add water. 

Paprika Bread Wafters • CZ 3480
This bait is the modern wafters version of 
the classic paprika bread bait, which com-
bines the catchiness of the bread, the extra 
attractiveness of the paprika and all the 
useful properties of light baits. When used 
with the right sized hook and bait spike, a 
perfectly balanced unit is formed, which 
can be easily moved by even the slightest 
current, then be easily swallowed by the 
fish without resistance. We recommend it 
specifically for feeder fishing, but classic 
bottom anglers can also benefit from it.

Paprika Bread pop up • CZ 3510
This floating bait is of particular impor-
tance mainly in muddy or weed-strewn 
bed bottoms. It stands out arousing the 
interest of the fish and stimulating them to 
bite. The loosened hook almost flies with-
out resistance into the mouth of the fish. 
The bread-like basic dough loved by carp 
and the intense attractive effect of papri-
ka make this bait really effective. It can be 
used alone or in combination with other 
baits, boilies, pellets, bones or even earth-
worms. It is recommended for feeder and 
classic bottom anglers.

Paprika Bread Dumbel
When this bait is combined with the right 
hook, we get a perfectly balanced one. The 
grip of the bread combined with the special 
aroma of the paprika creates an irresistible 
pair that it is very effective for catching the 
most cautious fish. We recommend it to 
feeder and classic bottom anglers, main-
ly for carp fishing, other peaceful fish can 
also be successfully caught with it.

Favourite Aroma Liquid • CZ 3473
This is a concentration for remote baits so as to flavour feed materi-
als in order to make irresistible for fish to be enticed. It contains aro-
mas whose intensity can be controlled with water. Thanks to its ex-
tra enticing effect, it is especially recommended for using on poorly 
stocked or wild waters. Because of its consistency, its enticing effect 
lasts longer. One bottle is enough to aromatize up to 10-15 kg of feed 
material (mix, seed mix, stick mix, method mix). It is PVA friendly, so 
in addition to feeder anglers, it is also recommended to boilie lovers. 

NET WEIGHT/BAG 850 g

TOTAL BAG/CTN 10

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 9,0 kg

TOTAL CARTON/PALLET 60

TOTAL BAG/PALLET 600

WEIGHT/PALLET 580 kg

PALLET DIMENSIONS (CM) 120x80x158 (1,52 m³)

NET WEIGHT/BAG 1000 g

TOTAL BAG/CTN 10

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 10,5 kg

TOTAL CARTON/PALLET 60

TOTAL BAG/PALLET 600

WEIGHT/PALLET 630 kg

PALLET DIMENSIONS (CM) 120x80x158 (1,52 m³)

NET WEIGHT 15 g

PCS/CTN 12

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 0,34 kg

NET WEIGHT 15 g

PCS/CTN 12

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 0,34 kg

NET WEIGHT 15 g

PCS/CTN 12

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 0,34 kg

code size
CZ 3497 Ø8x12mm
CZ 3503 Ø10x14mm

MEASURE 200 ml

TOTAL POT/CTN 24

WEIGHT/CTN 7,30 kg

1000
grams

850
grams

15
grams

15
grams

15
grams

wafters

millimeter
10

millimeter
10

pop-up

millimeter
Ø8 x12

millimeter
Ø10x14

wafters

milliliter
200PVA friendly

new new new

new
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Amur - Grass Carp superb Wafters • CZ 4556
A great hook bait developed specially for amur / grass carp fishing. If 
used with the proper size of hook and bait spike it forms a perfectly 
balanced unit swayed enticingly by the slightest move of the water. 
Proven flavour and colour combinations ideal for method fishing but 
any non-predatory fish can be targeted with it by bottom fishing.

Amur - Grass Carp Pop Up • CZ 8899
Pop up boilie with unique ingredients for grass carp (amur). The 
formula ensures great luring effect and improved buoyancy. Can be 
used on its own or in pair with other boilies, pellets or corn.

Amur-Grass Carp Boilie
Special boilie with unique ingredients irresistible for grass carp 
(amur). The natural colour of it helps to lull suspicion even of the 
most trustless fish.

Amur Pellet • CZ 7903
Feeding pellet with a pack of plant 
ingredients to lure and keep the fish 
at the spot.

Amur Superb Pop Up • CZ 1364
The Amur / Grass Carp Superb Pop Up starts to gush an intense 
cloud of long lasting colour and flavour irresistible for grass carp. 
Further features are the increased buoyancy and the great rub-
bery-foamy texture making it easy to pierce with boilie needle. It 
easily withstands powerful casts over 100 m.

Amur Amino Dip • CZ 5189
Dip with special aroma for grass carp 
(amur) and with high amino acid content to 
boost up your hookbait.

Amur Green PVA booster • CZ 0892
As in the case of predatory fish, it can also be possible to increase the 
chance of catching peaceful fish if we arouse the fish’s interest with 
some visual stimulus. The Amur booster helps with this because, in 
addition to containing a lot of appetite enhancers, flavor and aroma 
substances, it creates a smoke-like spectacular effect under water. 
Thanks to its lifting properties, it exerts an enticing effect both hor-
izontally and vertically around the offered bait. Due to its texture, it 
can be pressed onto the bait and the feed material, and the PVA pack-
age can be made more attractive with it. 

Amur Attractor Spray • CZ 4382
Ready-made aroma liquid in practical spray 
bottle. Suitable for any kind of hook bait.

Amur Aroma Liquid • CZ 0208
High quality, concentrated liquid with spe-
cial aroma to boost up the groundbait, seed 
mix or pellets.

Amur Corn • CZ 7880
A traditional and proven bait with special aroma designed for cha-
sing grass carp (amur). The colour and flavour are soaked through-
out the whole grain of maize in order to ensure the attraction of the 
fish longer. Made of carefully selected, hand-crumbled high quality 
corn with the latest preserving technology.

Amur XXL Corn • CZ 8891
Giant sized corn with special aroma designed for chasing grass 
carp (amur). Steeped in high quality flavouring and colourant liq-
uids to get the best out of this special bait.

Amur Pearl Corn • CZ 4849
Extruded corn with natural green 
colour. Perfect for floating the hook 
boilie or it can be used on its own.

Lupin • CZ 5300
Rich in easily digestible protein, per-
fect for carp and grass carp (amur) 
fishing. Use it on the hook and pre-
pare for the catch.

NET WEIGHT 800 g

PCS/CTN 10

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 8,40 kg

NET WEIGHT 800 g

PCS/CTN 24

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 20,20 kg

NET WEIGHT 50 g

PCS/CTN 12

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 1,10 kg

NET WEIGHT 40 g

PCS/CTN 12

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 1,00 kg

flavour code
classic CZ 9360
spice CZ 9377

MEASURE 40 g

TOTAL POT/CTN 12

WEIGHT/CTN 1,00 kg

MEASURE 80 ml

TOTAL POT/CTN 12

WEIGHT/CTN 1,60 kg

MEASURE 75 ml

TOTAL POT/CTN 6

WEIGHT/CTN 0,54 kg

MEASURE 200 ml

TOTAL POT/CTN 24

WEIGHT/CTN 7,40 kg

MEASURE 50 ml

TOTAL POT/CTN 10

WEIGHT/CTN 0,70 kg

MEASURE 220 ml

TOTAL POT/CTN 12

WEIGHT/CTN 3,30 kg

MEASURE 220 ml

TOTAL POT/CTN 12

WEIGHT/CTN 4,10 kg

MEASURE 180 ml

TOTAL POT/CTN 12

WEIGHT/CTN 0,80 kg

MEASURE 220 ml

TOTAL POT/CTN 12

WEIGHT/CTN 4,10 kg

millimeter
20

800
grams

800
grams

wafterspop-up
50

grams
40

grams

millimeter
15

millimeter
16

new 
formula

new 
flavors

40
grams millimeter

16

cloud effect

pop-up

milliliter
80 PVA friendly

milliliter
50

milliliter
200

PVA friendly

milliliter
220

milliliter
220

milliliter
180

in liquid

milliliter
220

PVA friendly
milliliter
75

cloud effect

PVA friendly

fast effect
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Busa Attractor Groundbait
Unique groundbait developed for silver carp fishing. Thanks to its 
finely ground special ingredients it bursts a luring and irresistable 
cloud immediately when reaching the water.

Busa Feeder Groundbait • CZ 5959
The silver carp is a great sport fish thanks to its size and its aggres-
sive fight when hooked. Since it is a plankton feeding fish it is not 
easy to catch but the Busa – Silver Carp groundbait helps in this 
thanks to its unique aroma and the clouding fine grains.

Busa-Silver Carp System • CZ 1505
A special combo of a feeding basket and rigs used for catching Silver/
Big-head Carp. The best is to apply a cloudy groundbait in the basket 
and some floating bait on the hooks.

BUSa - Silver Carp Clouding Aroma • CZ 4815
The busa / silver carp is a tough fighter, a real joy to fish for. It is very 
cautious at the same time and its unique feeding habits makes it dif- 
ficult to hook. The revolutionary Busa - Silver Carp Clouding Aroma 
is a superb help in fishing for this exceptional species. The special 
aroma with the clouding plancton-like effect creates the suitable 
circumstances increasing the chance of sucking the hook in.

NET WEIGHT/BAG 1000 g 3000 g

TOTAL BAG/CTN 10 5

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 10,50 kg 15,60 kg

TOTAL CARTON/PALLET 60 42

TOTAL BAG/PALLET 600 210

WEIGHT/PALLET 630 kg 655 kg

PALLET DIMENSIONS (CM) 120x80x158 (1,52m³) 120x80x158 (1,52m³) 

NET WEIGHT/BAG 1000 g

TOTAL BAG/CTN 10

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 10,5 kg

TOTAL CARTON/PALLET 60

TOTAL BAG/PALLET 600

WEIGHT/PALLET 630 kg

PALLET DIMENSIONS (CM) 120x80x158 (1,52 m³)

1000
grams

3000
grams

1000
grams

CZ 1549

CZ 8929

2
pcs

MEASURE 200 ml

TOTAL POT/CTN 24

WEIGHT/CTN 7,30 kg

milliliter
200
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Catfish Mega Boilie
Thanks to the popularity of our Catfish Mega Boilie we decided to 
develop an equally effective boilie. The aroma and the colour re-
lease of the boilie lasts for long so there is no need to change the 
bait frequently.

Catfish Mega Pellet
Incomparable mega pellet in 3 special flavour mixes for the catfish 
enthusiasts.

Monster Mega Pop Up • CZ 7991
Pop up version of the popular and proven Catfish Mega Pellet. De-
signed to add buoyancy to any bottom baits.
• High flavour leakage to attract catfish.
• Extra buoyant – use to pop-up bottom baits and dead fish baits.
• Use a half pop-up to a half bottom bait.

Soft Lure Spray
Special aroma spray with enhanced luring effect 
developed for using on soft or hard lures or even 
on your dead bait. Stays on the lure much longer 
than regular aromas and continuously releases 
its irresistible flavour.

Catfish Turbo Booster • CZ 2019
Developed specifically for hun-
ting down catfish. Its flavouring is  
irresistable and the consistency en-
sures long lasting effect. The red 
blood-like cloud released helps the 
fish to find the bait.

Catfish Dip
The dips combine the best se-
ductive flavours to attract any 
choosey catfish.

ORIGINAL

FISH ESSENCE

LIVER EXTRACT

flavour code
fish-meat CZ 5059
liver-blood CZ 5066

flavour code
liver-blood CZ 2095
blood-fish CZ 2101

NET WEIGHT 50 g

PCS/CTN 12

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 0,90 kg

NET WEIGHT 340 g

TOTAL POT/CTN 6

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 2,40 kg

NET WEIGHT 210 g

TOTAL POT/CTN 6

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 1,60 kg

flavour code
trout CZ 9162
eel/aal CZ 9179
pike CZ 9186
catfish CZ 9193
zander CZ 9209

flavour code
original CZ 8693
liver extract CZ 6972
fish essence CZ 6989

MEASURE 75 ml

PCS/CTN 6

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 0,65 kg

MEASURE 130 ml

TOTAL POT/CTN 12

GROSS WEIGHT/CTN 1,90 kg

MEASURE 50 ml

PCS/TRADE PACK 10

GROSS WEIGHT/TRADE PACK 0,70 kg

PREDATOR-Z

PREDATOR-Z

PREDATOR-Z

PREDATOR-Z

PREDATOR-Z

PREDATOR-Z

cloud effect

millimeter
30

millimeter
30

millimeter
30

pop up baits

50
grams

340
grams

210
grams

cloud effect milliliter
75

milliliter
130

milliliter
50
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Entrant Multi Pole rod
Durable pole rod made from composite material. It resists hits better than 
a traditional carbon rod with the same wall thickness. Perfect to use on 
stony shore. Smaller ones are great for children while the bigger ones 
can be used for catching bigger carp or crucian carp especially if they are 
equipped with elastic.

Force Telematch
High grade carbon material is used for the ForceTelematch, so 
casting further and retriving the fighting fish is no match with this 
rod. Some additional features are the single leg SIC guides, the 
strong and durable reel seat and the cork/non-skidding handle grip.

Atomic Tele Carp rod
The focus was on the needs of the anglers fishing for non-predatory fish. 
The strong yet flexible blank ensures a very enjoyable fight. It is a real 
match for the big fish.

Tele Allround
The Tele Allround is a practical all purpose rod for those just start-
ing out infishing. The wide range of lengths and casting weights en-
sure it will meet most demands.It features carbon composite blank 
and EVA handle grip.

Interceptor Pole Rod
Quick, dynamic action and loadability feature the Interceptor Pole Rod. The 
high quality carbon fibre used for this rod ensures a perfect parabolic ac-
tion when under load. If used with elastic even big fish can be fished for. 
Recommended for those anglers who want an all-around pole rod.

FISHING RODS 
Manufactured using high grade materials, we are proud to offer a 

range of rods for anglers regardless of their experience or budget or 
the fishing method they prefer: carp fishing, boilie fishing, general 

purpose rods, feeder rods, spinning rods, etc. Functionality and quali-
ty are very important but not the only ones. The appearance is a

key feature as well so our rods look good, too.

code length c. weight t. length weight sec.
CZ 2835 200 cm 5-25 g 112cm  70 g 2
CZ 2842 300 cm 5-25 g 112cm 130 g 3

code length c. weight t. length weight sec.
CZ 2859 400 cm 5-25 g 115cm 225 g 4
CZ 2866 500 cm 5-25 g 115cm 357 g 5

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 0450 395 cm 10-80 g 132 cm  280 g 5 SIC
CZ 0467 420 cm 10-80 g 136 cm 350 g 5 SIC

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 2590 270 cm 50-100 g 87 cm  293 g 5 SIC
CZ 2606 300 cm 70-140 g 87 cm 328 g 5 SIC
CZ 2613 360 cm 90-180 g 89 cm 447 g 6 SIC

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 6094 270 cm 40-90 g 92 cm 280 g 5 SIC
CZ 6100 300 cm 50-100 g 93 cm 315 g 5 SIC
CZ 6117 300 cm 80-150 g 94 cm 350 g 5 SIC
CZ 6124 330 cm 50-100 g 95 cm 335 g 5 SIC

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 6131 330 cm 80-150 g 99 cm 360 g 5 SIC
CZ 6148 350 cm 50-100 g  97 cm 385 g 5 SIC
CZ 6155 350 cm 80-150 g 99 cm 410 g 5 SIC

code length t. length weight sec.
CZ 8110 500 cm 120 cm  217 g 5
CZ 8127 600 cm 120 cm 295 g 6
CZ 8134 700 cm 120 cm 415 g 7
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Osmium Feeder
The Osmium Feeder rod family’s wide palette includes the most suitable 
types for every feeder method where there is no need for compromises 
about length or casting weight relating the rods. While the shorter versions 
are optimal for fishing from a boat or from tight spots, the longest versions 
allow reaching large fish in distant bank breaks. This rod is slender and suf-
ficiently backboned. The manufacturer has provided it with two-sole rein-
forced rings, with carbon spikes that indicate even the slightest pulls, and 
with a split cork handle. This is a truly graceful piece that can be used in both 
everyday- and competition situations.

FEEDER COMPETITION

Galactic Light Feeder
The Galactic Light Feeder rods meet the expectiations of the me- 
thod feeder fishing.The slim, lightweight and flexible blank and the 
aligned action ensures a real experience during playing the fish and 
reduces the chance of loosing it. Comes with 2 fiber glass tips and 3 
carbon tip.

No Limit River Feeder
This large-fish feeder rod, which belongs to the Feeder Competition 
family, is a flexible medium-backboned bot, with a modern split- handle. 
Next to this rod, there are three carbon spikes which are very effective for 
indicating the smallest bites. Two-sole, wear-resistant ring row perfectly 
transfers the load to the rod body. It is a real big gun and great alternative 
in waters where the capital fish are far away from the bank.

FEEDER COMPETITION

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 3077 270 cm 50-180 g 140 cm 210 g 2+3 SIC
CZ 3084 300 cm 50-180 g 155 cm 230 g 2+3 SIC
CZ 3091 360  cm 50-140 g 127 cm 270 g 3+3 SIC
CZ 3107 360 cm 60-180 g 127 cm 300 g 3+3 SIC
CZ 3114 390 cm 50-150 g 137 cm 320 g 3+3 SIC
CZ 3121 390 cm 80-220 g 137 cm 330 g 3+3 SIC

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 0519 330 cm  20-90 g 116 cm 194 g 3+5 SIC
CZ 0502 360 cm  20-90 g 126 cm 205 g 3+5 SIC

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 3060 360 cm 100-300 g 126 cm 260 g 3+3 SIC
CZ 3053 390 cm 100-350 g 136 cm 305 g 3+3 SIC

FEEDER COMPETITION

new

new
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Carp Feeder
The Feeder Competition rod family is built on a slim blank with EVA 
/cork handle and single-leg guides with SIC inserts. The action is 
stiff enough for long casting but, thanks to the soft upper third, it is 
a real joy when playing fish. Designed for both please and competi-
tion fishing. Comes with 2 glass and 1 carbon tips.

wild carp feeder
The Wild Carp Feeder rod is perfect choice for chasing big fish. Thanks to 
the used materials, the production technology and the strict quality assu- 
rance this rod is extremely loadable, even the big feeding baskets can be 
casted to a big distance with ease. Comes with 2 glass tips and 1 carbon tip.

Trend II FEEDER
The updated version of the rightly popuar Trend Feeder rod. Classic 
lines and loadable blank, strong guides with wear-resistant inserts 
feature the Trend-II Feeder. A perfect choice for fishing on both lakes 
and rivers. Comes with 1 carbon and 2 glass tips.

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 6742 360 cm 40-120 g  126 cm 200 g  3+3 SIC
CZ 6759 390 cm 60-160 g  126 cm 230 g  3+3 SIC

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 7830 360 cm 150 g 126 cm 330 g 3+3 SIC
CZ 7847 390 cm 180 g 137 cm 360 g 3+3 SIC

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 5607 360 cm 160 g 126 cm 305 g 3+3 SIC
CZ 5614 390 cm 180 g 137 cm 375 g 3+3 SIC
CZ 5621  420 cm 210 g 147 cm 480 g 3+3 SIC

FEEDER COMPETITION

FEEDER COMPETITION
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Arcane Picker
Built slim yet strong carbon fibre blank with quick action, doub- 
le/single leg SIC guides, strong and durable reel seat and cork  
handle grip feature the Arcane Picker rod. Real quality anyone can 
afford. Comes with 2 glass and 1 carbon tips.

Arcane Carp Feeder
This strong rod is perfect for hunting down big carp and grass carp. The 
slim, light blank has enough in reserve to cast heavy feeder baskets over 
long distances. The single-leg guides with SIC inserts help to keep the 
original characteristic of the blank. Comes with 2 glass and 1 carbon tips.

MAX-X BOAT FEEDER
The Max-X Boat Feeder Rod is the answer to a new but rapidly 
increasing demand. The shorter but stronger blank ensures easy use 
in a boat and harder fighting with the fish while the three different 
tips can show even the slightest touch. It can be used successfuly 
even for ice fishing.

Medal Feeder
This is a strong-looking, heavy-duty feeder fishing rod. The manufacturer 
has provided it with a split cork handle, with a row of lightened, wear-re-
sistant rings, and with three clearly visible, sensitive vibrating spikes. 
Due to its durable material, this rod can be used even in extreme terrains 
or on paving stones along rivers. While the shorter version is suitable for 
fishing on small lakes or from boats, the longer one is suitable for long 
distant casting targets. We recommend it to anglers who are looking for 
universal feeder rods. It can effectively be used in spring for fishing com-
mon bream, in summer carp and in autumn common barbel.

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 9927 270 cm 5-25 g 141cm 5-25 g 2+3 SIC
CZ 9934 300 cm 7-30 g 155 cm 7-30 g 2+3 SIC

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 6247 360 cm 70-140 g 127 cm 295 g 3+3  SIC
CZ 6254 390 cm 60-180 g  136 cm 345 g 3+3  SIC

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 5829 240 cm  80-180 g 126 cm 210 g 2+3 SIC
CZ 5836 270 cm 80-180 g 140 cm 245 g 2+3 SIC

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 1653 330 cm 30-70 g 114 cm 256 g 3+3 SIC
CZ 1660 360 cm 50-100 g 125 cm 308 g 3+3 SIC
CZ 1677  390 cm 160 g 133 cm 365 g 3+3 SIC

new
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Distant Bomb Feeder
This rod has a design typical of boilie rods, and all the good features of 
feeder rods. Its long split handle, its dynamically loading  flexible body 
and its perfectly positioned, large, reinforced ring row make this rod a 
true long-casting, large-fish feeder rod. It is a perfect choice for large 
lakes, for rough river waters and for such situations where the rod has to 
deal with extreme fishing conditions.

Aggressor Feeder Rod
This feeder rod has been manufactured using durable, modern compo- 
site materials, which make it more resistant to external influences than a 
carbon rod of its category. The manufacturer has provided this rod with a 
row of wear-resistant rings and a split cork handle. The biting is signaled 
by three spikes with different strengths. This rod is a perfect choice for 
stony difficult terrains, and for anglers with less experienced.

 Atomic Power Carp Feeder rod
The focus was on the needs of the anglers fishing for non-predatory 
fish. The strong yet flexible blank ensures a very enjoyable fight. It is 
a real match for the big fish.

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 1684 360 cm 150+ g 125 cm 360 g 3+3 SIC
CZ 1691 390 cm 180+g 137 cm 408 g 3+3 SIC

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 1738 360 cm 120+ g 126 cm 380 g 3+3 SIC
CZ 1745 390 cm 150+g 136 cm 480 g 3+3 SIC

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 2712 360 cm  50-150g 127 cm 260 g 3+3 SIC
CZ 2729 360 cm 30-120g 127 cm 254 g 3+3 SIC

new

new
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Entrant Feeder
The Entrant Feeder is affordable but doesn’t compromise on quality. 
Comprising three matt black sections with single/double guides 
and SIC inserts, together with an EVA handle, it is a perfect choice 
for those who have just started to catch carp using the feeder style. 
Comes with 3 glass tips.

Entrant Telefeeder & Entrant Telepicker
This version of the Entrant Picker and Entrant Feeder combines the 
practicalilties of a telescopic rod with the advantages of a picker 
rod. Comes with 3 glass tips.

Entrant Picker
The Picker rods in the Entrant series are made from two-sectioned, 
strong blanks and single/double-leg guides with SIC inserts. The 
design and the EVA/cork handle create an attractive look. Comes 
with 3 glass tips.

Arcane Float
Slim and light, the Arcane Float still has enough power to handle 
big carp if required. The single-leg guides with SIC inserts help to 
maintain the original charasteristic of the blank. It comes complete 
with EVA/cork handle.

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 6476 360 cm 60-120 g 128 cm 320 g 3+3 S-SIC
CZ 6483 390 cm 70-140 g 133 cm 365 g 3+3 S-SIC

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 6193 240 cm 5-15 g 124 cm 190 g 2+3 S-SIC
CZ 6209 270 cm 5-20 g 140 cm 215 g 2+3 S-SIC
CZ 6216 300 cm 10-25 g 155 cm 240 g 2+3 S-SIC

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 6278 330 cm 40-90 g feeeder 66 cm 282 g 6+3 S-SIC

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 6285 360 cm 7-30 g 125 cm  190 g 3 SIC
CZ 6292 390 cm 15-40 g 135 cm 235 g 3 SIC
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Valiant Carp
Graceful appearance and clean design feature the Marshal Valiant 
Carp rod. Light, well balanced yet potent blank and large sized 
guides with metal inserts help to achieve distant casts and enjoyable 
fight with the fish. A good choice for a competition and unbeatable 
when pleasure fishing.

slim Carp
A real multiuse rod made from top grade carbon material featuring 
an elegant slim design. Its detailed design is very sophisticated. The 
blank is super slim but its material is highly durable. It features 
six double leg SIC guides, gracile reel seat, foam butt cap. It has a 
perfect playing action during the fight. 
• Extra slim blank,
• quality double leg SIC guides,
• metal reel seat,
• non-skidding handle grip,
• strengthened tip guide.

Green Shadow Carp Rod
This top-class fishing rod radiates elegance and has a modern ap-
pearance. It also has a high load capacity and an exclusive, at the 
same time, an extra-thin wear-resistant ring row. It is a worthy ad-
versary of capital fish, and can be used both for casual and competi-
tion fishing. We recommend it to lovers of boilie fishing.

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 5454 10’ 3 lb 155 cm 280 g 2 SIC
CZ 5461 12’ 3 lb 186 cm 330 g 2 SIC
CZ 5478 13’ 3,5 lb 200 cm 410 g 2 SIC

*ø50 mm butt guide.

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 3253 10’ 3 lb 156 cm 350 g 2 SIC
CZ 3260 12’ 3 lb 186 cm 400 g 2 SIC
CZ 3277 12” 3,5 lb 186 cm 430 g 2 SIC
CZ 3284* 13’ 3,5 lb 199 cm 490 g 2 SIC50*

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 3664 10’ 3,0 lbs 156 cm  250 g 2 SIC
CZ 3671 12’ 3,0lb  186 cm 300 g 2 SIC
CZ 3688 12’ 3,5lb 186 cm 320 g 2 SIC
CZ 3695 13’ 3,5lb 199 cm 345 g 2 SIC

MARSHAL

MARSHAL

MARSHAL

new
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maximal Carp
The Maximal Carp has a rather soft blank helping to avoid the fish 
unhooking itself by chance but it has enough reserve for hard fights.

scirocco Carp
A great general-purpose fishing rod. The blank is made of light and 
flexible materials with average sized guides and wear-resistant  
inserts. Its dynamic action helps long casts while handles the load 
perfectly when playing big fish.

Score Carp
This fishing rod, with a graceful and modern design, consisting of two 
parts, has been manufactured in the known classic and highly pop-
ular lengths. Its massive two-foot mixing ring and the wear-resis-
tant SIC ring series are almost indestructible. The rod performs well 

during both fatiguing and dynamic throwing. Its material is flexible, 
which gradually hardens during using, resulting in grinding up the 
outbursts of the tired fish. Its EVA handle is easy to clean. Due to its 
size, it can be easily carried. 

MeshPro Carp
MeshPro rods are designed for those anglers willing to have quality 
at an acceptable price. The result of our efforts is this rod range. We 
kept even the smallest details in mind, for example the parts of the 
rods wearing the most of the load are reinforced but kept flexible for 

the perfect action. The two leg guides with SIC inserts ensure even 
load distribution all along the matt black carbon fibre blank. The line 
clip, the strong and durable reel seat, the non-skidding butt grip and 
the metal buttcap are the additional features of this rod.

*ø50 mm-es SIC butt guide.

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 5485 10’ 3 lb 155 cm 238 g 2 SIC
CZ 5492 12’ 3 lb 186 cm 285 g 2 SIC
CZ 5508* 13’ 3,5 lb 201  cm 420 g 2 SIC

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 5515 360 cm 3 lb 185 cm 271 g 2 SIC
CZ 5522* 390 cm 3,5 lb 199 cm 351 g 2 SIC

*ø50 mm butt guide.

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 9834 270 cm 2,75 lbs 140 cm 210 g 2 SIC
CZ 9827 300 cm 3,00 lbs 155 cm 240 g 2 SIC

*MeshPro ø50 mm butt guide.

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 8878 12’ 3,50lb 185cm  345g 2 SIC
CZ 8885 13’ 3,50lb  200cm 370g 2 SIC
CZ 8854 12’ 3,00lb 126cm 340g 3 SIC
CZ 8861 13’ 3,50lb 135cm 430g 3 SIC*
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Cork Action Carp ca2
The progressive and full parabolic action of the high modulus car-
bon blank and the SIC guides guarantee long and accurate casts 
while the full cork handle provides comfort and style.

Action Carp
The slim blank of the Action Carp rods ensures real fun when playing 
the fish. The long blank combined with bigger-than-average guides 
and SIC inserts helps to reach far target areas. The matt black finish 
and metal butt cap give the rod a spectacular appearance.

Cork Action Ca3
Stylish appearance, cork handle and abrasion-resistant guide in-
serts feature the all-purpose carp rod Cork Action CA3. Thanks to 
the 3 section design it is perfect for those looking for an easy to  
carry rod while accepting no compromise in strength for handling 

big fish and in dynamics for long casts. The slim blank may seem 
a bit soft but due to its perfect characteristics it can withstand the 
load generated by the fish, protecting the leader line with its flexi-
bility and eating up the resistance of the fish.

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 5843 360 cm 3,00 lb 125 cm  357 g 3 SIC
CZ 5850 390 cm 3,50 lb 137 cm  495 g 3 SIC

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 9859 300 cm 3,00 lb 55 cm  220 g 2 SIC
CZ 9866 360 cm 3,00 lb 55 cm  273 g 2 SIC

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 6377 360 cm 3,00 lb 127 cm 340 g 3 SIC
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Compact Carp      
This universal, two-part fishing rod has a telescopic handle which 
makes its carrying easier. It is good for quick fishing sessions usu-
ally after work, which is why its constant carrying is advisable. It is 
suitable for searching and boat fishing. Its sufficiently flexible body 
and wear-resistant ring row make it easy to cope with larger fish. 
It is primarily intended for peaceful angling, but thanks to its com-
pact design, it can also be used effectively for predatory fishing in 
autumn.

Resistant Carp
This classic- designed carp rod has three parts. Its body is load-bea-
ring, but at the same time sufficiently soft making it capable to resist 
the sudden attacks of big fish. It has a two-sole, wear-resistant ring 
row. Its thickened EVA- grip provides a secure grip when casting and 
during fatiguing. It can be carried on motorcycle or bicycle, and so in 
addition to its usual use, it is also good for searching fishing.

SpeC Spod
Powerful blank with tip action for precise and long casts even with 
heavy load. The light yet durable guides ensure acceptable rod weight.

Entrant Bigfish
Developed for handling even the biggest catfish, this rod features 
an extremely strong blank armed with robust double-leg guides and 
will stand its ground under the toughest demands.

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 1707 300 cm 3 lbs 157 cm 390 g 2 SIC
CZ 1714 360 cm 3 lbs 126 cm 385 g 3 SIC
CZ 1721 390  cm 3,5 lbs 135 cm 500 g 3 SIC

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 1967 270 cm 2,75 lbs 113 cm 300 g 2 SIC
CZ 1974 300 cm 3,00 lbs 125 cm  350 g 2 SIC

*ø50 mm butt guide.

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 9651 390 cm 5,00 lb 199 cm 475 g 2 SIC50*

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 6490 240 cm 200-500 g 125 cm 415 g 2 alu-oxid
CZ 6506 270 cm 200-500 g 140 cm 490 g 2 alu-oxid
CZ 6513 300 cm 200-500 g 156 cm 510 g 2 alu-oxid

new

new
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FISHING REELS 
CarpZoom provides a range of fishing reels with nice design, 

quality materials and assembly tech delivering a great 
fishing experience for anglers. There are lots of different 
varieties of reels available: front drag, rear drag, freespool, 
baitrunner and big pit reels for fishing for any kind of fresh 

water fish including carp or predatory fish.

HQ-Carp FD
The Marshal HQ-Carp FD is a traditional reel 
specifically designed to catch really big fish. 
In spite of its robust appearance it is a precise 
and elegant reel made from quality raw ma-
terials. The durable graphite body, the CNC  
machined alu spool and the tested gears, shafts 
and ball bearings ensure long life. Thanks to the 
carefully selected gear ratio it winds up the line 
nicely. The brake can be adjusted precisely while 
the instant anti-reverse is a great help when 
fighting the big fish. The rubber brushes on the 
rotor avoids the line getting under the spool.

serie fine feeder 5000FD
• Aluminium spool with two metal line clip.
• Graphite spare spool.
• Light yet durable graphite body.
• 5+1 ball bearings.
• 5.2:1 Gear ratio.
• One way clutch / Instant anti-reverse sys-

tem.
• Large bail arm.
• Right/left inter-changeable CNC handle.
• Computer balanced rotor.
• Quick drag brake system.

FEEDER COMPETITION

code model weight gear ratio mm/m
CZ 5966 5500FD 565 g 4,8: 0,28/240
CZ 9286 7500FD 660 g 4,3:1 0,30/480

*spare spool (available separately)

code model material
CZ 5973* 5500FD metal
CZ 1142* 7500FD metal

code model weight gear ratio mm/m
CZ 6000 5000FD 407 g 5,2:1 0,20/250
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CZ5959 28_b CZ Azurite 6000 Long Cast Feeder spare alu spool

Arcane Feeder
• 5 ball bearings
• Super strong drive gear.
• Aluminium spool.
• Soft rubber knob.
• Solid graphite material.
• Computer balanced rotor.
• One-way clutch / instant anti-reverse.
• Anti-twist line roller with thick bail wire.
• Aluminium die casted handle.

code model weight gear ratio mm/m
CZ 7589 3000 290 g 5,1:1 0,22/170
CZ 7572 5000 397 g 5,1:1 0,22/220

SuperB
This is a solidly designed and well-assembled 
casting reel. When cast, the line flows without 
resistance out of the metal drum which has a 
slightly conical profile and a special slanted rim 
that allows the reaching of far-away distances. 
Thanks to the shallow design of the drum, there 
is no need for additional under-filling, so that it 
has to be filled only with the required amount of 
line. The smooth running and faultless operation 
are ensured by 5+1 bearings with high wear re-
sistance.  The pick-up arm has a power design, 
and easily returns to its rest state, when in open 
state the reel is wound. The brake is fine-tuned 
and non-sticking, combined with the 4.7:1 gear 
ratio, it is a worthy opponent of capital fish. The 
crank is made of metal, and provided with a 
large and comfortable handle. 

Osmium
The curved shapes, the elegant appearance and 
the extremely load-bearing design are the char-
acteristics of this fishing reel which is equipped 
with a shallow metal drum. Thanks to the design 
of the drum rim, minimal resistance is exerted on 
the line when casting, and thanks to its shallow 
profile, economical use of line is ensured. The 
robust pick-up arm, the precise drive equipped 
with 5+1 bearings and the reliable, widely ad-
justable non-stick brake make this fishing reel 
a worthy opponent to capital fish. It is primarily 
recommended to feeder anglers, but it can also 
be used effectively by boilies and classic bottom 
anglers.

FEEDER COMPETITION

FEEDER COMPETITION

code model weight gear ratio mm/m
CZ 5942 6000 419 g 4,4:1 0,30/175

FeederCast
• Forged Aluminium Spool. 
• Corrosion-resistant graphite body. 
• One way clutch / Instant Anti Reverse. 
• Anti-twist line roller. 
• Right/left interchangeable handle. 
• Excellent line lay.

azurit 6000 Long Cast Feeder
• Aluminium spool with metal line clip.
• Graphite spare spool.
• Light yet durable graphite body.
• 6+1 ball bearings.
• 4.4:1 Gear ratio.
• One way clutch / Instant anti-reverse system.
• Large bail line system.
• Right/left inter-changeable CNC handle.
• Computer balanced rotor.
• Quick drag brake system.

code model weight gear ratio mm/m
CZ 2230 LC6000 440 g 4,7:1 0,20/210

code model weight gear ratio mm/m
CZ 2247 6000 423 g 5,2:1 0,30/200

*spare spool (available separately)

code model material
CZ 2452* 6000 metal

code model weight gear ratio mm/m
CZ 9226 6000F 402 g 4,7:1 0,23/220

FEEDER COMPETITION
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Marshal BBC Carp 
These robust, powerful, nicely elaborated and totally reliable 
reels follow the latest trends. The front clutch and the bait 
runner system can give the line extremely precisely, smoothly 
and continuously during the take and the playing. The length 
of the crank arm is ideal, the handle is comfortable. 
• 8+1 ball bearings.
• Black gloss aluminium spool.  
• Matt black body. Black CNC handle. 
• Metal line clip.
• Black thick bail arm. 
• Computer balanced rotor. 
• One way clutch / Instant Anti Reverse.  

exact BBC Carp
• One way clutch / anti reverse system.
• Left / right exchangeable handle.
• Balanced rotor system.
• Strong drive gear.
• 4.6:1 gear ratio, 6+1 bearings.
• Metallic spool.

Score BBC
• Aluminium spool with metal line clip.
• Graphite spare spool.
• Light yet durable graphite body.
• 5+1 ball bearings.
• 5.1:1 Gear ratio.
• One way clutch / Instant anti-reverse system.
• Balanced rotor.
• Thick bail arm.
• Right/left inter-changeable metal handle.

Focus BBC
• Aluminium spool with metal line clip.
• Light yet durable graphite body.
• 5.2:1 Gear ratio.
• 4+1 ball bearings.
• Precision smooth & durable ball bearings.
• Powerful drag system and precise braking system.
• One way clutch / Instant  anti-reverse system.
• Computer designed balanced rotor.
• Thick bail arm.
• Right/left interchangeable metal handle with rubber knob.

code model weight gear ratio mm/m
CZ 1556 6000BBC 692 g 4,8:1 0,33/460
CZ 1563 8000BBC 831 g 4,3:1 0,36/390

*spare spool (available separately)

code model material
CZ 5202* 6000BBC metal
CZ 5219*  8000BBC metal

code model weight gear ratio mm/m
CZ 2767 8000BBC 610 g 4,6:1 0,30/470

*spare spool (available separately)

code model material
CZ 3221* 8000BBC metal

code model weight gear ratio mm/m
CZ 7533 6000BBC 449 g 5,1:1 0,30/320

code model weight gear ratio mm/m
CZ 9933 6000BBC 468 g 5,2:1 0,35/350
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Maximal bbc Carp
• One way clutch / anti reverse system.
• Metallic spool / graphite spare spool.
• Left / right exchangeable handle.
• Balanced rotor system.
• Strong drive gear.
• 5.2:1 gear ratio.
• 5+1 bearings.

FeederCast BBC
• Super strong drive gear.
• Solid graphite material.
• Computer balanced rotor.
• One-way clutch / instant anti-reverse.
• Anti-twist line roller with thick bail wire.
• Aluminium die casted handle.
• Aluminium shallow spool.
• Special water transfer paint.
• T-shape knob.

Black Ghost BBC
• Aluminium spool.
• Graphite spare spool.
• 5+1 bearings.
• Super strong drive gear.
• Solid graphite material.
• Computer balanced rotor.
• One way clutch / Instant Anti Reverse.
• Anti-twist line roller with thick bail arm.
• Aluminium die-casted handle.

scirocco bbc
• 5+1 bearings.
• 5.2:1 gear ratio.
• Super strong drive gear.
• Solid graphite material.
• Computer balanced rotor.
• One way clutch / Instant anti reverse.
• Anti-twist line roller with thick bail arm.
• CNC handle with soft rubber knob.
• Left/right exchangeable handle.
• Aluminium spool, graphite spare spool.

Optimal Carp BBC
• Aluminium spool - conical.
• Graphite spare spool.
• 5+1 bearings. 
• 5.2:1 or 4.7:1 gear ratio.
• Metal line clip.
• S.S click system.
• Brass pinion gear.
• Solid graphite material.
• Computer balanced rotor.
• One way clutch / Instant anti reverse.
• Anti-twist line roller with thick bail arm.
• CNC handle with soft rubber knob.
• Left/right exchangeable handle.

code model weight gear ratio mm/m
CZ 2903 6000BBC 510 g 5,2:1 0,45/140

code model weight gear ratio mm/m
CZ 7602 4000BBC 340 g 5,1:1 0,22/200
CZ 7596 6000BBC 465 g 5,1:1 0,22/260

code model weight gear ratio mm/m
CZ 0320 4000BBC 335 g 5,1:1 0,30/195
CZ 0337 5000BBC 439 g 5,1:1 0,35/275
CZ 0344 6000BBC 453 g 5,1:1 0,45/195

code model weight gear ratio mm/m
CZ 5386 4000BBC 255 g 5,2:1 0,25/210
CZ 5393 5000BBC 355 g 5,2:1 0,20/265
CZ 5409 6000BBC 436 g 5,2:1 0,30/220

code model weight gear ratio mm/m
CZ 7564 4000BBC 363 g 5,2:1 0,30/95
CZ 7571 5000BBC 395 g 5,2:1 0,35/100
CZ 7588 6000BBC 446 g 4,7:1 0,35/140

FEEDER COMPETITION
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Multifish Carp BBC
• Graphite spool equipped.
• with 0,25mm fishing line.
• 1 bearing.
• Strong drive gear.
• Durable graphite material.
• Computer balanced rotor.
• Left/right exchangeable handle.

Entrant BBC
• Light yet durable graphite spool.
• Graphite spare spool.
• Computer balanced rotor.
• One way clutch / Instant anti reverse.
• Anti-twist line roller. Excellent line lay.
• Brass gear for durability.
• Right/left interchangeable handle.

Pirate Carp BBC
• Graphite spool with black finish.
• Strong drive gear.
• Durable graphite material.
• Computer balanced rotor.
• Left/right exchangeable handle.

Fanatic bbc
• Aluminium spool.
• Graphite spare spool.
• Metal line clip, S.S click system
• Brass pinion gear.
• Solid graphite material.
• Computer balanced rotor.
• One way clutch / Instant anti reverse.
• Anti-twist line roller with thick bail arm.
• Left/right exchangeable handle.

Multifish Carp RD
• Graphite spool equipped with 

0,30mm fishing line.
• 1 bearing.
• Strong drive gear.
• Durable graphite material.
• Computer balanced rotor.
• Left/right exchangeable handle.

Multifish Junior RD 
• Graphite spool equipped 

with 0,25mm fishing line.
• 1 bearing.
• Strong drive gear.
• Durable graphite material.
• Computer balanced rotor.
• Left/right  

exchangeable  
handle.

KID 200F 
• One way clutch / Instant 

Anti Reverse.
• Right/left interchangeable 

handle.
• S-Curve oscillating 

system.
• 1 Ball Bearing.
• 5.2:1 Gear Ratio.

Multifish Junior FD
• Graphite spool equipped with 

0,25mm green fishing line.
• Strong drive gear.
• Durable graphite material.
• Thin bail line system.
• Left/right exchangeable handle.
• 5.2:1 gear ratio.
• 1 bearing.

MultiFish - Junior combo & Junior Tele Comb
Rod set for kids complete with reel, fishing line, float and hooks and sinkers.

code model weight gear ratio mm/m
CZ 2755 5000BBC 210 g 4,9:1  0,35/200

code model weight gear ratio mm/m
CZ 9781 4000BBC 395 g 5,2:1 0,30/175
CZ 9798 5000BBC 415 g 5,2:1 0,35/195
CZ 9804 6000BBC 445 g 5,2:1 0,45/140

code model weight gear ratio mm/m
CZ 5423 4000BBC 305 g 5,2:1 0,25/210
CZ 5447 5000BBC 435 g 5,2:1 0,30/220

code model weight gear ratio mm/m
CZ 2674 BBC5000 435 g 4,7:1 0,30/220
CZ 2681 BBC6000 440 g 4,7:1 0,35/190

code model mm/m
CZ 7680 200F 0,18/245

code CZ 3109
model 5000
weight 347 g
gear ratio 4,9:1
mm/m 0,35/220

code CZ 5416
model 2500FD
weight 183 g
gear ratio 5,2:1
mm/m 0,18/190

code CZ 3093
model 3000
weight 236g
gear ratio 5,2:1
mm/m 0,20/260

code length c. weight t. length weight
CZ 3758 160 cm 10-30 g 125 cm 200 g

code length c. weight t. length weight
CZ 3765 160 cm 10-25 g 140 cm 202 g
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FISHING LINES 
The broad range of our fishing lines can improve your

casting and retrieving. No matter if you need mono or a 
braid line for carp, general or predatory fishing featuring 
sensitivity, strength or abrasion-resistance, we’ve got you 

covered. Our monofilament lines offer great flexibility while 
the braided lines have high strength and minimal stretch.

*Practical field test, not laboratory values

Extreme Fishing Line
Developed for meeting the extreme requirements of feeder fishing.
• Extremely abrasion-resistant
• Exceptional knot strength
• Low stretch for accurate casts
• Sure hooking of the fish
• Better control over the fish
• Line color: black

Method Feeder Line
A special mono line developed for feeder fishing. Due to its sinking 
ability it withstands the currents and provides direct connection be-
tween the rig and the rod. 
• Low stretch 
• High tensile strength 
• Abrasion resistant 
• Good knot strength 
• UV stable

Distance Fishing Line
The Feeder Competition Distance fishing line helps feeder anglers
to cast precisely at great distances.
• Special surface treatment
• Ideal hardness
• Controlled stretch
• Line color: dark green

3D Method Feeder Line 
The special 3D effect refracts the surface of the line, making it al-
most invisible even for the most aggressive fish as well. Thanks to 
its low elongation, it makes even the most cautious catch notice-
able. Because of the modern technology used during its production, 
it has got a high bearing capacity and knot-tolerance, at the same 
time revealing itself as a soft cord, which is a perfect solution for 
tiring out small and large-bodied fish under both hobby and com-
petition conditions.

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 0770 0,16 mm 3,50 kg
CZ 0787 0,18 mm 4,10 kg
CZ 0794 0,20 mm 5,20 kg
CZ 0800 0,22 mm 6,40 kg
CZ 0817 0,25 mm 7,50 kg
CZ 0824 0,28 mm 8,70 kg

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 1994 0,19 mm 5,70 kg
CZ 2007 0,21 mm 6,70 kg
CZ 2014 0,23 mm 7,45 kg
CZ 2021 0,25 mm 8,45 kg
CZ 2038 0,28 mm 9,20 kg

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 2045 0,18 mm 4,40 kg
CZ 2052 0,20 mm 5,60 kg
CZ 2069 0,22 mm 6,35 kg
CZ 2076 0,24 mm 7,65 kg
CZ 2083 0,26 mm 8,20 kg

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 0069 0,18  mm 4,30 kg
CZ 0076  0,20 mm  5,40 kg
CZ 0083 0,23 mm 6,30 kg
CZ 0090 0,26 mm  7,50 kg
CZ 0106 0,28 mm 8,10 kg
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TIP
2 m

TAPER
13 m

BUTT

0.18 - 0.28 0.20 - 0.32 0.26 - 0.57
5.1 / 8.7

DIA. [MM]
TS. [KG] 5.5 / 11.5 8.0 / 17.3

15 METER

TAPER RUNNING LINE
185 m

LEADER
15 m

DIA. [MM]
TS. [KG]

0.18-0.30 0.21-0.35
5.1 / 8.9 5.8 / 12.5

200 METER

TIP
2 m

TAPER
13 m

BUTT

0.18 - 0.28 0.20 - 0.32 0.26 - 0.57
5.1 / 8.7

DIA. [MM]
TS. [KG] 5.5 / 11.5 8.0 / 17.3

15 METER

TAPER RUNNING LINE
185 m

LEADER
15 m

DIA. [MM]
TS. [KG]

0.18-0.30 0.21-0.35
5.1 / 8.9 5.8 / 12.5

200 METER

BROWN FLUO ORANGE

YELLOW GREEN

Tapered Leader
Tapered leader line for taking the shock of casting a heavy feeder 
or spod long distances. The thicker section is an effective shock 
leader while the thinner section is easy to tie with a small knot to 
the main line and runs through the guides easily. Perfect for feeder 
and match fishing.

Tapered Line
The Feeder Competition Tapered Line offers 185 meters of the 
thinner line and a knotless taper going up to the thicker leader 
making a 15 meters long tapered leader. The thin main line runs 
easily through the guides enabling  longer casts. The tapered sec-
tion avoids having a knot for weeds to snag on. The thicker section 
ensures an efficient fight and lowers the chance of losing the fish. 
Especially recommended for feeder and method feeder fishing.

Osmium Feeder Line 
This strong, knot-resistant cord was made of Japanese raw mate-
rials. Thanks to its low elongation, it is perfect for feeder fishing. It 
immediately transmits even the smallest bites to the tip. The spool 
has 800 meters of line, so even reels with a large line capacity can 
be filled with it. It is primarily recommended for feeders, but it is 
also a good choice for classic bottom and boilie fishing.

Origo Carp Line, camou and pink
Top grade fishing line developed for carp fishing. Due to its unique 
colour it is highly visible. 
• Special surface treatment: 

- for long casts, 
- abrasion resistance, 
- UV resistance. 

• Extremely supple yet low strain .
• High knot strength.

Maximal Carp Line, yellow and green
Perfect for chasing any non-predatory fish. It features high tensile 
strength and abrasion resistance it can handle the big fish even in 
snaggy waters. The spool holds 600m so big pit reels can be filled 
up with no issues.
• High tensile strength.
• Abrasion resistant.
• Good knot strength.
• Perfect for boilie, bottom or heavy feeder fishing.

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 7625 ø0.18-0.28 mm 5,1/8,7 kg
CZ 7632 ø0.20-0.32 mm 5,5/11,5 kg
CZ 7649 ø0.26-0.57 mm 8,0/17,3 kg

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 7656 ø0.18-0.30 mm 5,1/8,9 kg
CZ 7663 ø0.21-0.35 mm 5,8/12,5 kg

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 2544  0,20 mm 5,4 kg
CZ 2551 0,23  mm 7,1 kg
CZ 2568 0,26 mm 8,2 kg
CZ 2575 0,28 mm 9,1  kg

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 2582  0,20 mm 5,4 kg
CZ 2599 0,23  mm 7,1  kg
CZ 2605 0,26 mm 8,2  kg
CZ 2612 0,28 mm 9,1  kg

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 6383 0,26 mm 5,70 kg
CZ 6390 0,28 mm 6,40 kg
CZ 6406 0,30 mm 7,20 kg
CZ 6413 0,33 mm 8,90 kg
CZ 6420 0,37 mm 10,40 kg

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 7755 0,25 mm 8,30 kg
CZ 7762 0,28 mm 10,30 kg
CZ 7779 0,31 mm 12,20 kg
CZ 7786 0,35 mm 15,10 kg

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 7793 0,25 mm 8,30 kg
CZ 7809 0,28 mm 10,30 kg
CZ 7816 0,31 mm 12,20 kg
CZ 7823 0,35 mm 15,10 kg

CAMOU PINK

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 6988 0,23 mm 4,80 kg

FEEDER COMPETITION
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*Practical field test, not laboratory values

Bull-Dog Carp Line dark green
The rightly popular Bull-Dog Carp Line features high tensile 
strength and low stretch. Thanks to its abrasion resistance and 
good knot strength it can cope with extreme circumstances as well.
• High tensile strength. Abrasion resistant and UV stable.
• Exceptional knot strength. Special surface treatment.
• Perfect for freshwater and sea fishing.

Bull-Dog Carp Line fluo
The advanced version of the rightly popular Bull-Dog Carp Line. The 
fluo colour ensures good visibility when the light is low. It features high 
tensile strength and low stretch. Thanks to its abrasion resistance and 
good knot strength it can cope with extreme circumstances as well. 
• High tensile strength and exceptional knot strength. 
• Abrasion resistant. 
• Special surface treatment. UV stable. 
• Perfect for freshwater and sea fishing.

Bull-Dog feeder
The rightly popular Bull-Dog Carp Line features high tensile 
strength and low stretch. Thanks to its abrasion resistance and 
good knot strength it can cope with extreme circumstances as well.
• High tensile strength. Abrasion resistant and UV stable.
• Exceptional knot strength. Special surface treatment.
• Perfect for feeder and carp fishing.

*Practical field test, not laboratory values

Leader Line
High quality leader line for feeder fishing 
featuring:
• Precisely determined softness.
• Knot resistant and UV resistant.
• High breaking strength.
• Line color: invisible.

Fluorocarbon Leader
Quality fluorocarbon material. High abra-
sion resistance. Virtually invisible
in water. High knot strength.
• Line color: transparent

Power Gum
Perfect shock absorber. Use it above the 
feeder to avoid crack offs.
• Line color: transparent.

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 1440 0,22 mm 6,90 kg
CZ 2912 0,25 mm 8,80 kg
CZ 2929 0,28 mm 10,75 kg
CZ 2936 0,31 mm 12,65 kg
CZ 2943 0,35 mm 15,45 kg
CZ 2950 0,40 mm 19,35 kg

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 6049 0,22 mm 6,90 kg
CZ 3483 0,25 mm 8,80 kg
CZ 2967 0,28 mm 10,75 kg
CZ 2974 0,31 mm 12,65 kg
CZ 2981 0,35 mm 15,45 kg
CZ 1457 0,40 mm 19,35 kg

Brown fluo green
code diameter PT-test*

CZ 6437 0,20 mm 5,60 kg
CZ 6444 0,22 mm 6,40 kg
CZ 6451 0,25 mm 7,60 kg
CZ 6468 0,28 mm 9,40 kg
CZ 6475 0,31 mm 11,20 kg

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 6482 0,20 mm 5,60 kg
CZ 6499 0,22 mm 6,40 kg
CZ 6505 0,25 mm 7,60 kg
CZ 6512 0,28 mm 9,40 kg
CZ 6529 0,31 mm 11,20 kg

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 6056 0,22 mm 6,90 kg
CZ 0582 0,25 mm 8,80 kg
CZ 2998 0,28 mm 10,75 kg
CZ 3001 0,31 mm 12,65 kg
CZ 3018 0,35 mm 15,45 kg

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 6063 0,22 mm 6,90 kg
CZ 3490 0,25 mm 8,80 kg
CZ 3025 0,28 mm 10,75 kg
CZ 3032 0,31 mm 12,65 kg
CZ 3049 0,35 mm 15,45 kg

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 2113 0,14 mm 3,50 kg
CZ 2120 0,16 mm 4,30 kg
CZ 2137 0,18 mm 5,30 kg
CZ 2144 0,20 mm  6,45 kg
CZ 2151 0,22 mm 7,70 kg

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 2584  0,18 mm 3,18 kg
CZ 2591 0,20 mm 3,54 kg
CZ 2607 0,22 mm 4,36 kg

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 3895 0,60 mm 4 kg
CZ 3901 0,80 mm 6 kg
CZ 3918 1,00 mm 8 kg
CZ 3925 1,25 mm 10 kg
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*Practical field test, not laboratory values

Soft Fluorocarbon 
Leader Line
This fluorocarbon leader line 
is softer than the traditional 
ones making it much easier to 
prepare your leader. Features 
abrasion resistance, high knot 
strength and it is virtually in-
visible in the water. Best choice 
for waters with the bottom 
covered with sharp stones or 
mussels.

Camou Hooklink 8X
The Camou Hooklink 8X is a feeder line with 8 fibers and has 
premium quality. It is characterized by its round cross-section 
and abrasion resistance. It is completely soft, so that the fish 
will snatch up the bait almost without resistance. It makes the 
knotting easier and has a high knotting tolerance. Its surface 
refracts due to a special camouflage painting, thus preventing 
any suspicion from even a careful capital carp.

Camou Leadcore
The Camou Leadcore is a line woven of strong resistant mate-
rial and has a lead insert. Due to its weight it sinks in seconds 
blending in completely with the bottom, so the assembly will be 
totally hiden even from the most suspicious carp. Its surface is 
broken by a special camouflage painting making it unsuspicious 
for the fish. Due to its strong durable properties, it can be also 
an excellent choice for difficult bumpy terrain near clam beds. It 
can be used perfectly for preparing boilie feeders.

Camou Skinline 
The Camou Skinline is a coated line made of eight filaments 
and has a circular cross-section. After removing its stiff leath-
er-like and highly abrasion-resistant surface, its soft braided 
line emerges and thanks to which the fish snatches the offered 
bait almost without resistance. Its surface is broken by a spe-
cial camouflage painting making even the most cautious capital 
carp unsuspicious. It can be used perfectly for preparing boilie 
feeders. It is an optimal choice for shelly stony terrain.

Allround Leader Line
A real value for money leader featuring soft and dark coloured 
material. Ideal for ledgering or feeder fishing.
• Semi-sinking.
• Soft yet strong.
• High knot strength.
• Abrasion resistant.

Line Counter • CZ 4238
Easy to use: clip-on line count-
er with backlight function. 
Power supply: 2 x LR1130 (not 
included).
 

*Practical field test, not laboratory values

Allround Braided Fishing Line
High quality braided fishing line. Outstanding performance in
difficult environments, freshwater and sea fishing.
• Compact and round shape with smooth surface.
• No stretch and low friction.
• Highly abrasion resistant.
• High knot strength.
• UV-resistant.

Feeder Braid Line 
Absolute necessary fishing line for the feeder anglers. Due to the 
almost zero stretch it is a great help when hooking a fish in a big 
distance.
• Accurate diameter.
• High tensile strength.
• Good flexibility
• Wear resistant.
• Line color: grey.

Serious 8X Braided Line 
This top-category braided line is meant for those anglers who do 
not like kidding. Thanks to a modern manufacturing process and 
special surface treatment, the 8X Braided Line has been given a 
perfect round cross-section. The tight fitting of the fibers gives the 
line an excellent wear resistance, outstanding knot-tolerance and 
high tensile strength, and thanks to its smooth surface, the sur-
face friction coefficient is very low enabling the line flow smoothly 
through the ring, and ensuring an accurately long-distance throw. 
We recommend it specifically to those anglers, who do not accept 
any compromise during getting the fish fatigued, and always keep 
looking for reliable and high-quality braided lines.

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 5119 0,44mm 14,10 kg
CZ 5126 0,49mm 17,30 kg

code PT-test*

CZ 9988 15 lb
CZ 9995 25 lb
CZ 0007 35 lb

code PT-test* Length
CZ 0038 25 lb 10 m
CZ 0045 35 lb 10 m
CZ 0052 45 lb 7 m

code PT-test*

CZ 0014 20 lb
CZ 0021 30 lb

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 7473 0,10 mm 2,90 kg
CZ 7480 0,14 mm 5,40 kg
CZ 7497 0,18 mm 6,90 kg
CZ 7503 0,20 mm 8,40 kg
CZ 7510 0,22 mm 11,20 kg
CZ 7527 0,25 mm 13,80 kg

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 0245 0,12 mm 6,30 kg
CZ 0252 0,14 mm 9,43 kg
CZ 0269 0,16 mm 10,87 kg
CZ 0276 0,18 mm 13,76 kg
CZ 0283 0,20 mm 19,02 kg

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 0290 0,22 mm 20,92 kg
CZ 0306 0,25 mm 22,92 kg
CZ 7534 0,30 mm 25,50 kg
CZ 7541 0,35 mm 31,90 kg

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 0207 0,06 mm 4,24 kg
CZ 0382 0,08 mm 4,50 kg

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 0366 0,08 mm 4,83 kg
CZ 0373 0,10 mm  6,16 kg
CZ 0380 0,13 mm 7,78 kg
CZ 0397 0,15 mm 9,54 kg
CZ 0403 0,17 mm 10,67 kg
CZ 0410 0,21 mm  14,21 kg

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 0427 0,23 mm  16,57 kg
CZ 0434 0,27 mm 19,98 kg
CZ 0441  0,30 mm 23,75 kg
CZ 0458  0,33 mm 28,41 kg
CZ 0465 0,41 mm 40,23 kg
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ACCESSORIES FOR
 COMFORT

A wide variety of chairs, bedchairs, tents, umbrellas and 
sleeping bags together with some other items ensures 

comfort and weather protection on the waterfront.
The key features of the products were quality and 

functionality during the development and testing process 
carried out by our experts and field testers.

VIP Chair • CZ 0121
The Marshal VIP Chair has three distinctive features: comfort, 
style and durability. 
• Snug mattress with plush cushion.
• Steady and robust steel frame.
• Adjustable legs. 
• Equipped with swivelling mudfeet. 
• Size: 52x59x43/110. 
• Folded size: 67x27x85 cm. 
• Weight:7,7 kg.

Memory Foam Chair • CZ 6345 Exceptional comfort is the  
most important feature of this Marshal chair.
• Snug mattress with memory foam filling.
• Massive steel frame.
• Adjustable legs.
• Equipped with swivelling mudfeet.
• Size: 50x50x39/105 cm.
• Folded size: 75x59x24 cm.
• Weight: 6.3 kg.

MARSHAL

MARSHAL

m e m ory foam
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Massive Armchair • CZ 7946 
The Massive Armchair is built around an extremely stable and ro-
bust steel frame. The cover is comfortable and durable with thick 
padding around for added support.

• Snug mattress.
• Steady and robust steel 

frame.
• Adjustable legs.
• Equipped with swivelling  

mudfeet.
• Size: 54x58x52/120cm.
• Folded size: 85x70x25 cm.
• Weight: 8,0 kg.

Full Comfort Boilie Armchair • CZ 7986
The Full Comfort Boilie Armchair offers comfort and relaxation 
at the lakeside. The main features are the strong frame with hard 
wearing coating, the independently adjustable legs, the swivelling 
mud feet.
• Size: 63x60x38/100 cm. Weight: 7,1 kg.

Comfort N2 Armchair • CZ 2317
The carpzoom Comfort N2 Armchair offers nothing else than com-
fort featuring adjustable reclining back, independently adjustable 
legs and swivelling mud feet.
• Size:50x50x35/88 cm.
• Weight: 5,7 kg.

Recliner Comfort Armchair • CZ 9606
Recliner armchair offering full comfort thanks to the padded mat-
tress, adjustable back, the increased height and the adjustable legs 
equipped with swivelling mud feet.
• Size: 56x46x42/98 cm.
• Weight: 5,20 kg.

Compact Armchair • CZ 1929
This fishing chair of metal frame with armrests has a minimal transport 
size. It can be opened with one movement and then folded into a thin 
sheet. Due to its weight, it is a suitable choice for exploratory fishing or 
when you have to travel long distances to fishing spots.
• Delivery size: 68x53x5 cm
• Seat surface: 44x40 cm
• Seat height: 38 cm
• Backrest size: 43x48 cm
• Weight: 2 kg

Easy Comfort Armchair • CZ 5790
Durable frame, hard wearing cover and 
stylish design features the Easy Comfort 
Armchair. Furthermore, it has adjustable 
front legs, mud feet and it is easy to fold.
• Size: 49x38x40/82 cm.
• Weight: 4,8 kg.

Foldable Armchair • CZ 1390
Lightweight still stable frame and durable 
cover feature this practical armchair. The 
bottle holder mesh ensures a perfect place 
for your beer.
• Size: 53x43x41/94 cm.
• Weight: 2,5 kg.

Foldable Chair
Handy and foldable chairs in two sizes. Con-
venient solutions when you are on the go.

Super Feeder Chair • CZ 0618
The Super Feeder Chair with durable seat box style 
legs offers real comfort at the waterfront.
• Snug mattress.
• Steady and robust steel frame.
• Adjustable legs.
• Swivelling mudfeet.
• Size: 55x50x60/100 cm.
• Weight: 7 kg.

CZ 3170 M 40x40x36/69 cm
CZ 3187 L 45x45x41/74 cm

FEEDER COMPETITION
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Comes with the new  
25-30-36 style adapter 

usable for almost all chairs 
on the market.

Comes with the new 25-30-36 
style adapter usable for almost 

all chairs on the market.

Side Tray • CZ 8359
• Keeps the sun or rain off your bait.
• Collapsible material cover.
• Universal fitting for most fishing chair or 

seat box legs.
• Size: 65x45 cm.

Side Tray with Bowl • CZ 2029
Durable side tray featuring perforated sur-
face and a bowl so you have all your baits 
and other accessories at hand when fishing. 
Thanks to it is universal adapter it is easy to 
attach it to a fishing chair or seatbox.
• Size: 51x47 cm,
• plastic bowl: 34x23x10 cm

Bowl with Arm • CZ 3637
Durable and easy to clean bowl with strong 
hoop and universal adapter which makes it 
easy to attach it to a fishing chair or seatbox.
• Size: 40x25 cm,
• plastic bowl: Ø25x10 cm.

Keepnet Arm • CZ 2005
Multiuse arm with universal adapter which 
makes it easy to attach it to a fishing chair 
or seatbox. 
Can be used with most accessories with 
standard screw-thread like rod rests, etc.
• Size: 32x12 cm.

Feeder Rod Holder Arm • CZ 3644
Rod holding arm with universal adapter 
which makes it easy to attach it to a fishing 
chair or seatbox. Compatible with most rod
rests using standard screw-thread.
• Size: 100-156 cm.

Umbrella Arm • CZ 2012
Umbrella holding arm with universal 
adapter which makes it easy to attach it to 
a fishing chair or seatbox. Size: 25 cm.

Comes with the new 
25-30-36 style adapter 

usable for almost all 
chairs on the market.

Comes with the new 25-30-36 
style adapter usable for almost 

all chairs on the market.

Comes with the new 25-30-36 
style adapter usable for almost 

all chairs on the market.

Comes with the new 25-30-36 
style adapter usable for almost 

all chairs on the market.

Classic Camp Chair • CZ 6551
Perfect for short sessions, this lightweight 
still strong chair is a good choice if you 
need to save some weight and volume.
• Size: 38x39x40/71 cm.
• Weight: 3,00 kg.

Shoulder Bag Chair • CZ 6307
The Shoulder Bag Chair is ideal for the 
mobile angler or for short sessions, Light-
weight yet strong foldable chair equipped 
with shoulder strap and a bag for the neces- 
sary gear.
• Size: 29x32x37/72 cm.
• Weight: 1.8 kg.

Chair Drinks Holder • CZ 7595
Handy gadget to keep your drinks secure. 
Perfect for a half-liter mug or a beer can. It 
can be fitted on to the frame of the fishing 
chair thanks to the sturdy and adjustable 
clamp it can be mounted on a wide variety 
of frame thicknesses. 

Telescopic Chair • CZ 0533
Easy to transport, heavy-duty fishing chair. 
Due to its design, anglers weighing more 
than 100 kilograms can safely use it. Its 
height is adjustable. It is easy to clean.
• Transport size: ø25x7 cm.
• Size: ø25 cm.
• Weight: 1 kg.

Massive Bait Station • CZ 1806
It is a durable, universally usable bait table. 
Thanks to its size (67x50 cm), suitable for 
storing a large amount of feed and bait. Its 
practical, perforated metal surface allows 
water to pass through, and even in case of 
rains the equipment stored on it will not be 
damaged. The height of the legs can be ad-
justed, so it can be used comfortably on un-
even terrain as well. It is a perfect choice for 
feeder and peaceful fish anglers, wherever it 
is important to have a wide range of baits at 
hand at the same time. For competitions or 
everyday fishing is also a useful accessory.
• Size: 67x50 cm.

new
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VIP Flat Bedchair • CZ 4823
Comfort, style and durability 
are the most important cha- 
racteristics what the  
Marshal Flat Bedchair offers.
• Comfortable mattress with 

plush cushion. 
• Steady and robust steel 

frame.
• 8 adjustable legs. 
• Equipped with swivelling 

mudfeet. 
• Fastening straps for easy  

transportation. 
• Size: 210x85x32 cm. 
• Folded size: 85x35x80 cm. 
• Weight:10,8 kg.

CZ 0727
Full Comfort Bedchair 
Comfortable and durable bed-
chair combining design and 
functionality.
• 6 adjustable legs.
• Double coloured coated 

cushion.
• Powder coated light weight 

frame.
• Detachable fleece pillow.
• Air flow material back cover.
• Zipped side pockets.
• End section in easy wipe 

clean material.
• Size: 210x83x35 cm.
• Weight: 9,5 kg.

DETACHABLE FLEECE PILLOW

avix Bedchair Bag&Chair Bag
Hard wearing bag for easy storage and trans-
portation of your chair or bedchair featuring 
adjustable shoulder strap with extra padding.

Spare Bedchair Leg • CZ 3383
Universal additional leg for bedchairs 
featuring flexible mud foot and durable  
locking mechanism. 
• Size: 27-38 cm.

Extreme Sleeping bag • CZ 9639
Extra warm and comfortable sleeping 
bag with fleece lining, peach skin  
and 2 side zips.
• Size: 210x84 cm.
• Weight 3,80 kg.

Adventure 3+1 Bivvy • CZ 6810
The Adventure 3+1 Bivvy offers  
ample room for 3 people and for the gear 
as well. It ensures comfort and protection 
in all kinds of weather.
• 3+1 persons.
• 8000 mm hydrostatic head  

waterproof cover.
• Thick aluminum poles.
• 3 layer window: shader, clear cover and  

mosquito mesh.
• Heavy duty PVC groundsheet.
• T-shape pegs included.
• Overwrap available separately.

CZ 6827
Adventure 3+1 Overwrap 
High performance waterproof cover for 
the Adventure 3+1 Bivvy. It converts your 
bivvy to a twin skin system for all season 
protection.

Bedchair Rain Cover • CZ 0177
The Bedchair Rain Cover protects your bedchair from rain, dust. Made of waterproof and 
hard wearing material and equipped with fixing strap & buckle.
• Comes in a handy carry bag.
• Size: 215x86x21 cm.

CZ 6222 Chair Bag 80x65x18 cm
CZ 6239 Bed&Chair Bag 80x80x20 cm
CZ 6246 Extreme Bedchair Bag 100x85x24 cm

MARSHAL
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Pegs
included

116×30×30cm

10,65 kg

300cm
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Pegs
included95×26×26cm

6.8kg
280cm

21
5c

m
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5c

m

5000
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ø15x65 cm

2,5 kg

3000
mm

Pegs
included

Frontier Bivvy & Overwrap • CZ 6803
Quality all-season bivvy designed for fishing.
• 2 persons.
• 5000 mm hydrostatic head  

waterproof cover.
• Thick aluminum poles.
• 2 layer window: shader and  

mosquito mesh.
• Heavy duty PVC groundsheet.
• T-shape pegs included.

CZ 6797 
Adventure 2 Overwrap
High performance waterproof cover for the Ad-
venture 2 Bivvy. It converts your bivvy to a twin 
skin system for all season protection.

Adventure 2 Bivvy • CZ 6780
Perfect choice for those who need a 2 person 
bivvy for fishing with the best friend or just want 
to have enough room for his gear.
• 2 persons.
• 8000 mm hydrostatic head waterproof cover.
• Thick aluminum poles.
• 2 layer window: shader and mosquito mesh.
• Heavy duty PVC groundsheet.
• T-shape pegs included.
• Overwrap available separately.

Carp Expedition Bivvy 1 • CZ 0702
High quality 1 person bivvy for the angler 
willing to enjoy fishing on his own.
• 1 person.
• 5000mm hydrostatic head waterproof 

cover.
• Thick aluminium poles.
• Clear window with mosquito mesh.
• Heavy duty groundsheet.
• T-shape pegs included.

Practic Bivvy, 1 person • CZ 7519
Low weight and small packed size feature 
this quality 1 person bivvy.
• Size: 255x180x130 cm. 1 person.
• 3000mm hydrostatic head waterproof 

cover.
• Sturdy poles.
• Clear window.
• Comes with a groundsheet.
• T-shape pegs included.
• Size: 255x180x130cm
• Packed size: ø15x65 cm
• Weight: 2,50kg

Pegs
included

185×20×22cm

12.5kg 290cm
29

0c
m

16
3c

m

5000
mm

3.8kgPegs
included
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ø67x9 cm

2,5 kgPegs included

180
CENTIMETER

Pop Up Shelter • CZ 2546
The CarpZoom Pop Up Shelter is perfect for outdoor sporting 
events. It provides protection from sun, wind, rain, while fishing, 
hunting, and more. The shelter sets up in seconds and folds 
down easily into its carry bag. Strong steel poles.

Camou Pop Up Shelter • CZ 7472
The camou version of the popular Pop Up Shelter. It is perfect for 
outdoor sporting events and it provides protection from sun, wind, 
rain, while fishing, hunting, and more. The shelter sets up in sec-
onds and folds down easily into its carry bag.
• Size: 150x150x180cm
• Strong steel poles.
• Pegs included.
• Transport size: ø67x9cm.
• Weight: 2,5kg.

CZ 1790 
Square Umbrella Shelter
Umbrella shelter featuring 360° side walls providing total protec-
tion when the weather gets rough. The special waterproof PVC 
coating of the fabric ensures full watertightness.
• Waterproof EVA material
• Welded seams
• Transport size: ø12x134cm.
• Size: 210x160 cm
• Height: 180 cm
• Weight: 3,60 kg.

Summer Bivvy • CZ 1936
The CarpZoom Summer Bivvy is perfect for outdoor sporting events 
and it provides protection from sun, wind, rain, while fishing, hunt-
ing, and more. The shelter sets up in seconds and folds down easily 
into its carry bag.
• Waterproof EVA material
• Welded seams
• Transport size: ø60x10cm.
• Size: 180x190 cm
• Height: 125 cm
• Weight: 2,50 kg.

ø67x9cm

2.5kg 150cm

150cm

18
0c

m

150cm

150cm

18
0c

m

180cm

190cm

12
5c

m

Pegs included

new

new

length: 134 cm

3.6 kg

Pegs included

ø60x10cm

2.5kg

Pegs included
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13×158cm

5.7kg

240cm 15
0c

m

14
0c

m

Pegs included

Expedition Shelter • CZ 3499
The Expedition Shelter is an easy to erect 
2-pole overnighter for the mobile anglers.
• 5000 mm hydrostatic head.
• PE ground sheet.
• T-shape pegs included.
• Rigid poles.

Expedition Brolly • CZ 0008
Light-weight and quick-setup brolly is 
perfect for the mobile angler who wants 
to move and get on the fish. Yet still offers 
comfort for longer sessions too. 
Quality 210 D material.

CZ 6291 
PVC Yurt Umbrella Shelter
Umbrella shelter featuring 360° side walls 
providing total protection when the weather 
gets rough. The special waterproof 
PVC coating of the fabric ensures 
full watertightness.
• Size: ø 250 cm.
• Packed size: ø 12,5x132 cm.
• Weight: 4,05 kg.

CZ 5975 
Umbrella Shelter, camou - 250cm
Camou patterned umbrella shelter. The side 
walls and the special waterproof coating of the 
fabric gives extra protection against the ups and 
downs of the weather. Quality 210 D material.

140×18×18cm

7.4kg

260cm 17
0c

m

13
5c

m

5000
mm

Pegs included

length: 132 cm

4.05 kg

Pegs included

3.2kg
ø10×138cm

Pegs included
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3.2kg
ø10×135cm

Pegs included

Umbrella - 220cm • CZ 7641
Lightweight umbrella for those anglers  
who just want to have one on hand in case  
of emergency. Quality 210 D material.

Umbrella Shelter - 250cm • CZ 7634
Practical umbrella with side panel for 
protection against bad weather. Quality 
210 D material.

Practic Brolly • CZ 2644
Functional, durable and affordable brolly for the 
most demanding angler. Light-weight, quick-set-
up yet still offers comfortable shelter against the 
elements on longer sessions too.
• Quality waterproof material.
• Space saving frame.
• Strong pegging points.
• Pegs included.
• Size: Ø200x130 cm.
• Weight: 2,8 kg.

MAX Tackle Trolley • CZ 6314
The Max Tackle Trolley is a must have 
if the shore if far from your car and 
you have a lot of gear to carry.
• Robust steel frame.
• Compact design.
• Folding handle and wheels.
• All-terrain tyres.
• Platform size: 42x51,5 cm.
• Folded size: 58x69x30 cm.
• Weight: 5.3 kg.

Umbrella Holder 1 • CZ 1628
Strong stomper type umbrella holder:
• Fits umbrellas with pole diameter 

of up to 22 mm. Length: 30 cm.
• The handle and the two hard wearing 

spades help users to push the 
unit down easily.

• Holds umbrellas using screw 
tightening.

Umbrella Holder 2 • CZ 1635
Sturdy screw-down type umbrella holder:
• Fits umbrellas with pole diameter 

of up to 18 mm. Length: 40 cm.
• Its spiral flange dig easily 

into the ground.
• The removable handle increases torque 

to allow users to turn the unit easily.
• Holds umbrellas using screw 

tightening.

Bivvy Rod Holder • CZ 3406
Universal bivvy tension bar with 

Velcro rod holders for 3 rods. 
This handy bivvy accessory 

not only gives extra  
support for your bivvy but 

also ensures safe 
and convenient 
storing solution 

for your rods. 
Length: 59-104 cm.

Bivvy Peg Set
Set of strong and durable 

T-shaped pegs (10 pcs)  
in a handy bag.

Tackle Trolley • CZ 8081
Handy gear if you plan to go fishing with 
a big pile of luggage and you need to park 
your car far away from the waterside.
• Robust steel frame.
• Compact and foldable design.
• All-terrain tyres.
• Platform size: 41x30,5 cm.
• Folded size: 61,5x31x9 cm.
• Weight: 4,7 kg.

Double Wheel
Trolley • CZ 0184
Handy gear if you 
plan a long session 
with a big pile of 
luggage and you need to 
park your car far away from the waterside.
• Platform size: 58x72 cm.
• Folded size: 63x118x30 cm.
• Robust steel frame. Foldable design.
• Adjustable legs with swivelling mudfeet.
• Ergonomic easy-grip handles.
• All-terrain tyres.
• Weight: 9,5 kg.

CZ 6031 ø 0,7x20 cm
CZ 6048 ø 0,7x25 cm

2.3kg
ø9×122cm

length: 140 cm

2.8kg
Pegs included
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BITE ALARMS &
ROD HOLDERS 

Single and sets of bite alarms, bite indicators, rod pods and 
accessories, rod rests and different bank sticks from the high 
end to the value for money can be found in this section. From 
hobby anglers willing to have some fun on the waterfront to 

the devoted fanatics chasing the big fish, all fishing 
enthusiasts can find the proper items in our range.

CZ 3238
ASTRA C-620 Bite Alarm Set, 3+1
A set of 3 digital bite alarms and a digital 
receiver with modern look.
• Compact design.
• Long Range Signal (150-200m depending on 

the conditions).
• Adjustable Volume & Tone on alarm.
• Adjustable Volume & Sensitivity on receiver.
• Drop back function.
• Bright high quality long-life LEDs.
• Power Out Socket for Hangers and Swingers.
• Snag bars included. Belt clip on receiver.
• Alarms: 3 x 9V 6LR61 batteries 

(not included).
• Receiver: 1 x 9V 6LR61 battery 

(not included).
• Strong case.CZ 3245

Astra C-620 Bite Alarm,
yellow

removable

CZ 7502
Thor T-290 Bite Alarm 3+1
• High quality bite alarms and a receiver in a 

protective case.
• Long range signal (100-150m depending on 

the conditions).
• Adjustable sensitivity, volume & tone.
• Bright high quality and long-life LEDs.
• Splash proof casing.
• Power out socket for bite indicators.
• Alarms: 2 x 1,5V AAA batteries (not included).
• Receiver: 3 x 1,5V AAA batteries (not included).
• Strong case.

CZ 8059
Thor T-290 Spare 

Bite Alarm, yellow

CZ 2650
Valiant Bite Alarm Set
High-quality- bite indicators and receiver inside 
a protected case. Characteristics: 
• Long-range signal (up to 250-300 m, depending 

on terrain conditions). 
• Eight-step adjustable sensor, volume and tone   

control. 
• Bright, high-quality and long-lasting LEDs adjust-

able in 7 colors. 
• Indicator light on for 20 seconds after bite 
• Night indicator light that can be switched on or off 
• Transmitter - receiver self-test function. - Non-

slip rod holder surface 
• There is a detachable snag bar on the markers 
• Splash resistant cover. 
• Low power warning 
• Catch indicators: 2 x 1.5 V AAA batteries (not 

included). 
• Receiver: 3 x 1.5V AAA batteries (not included).

CZ 2667
 Valiant Bite Alarm,

yellow

removable
new
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CZ 3122
Express K-280 bite alarm set, 3+1
A set of 3 bite alarms and a receiver in a handy 
and durable case.
• Long Range Signal (100-150 m depending 

on the conditions).
• Adjustable Sensitivity & Volume & Tone.
• Bright high quality long-life LEDs.
• Power Out Socket for Hangers and Swingers.
• Adjustable Volume on the receiver.
• Alarms: 3 x 9V 6LR61 batteries (not included).
• Receiver: 1 x 1,5V AAA battery (not included).
• Slim design. Durable Case.

CZ 3139
Express K-280 bite 

alarm, yellow

Satellite 301 bite alarm set 3+1 • CZ 6520
A set of 3 bite alarms and a receiver. Comes in a 
handy and durable case.
• Rubber paint surface.
• Long Range Signal (200m depending on the 

conditions).
• Adjustable Sensitivity, Volume & Tone.
• Bright high quality long-life LEDs. Long 

battery life.
• Power Out Socket for Hangers and Swingers.
• Detachable snag bars included.
• Alarms: 1 x 9V 6LR battery (not included).
• Receiver: 3 x 1,5V AAA batteries 

(not included).
• Strong case.

CZ 8227
Spare alarm 

for Satellite 301 bite alarm, 
Yellow

CZ 2698
Venta Y-310 3+1 Bite Alarm Set
Modern electric bite alarm set. In the packing 
case, which guarantees safe transport, are three 
different-colored, long-lasting, high-brightness-
LED indicators, and a long-range receiver. It can 
be a great alternative for boilies, classic bottom 
and predatory fish anglers. The features of the 
device are: 
• Long Range Signal (100-150 m depending 

on the conditions).
• Variable volume and tone 
• Adjustable sensitivity 
• LED swinger output 
• Metal connection thread 
• Energy-saving mode. CZ 2704

 Venta-Y310 Bite Alarm,
yellow

Messenger 2+1 Bite Alarm Set • CZ 0603
Set of 2 bite alarms and a receiver. 
Comes in a handy and durable case.
• Compact design.
• Long Range Signal (100-150 m depening on 

the conditions).
• Adjustable Volume.
• Mute mode.
• Bright long-life LEDs.
• Detachable wrist strap on receiver.
• Alarms: 1 x 9V AAA battery each 

(not included).
• Receiver: 3 x 1.5V AAA (LR03) batteries 

(not included).
• Strong case.

Bite Alarm FSI • CZ 7826
• Blue and White LED
• Jack plug included
• Computer designed circuit boards
• Volume control
• Tone control
• Weather proof sealed electronics
• Easy touch rubber coating
• Requires 1x9V battery (not included)

Bite Alarm Mini • CZ 3642
• Stylish design with Soft Touch finish.
• Adjustable Volume, Tone and Sensitivity.
• 1 LED.
• Manual ON/OFF.
• Power OUT Socket.
• Power supply: 12V 23AE high quality bat-

tery (included).

Bite Alarm Q1-X • CZ 6896
• Volume control.
• Tone control.
• Red LED.
• Jack plug included.
• Easy touch rubber coating.
• 12V battery operation  

(included).

Bite Alarm MRX • CZ 9392
Stylish bite alarm featuring:
• Adjustable Volume, Tone and Sensitivity.
• Bright control LED.
• ON/OFF switch.
• Power OUT Socket.
• Power supply: 9V Battery (not included).

Bite Alarm Clip-On • CZ 3635
• Adjustable Volume and Tone
• 2 LEDs
• Manual ON/OFF
• Soft rubber strap for secure 

and safe fixing
• Power supply: 3x1,5V LR44 

batteries (included)

Bite Alarm IQ • CZ 2285
It is excellent for boilies, classic bottom and 
predatory fish anglers. Its characteristics are: 
• variable volume and tone 
• adjustable sensitivity 
• selectable twilight mode 
• LED swinger output 
• metal connection thread 
• IQ Intelligent LED signaling system 
• energy saving mode - energy source:  

1 pc 9V/6LR61 battery.

removable

new

new
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Snag Bar • CZ 8021
Protects your rod from falling 
off of the rod pod in case of 
strong wind or strong strikes.
• Bars can be unscrewed 

when in transit or when not 
needed.

• Coated aluminium material.
• Universal indicator connec-

tion.
• Can be used with all types of 

bite alarms.

Bite Indicator S01
• Suitable for day and night use.
• Integrated LED lighting.
• Sliding weight for perfect line 

tension.
• Dovetail bracket for easy attach/

detach to and from the bankstick.
• Works with most of the common 

sounders.
• Available colours: red, yellow, 

green, blue.

Snag Ears
Made of durable plastic the 
Marshal Snag Ears are not only 
look stylish but they prevent 
your rod from coming off of your 
bite alarm when snag fishing 
or if there is an angle between 
your rod tip and hookbait.

Bite Indicator S06-Slim
• Slim design.
• Integrated holder for chemi-

cal light.
• Adjustable line clip.
• Available colours: red, 

green, blue, yellow.

Anti-theft Alarm • CZ 1680
A handy little gadget if you need to leave your precious 
rods alone on the shore.
• Useful alarm with motion sensor.
• 3-5 m range. 
• 100° beam angle.
• 30 sec delay.
• Day and night use thanks to the built-in infraLED.
• Requires 3xAAA batteries (not included).

FK7 Wireless Anti-Theft Alarm • CZ 2736
A handy set if you need to leave your precious rods alone on the 
shore. We added a receiver to the popular Anti-theft Alarm for the 
more convenient and comfortable use. Alarm with motion sensor:
• 5-10 m range.
• 100° beam angle.
• 30 sec delay.
• Day and night use thanks to the built-in infraLED.
• Receiver.
• 100 m effective range (depends on the surroundings).
• Batteries: alarm 3 x AAA,  receiver 1 x 9V (6LR61).

PROF Bite Indicator Set • CZ 9224
• A classy set of bite indicators featuring:
• Durable yet lightweight construction.
• Spring loaded line clip for line protection.
• Sliding counterweight for adjusting line tension.
• Built in LED: red, green, blue, yellow.
• Standard jack plug – works with most bite alarms.

Capsule S07 Bite Indicator
Compact chain bite indica-
tor with replaceable coloured 
head. Line friendly clip suitable 
for both thin and thicker lines 
yet it releases easily when 
needed.

Bite Indicator 2in1, S05
• Suitable for day and night use.
• Integrated LED lighting.
• Variable 2-size head.
• Adjustable length wire.
• Adjustable line clip.
• Works with most of the common 

sounders.
• Available colours: red, yellow, 

green, blue.

Heavy Chain-B Bite Indicator  
The Heavy Chain-B Bite Indicator uses a small-
link chain to provide extra weight and stability. 
The adjustable line clip and the durable and 
quality construction are just the main features 
to mention.

CZ 3085
5in1 Colour bite indicator 
Stylish and quality bite indi-
cator with built in LED. The 
colours can be changed by 
replacing the coloured covers 
of the LED.  The line clip is 
made of stainless steel and it 
is magnetic so it holds perfect-
ly but releases the line without 
damaging it. The line tension 
can be adjusted by the sliding 
weight.

code color
CZ 3506 red
CZ 3513 yellow
CZ 3520 green
CZ 3537 blue

code size
CZ 9200 11 cm
CZ 9194 13,5 cm

code color
CZ 8111 red
CZ 8128 green
CZ 8135 yellow
CZ 8142 blue

code color
CZ 3160 red
CZ 3146 yellow
CZ 3153 green
CZ 3177 blue

color size
CZ 1086 red
CZ 1093 yellow
CZ 1109 green
CZ 1116 blue

code color
CZ 2651 fluo green
CZ 2668 fluo red

MARSHAL

MARSHAL

ALARM
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Maximal 2in1 Rod Pod • CZ 9780
• Anodized aluminium body.
• Variable length: 70-110 cm.
• Variable height: 35-65 cm.
• 3 rod buzz bars (56 cm).
• Adjustable buzz bar height.
• 4 fully adjustable legs.
• Supplied with carry bag.
• Transport size: 68x22x8 cm.
• Weight: 1,8 kg.

2in1 Rod Pod • CZ 6277
• Anodized aluminium body 

with black finish
• Variable length: 80-135 cm
• 4 rod buzz bars supplied
• Adjustable buzz bar height
• 4 fully adjustable legs
• Supplied with carry bag.
• Transport size: 85x22x8 cm.
• Weight: 4,3 kg.

MARSHAL

Quick Set-up Rod Pod • CZ 6284
• Anodized aluminium body with 

black finish
• Variable length: 85-135 cm
• 4 rod buzz bars supplied
• Adjustable buzz bar height
• 4 fully adjustable legs
• Supplied with carry bag.
• Transport size: 90x13 cm.
• Weight:2.5 kg.

MARSHAL

CZ 3145
Tempo 3 Rod Pod
• Anodized aluminium body.
• Variable length: 65-115 cm.
• Variable height: 40-60 cm.
• Buzz bars (50 cm).
• Adjustable buzz bar height.
• 4 fully adjustable legs.
• Supplied with carry bag.
• Transport size: 85x22x13 cm.
• Weight: 2.00 kg.

Focus Rod Pod • CZ 2675
• Black coated aluminium body.
• Variable length: 71-127 cm.
• 3 rod buzz bars.
• Adjustable buzz bar height.
• 4 fully adjustable legs.
• Supplied with carry bag.
• Transport size: 20x72.x6 cm.
• Weight: 1,80 kg.

Standard N3 Rod Pod • CZ 6032 
• Stylish matte green 

aluminium body.
• Variable length: 70-120 cm.
• 3 rod buzz bars.
• Adjustable buzz bar height.
• 4 fully adjustable legs.
• Supplied with carry bag.
• Transport size: 77x23x10 cm.
• Weight: 1,90 kg.

new
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CZ 2355 
Practic Rod Pod
• Aluminium body with green 

finish.
• Variable length: 77-120 cm.
• 3 rod buzz bars supplied.
• Fully adjustable legs.
• Supplied with carry bag.
• Transport size: 79x9x9cm, 

weight: 1,55 kg.

Tripod • CZ 0568
• Aluminium body.
• Variable height: 55-159 cm.
• Fully adjustable legs.
• Transport size: 60x7x7 cm.
• Weight: 0.77 kg.

CZ 8074
Weighing TriPod 
Aluminium tripod for 
weighing even a really 
big fish.
• Adjustable height 

(133-159 cm).
• Durable green finish
• Payload: 40 kg.
• Transport length:  

158 cm.
• Weight: 1,70 kg.

Tripod ZMT • CZ 3436
The Tripod ZMT is a handy 
and sturdy item made from 
stainless materials.
• Adjustable height (50-100 cm).
• Hook for extra weight if 

needed.
• Durable finish.
• Transport length: 60 cm.
• Weight: 640 g.

Tripod STR • CZ 7558
• Aluminium and coated  

steel body.
• Variable height: 55-114 cm.
• Fully adjustable legs.
• Transport size: 59x8x8 cm.
• Weight: 1,18 kg.

Feeder&Match Rod Holder • CZ 9323
The redefinition of the rod holder led us to this new and versatile design. 
The 3-piece telescopic body with the 2-point of support holds the rod 
securely. Alternatively, even 2 rods can be put on it. Size: 80-230 cm.

Buzz Bar Kit • CZ 0595
It is a three-seat, 40-centimeter-wide Buzz Bar, to which we now add 
a durable metal parting-tool. The end of the parting-tool is threaded, 
so it can also be driven into firmer soils. It has a telescopic design. It 
is compatible with most rod holders and bite markers. 
• Length: 39-60 cm.

Curved Rod Holder • CZ 0564
It is a massively designed, powerful curved rod holder that can be 
pierced even in harder dry soil. Telescopic, its length can be adjust-
ed between 58-95 centimeters. The position of the rod holder part 
moves, so you can practically adjust the angle at which the fishing 
rod stands. 
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Black Power Bankstick
A range of strong telescopic banksticks with secure snap lock system. 
The banksticks are finished in black, great for storm poles or as general 
use banksticks.

Screw Bankstick
Strong telescopic bankstick with screw tip and secure quick-lock system. 
The bankstick is finished in green, great for storm pole or as general use 
bankstick.

Bankstick
The diameter of the banksticks is 15 mm, their height is 
adjustable, easy to hold it in place with a thumbscrew. 
They are made of high rigidity aluminium – this gives their 
durability. Their surface is powder coated, matt black.

Bankstick Stabilizer • CZ 2508
The stabiliser holds the bankstick perfectly even in loose, soft soil. This practical accessory 
is advised to use when combining the bankstick with the buzz bar. It is made of high rigidity 
aluminium – this gives its durability. Its surface is powder coated, matt black. 
• Size: 7,7x11 cm.

Stage Stand • CZ 2515
The stage stand allows you to use the bankstick on a stage. You only need to fix the adapter with a 
single screw (not included) to the stage board then place in the bankstick and hold in place with a 
screw. It is made of high rigidity aluminium. Its surface is powder coated, matt black. It only takes 
up a small space in your bag but many times it is a must. Size: ø3,6x7 cm.

Adjustable Buzz Bar 11”&12” • CZ 2478
The adjustable buzz bar – that can be fitted to a bankstick with a thread in the middle – can 
be equally used to fish with 2 or 3 rods. The desired position can be adjusted with a thumbscrew. The 
wider bar suits to the front and the narrower to the back. It is made of high rigidity aluminium – this 
gives its durability. Its surface is powder coated, matt black. Size: 11” (27,5 cm) and 12” (30 cm).

Storm Pole
Built to last telescopic storm pole / bank stick featuring solid auger 
point to penetrate hard ground with ease. The thumb screw ensure 
solid tightening.

code size
CZ 6017 ø1,6x71-120 cm
CZ 6024 ø1,6x95-170 cm

Easy Alu Buzz Bar
Light weight buzz bars made of aluminium 
alloy. Two and three rod designs available.

Strong Buzz Bar
Durable buzz bars with stylish matte finish. 
Two and three rod designs are available.
 

2-rod Buzz Bar 8” & 10” • CZ 2485
Made from sturdy aluminium with stylish 
matte black finish. Sizes: 8” (20 cm) and 
10” (25 cm).

CZ 5980
Quick Release

Magnetic Adaptor
Marshal Quick Release Mag-

netic Adaptor has a stylish and 
compact design. The powerful 
magnetic connection ensures 
secure placement of the bite 

alarm on the buzz bar or bank 
stick but still easy removal.  

Size:  ø1,6x3,7 cm.

Quick Release Adaptor
Perfect accessory for the 

progressive anglers. With this 
useful adaptor you can forget 
the continuous screwing-un-
screwing your keepnet or any 
other screw thread accessory. SM
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CZ 1175
Anti Draw Back Rest 

The Anti Draw Back Rest is 
designed to grab and hold the 
rod tightly avoiding the danger 

of slip page during a take.

V-Head Rod Rest • CZ 7740 
Good stability for your rod. 
The notch ensures the free 

movement of the line.

Plastic Rod Rest • CZ 9408 
Moulded rod rests which are 
suitable for all types of rod 

butts.

CZ 7726 
Rubber Head Rod Rest

Solid rod rest head made of 
non-skidding rubber with 

standard brass stub.

U-Head  Rod Rest • CZ 7733
Universal rod rest head for all 

angling techniques.

Rubber Rod Rest • CZ 0633
Quality rod rest made of soft 

rubber at the top to protect the 
rod while the bottom part is 

hard plastic to support the rod 
perfectly.

Rubbery Rod Rest • CZ 5768
A set of four solid rod rest heads 
made of non-skidding rubbery 
material with standard brass 

stub. Size: 5,2x2,6x2,2 cm.

CZ 5775 
Rubbery Rod Rest,

fluorescent
A set of four solid rod rest heads 
made of non-skidding and  glow 

in the dark rubbery material 
with standard brass stub. 

Size: 5,2x2,6x2,2 cm.

code size
CZ 8050 40-70 cm
CZ 8067 50-90 cm

code size
CZ 3002 38-71 cm
CZ 3019 61-114 cm
CZ 3026 76-145 cm
CZ 3033 122-234 cm

code size
CZ 2522 40-70 cm
CZ 2539 50-90 cm

code size
CZ 2043 small
CZ 2050 normal
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code size
CZ 1239 30 cm (2 rod)
CZ 1246 40 cm (3 rod)

code size
CZ 1215 30 cm (2 rod)
CZ 1222 40 cm (3 rod)

4
pcs

3
pcs

4
pcs

4
pcs
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Tele Alarm Holder

Tele Bank Stick

Tele Bank Stick

Tele Electric Bite Indicator Holder

Bank Stick

CZ 4182
65-120 cm

CZ 4175
55-90 cm

CZ 4199
65-120 cm

CZ 4205
45-85 cm

CZ 8672
75 cm

CZ 8665
55 cm

CZ 8658
75 cm

CZ 8641
55 cm

CZ 8634
70 cm

CZ 8627
50 cm

Sonar Bracket • CZ 3443
The CarpZoom Sonar Bracket helps to 

eliminate the possible inaccuracy caused 
by the waves moving the sonar of the fish 

finder. The bracket holds the sonar 
 vertically ensuring precise operation. 

Size: 82 cm.

Beach-N Rod Holder • CZ 0480
Constructed of stainless steel with solid welds, this beach rod holder will 
last you a lifetime. Its spade-shape spike ensures easy pushing down into 

the ground yet holds the rod safely. 
Size: ø4,0x24,5 cm.

Smart Boat Rod Holder • CZ 5539
Useful G-clamp rod holder excellent for most kind of boats, canoes 
featuring tough construction and easy storage thanks to the folding 

parts.

Slide-In Beach Rod Holder • CZ 5379
Handy beach rod holder with slide-in spike 

for easier storage when not in use.
• Size packed: ø4,5x17,9 cm.
• Size opened: ø4,5x31,6 cm.

Boat Rod Holder • CZ 1981
When fishing from a boat, often it is a problem storing fishing rods on 

board. When lying around, they can prevent the free movement, or they 
can be exposed to damages. This boat rod holder will offer you a safe 

storing for your cherished rods.

L-Shape Rod Rest • CZ 5782
Size: 17x13cm.

V-Shape Rod Rest • CZ 5799
Size:  11,5x16 cm.

Back Feeder Rod Rest • CZ 1383
Handle end rod rest made from high quality foam to hold feeder 
rods. Fitted with standard screw to fix it either to a tripod or to a 
bankstick. Size: 45 cm.

Front Feeder Rod Rest • CZ 1369
Tip end rod rest made from high quality foam to hold feeder rods. It 
not only holds the rods but by placing them back and forth it is easy 
to fine tune the tensions of the line. Fitted with standard screw to fix 
it either to a tripod or to a bankstick. Size: 30 cm.

Crest Rod Rest • CZ 1425
Quiver type rod rest if adjustment is needed to the tension of the tip. 
It features line groove and an adjustable tilting mechanism. Fitted 
with standard brass bolt to screw it either on to a tripod or a bank-
stick. Size: 9,0x23 cm.

Save-F Rod-Rest • CZ 0022
L-shaped and ribbed rod holder with foam finish 
and standard thread. Size: 36x10xø3 cm. 

Deep Notch Rod Rest • CZ 1418
Size: 9,5x15 cm.

Practic Side Rod Rest • CZ 7335
The Practic Side Rod Rest offers easy storage for spare rods equipped 
with rigs enabling the angler to adapt to the changing circumstances 
without wasting too much time. It can hold up to twelve rods and it 
has four adjustable legs. Size: 64x30-45cm. Weight: 0,69kg.

Side Rod Rest • CZ 1345
It can hold up to ten rods and it has four adjustable legs. 
Size: 65x12x17cm. Weight: 1,3 kg.

Wall Rod Holder • CZ 1912
The improper storage of fishing rods can easily lead to their damage.   

It is a practical accessory on fishing farms or even in the shed at home. 
The equipment can be kept even already assembled and all you have 
to do is to grab the rod and head for the jetty! Size: 207x172x24mm.
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FISH PROTECTION
& NETS 

As the catch & release spreads the importance of fish safety 
equipment like unhooking mats, carp cradles or weigh slings 

increases. Some of them are even compulsory at many
 commercial lakes. In this section all kinds of the above products 
and much more like scales, landing nets, net heads, net handles, 

keepnets, fish grips can be found helping to handle the fish 
with maximum care.

Oval Carp Cradle • CZ 0634
The Oval Carp Cradle keeps your fish safe and secure offering:
• Well padded side walls.
• Foam bottom mat – completely removable for easy cleaning.
• Drainage mesh bottom.
• Velcro top cover.
• Strong handles.
• Size: 115x55x25 cm.

 Pop Up Cradle • CZ 4549
As its name shows the Pop Up Cradle 
opens in no time and the integrated 
poles keep it up when in use but  
folds down small when storing or  
in transit. The 5cm thick and PVC  
covered mat ensures perfect  
protection for the fish and  
removable for easy cleaning.
• Opened size: 92x55x21 cm.
• Folded size: 58x51x12 cm.

Adjustable & Fix 4 Leg Carp Cradle
The Adjustable and fix 4 Leg Carp Cradle  
ensures safe and comfort able handling of  
your precious catch featuring:
• Strong aluminium frame.
• Padded mattress.
• Fully foldable, easy set up.
• Supplied in a carry bag.

CZ 7833 • ADJUSTABLE LEG
packed size: 120x24x15 cm

size: 120x69x43 cm

CZ 1838 • FIX LEG
size: 120x69x43 cm

packed size: 116x18x18 cm

CZ 0625 • MEDIUM 
FIX LEG

size: 103x59x40 cm 
packed size: ø15x100 cm
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soft
PVC

2in1 Unhooking Mat & Weigh Sling • CZ 1925
Clever, 2in1 type gear: if opened it is full size unhooking mat, if folded 
it is a sterling weigh sling. There is no compromise, it fulfils both 
functions perfectly. Foam padding. Durable cushion. Strengthened 
handles. Opened size: 105x124 cm.

Easy Weigh Sling • CZ 0956
Lightweight yet durable weigh sling. Folds down up small enough to 
fit in a small place in your bag. The bottom mesh allows rapid water 
drainage for quick, accurate weighing. Easy to carry. 
Foldable – compact. Mesh on the bottom. Size: 100x65 cm.

Easy Unhooking Mat • CZ 0888
Affordable unhooking mat for the beginners or the mobile anglers if  
every gram and centimeter counts. Easy to carry. Rollable and compact.  
Size: 100x60 cm.

VIP Weigh Sling & Retainer • CZ 0497
Marshal VIP Weigh Sling & Retainer high grade foldable weigh sling 
for the demanding anglers featuring: 
• Micro-mesh construction for optimal water flow.
• Square design for easier fish release.
• Four floats ensure extra buoyancy.
• Reinforced weighing straps and carry handles.
• Strong rope with standard threaded screw.
• Small packed size .
• Size: 97x33x50 cm, rope 330 cm. 
• Packed size: ø10x50cm 
• Weight: 1 kg.

Practic-N Unhooking Mat • CZ 0658
The Practic-N Unhooking Mat is the best solution for the painstak-
ing angler. Gives excellent protection to the fish while it does not 
take up much room. Foldable – fixed by Velcro. Strengthened hand-
les. Durable material. Size: 90x60 cm.

BigCarp-N Unhooking Mat • CZ 0641
The BigCarp-N Unhooking Mat means perfect unhooking solution 
for the fanatics and safety for the fish.  Foldable – fixed by Velcro.  
Strengthened handles. Durable material. Size: 110x70 cm.

BigFish Weigh Sling • CZ 3057
Mesh weigh sling made of strong still soft web. The full 
length stiffeners ensure easy handling and protection of 
the fish. Thanks to the fully zipped sides it is really simple 
to place in and take out the fish safely. Comes in a carry 
bag. Size: 130x50 cm.

Bigfish Floating & Foldable Weigh Sling • CZ 3064
Quality floatation weigh sling that offers safety and security 
of the fish. Manufactured from light but strong fabric with full 
length floats. The sling has meshed sides for a quick and easy 
flow through of water. Also features full length zip, safety clip, 
four carry handles and strong weigh straps and rings. Drainage 
holes along the bottom of the sling allow a quick release of  
water. Comes in a carry bag. Size: 130x50 cm.

Roll-Up Unhooking Mat • CZ 6338
An unhooking mat is a must have 
nowadays for the safety of the fish 
during removing the hook, weighing 
and putting it back into the water. 
The fabric of the Roll-Up Unhook-
ing Mat is coated with PVC for easy 
cleaning and quick drying. Equipped 
with strong Velcro on both sides and 
strong handles for weighing and 
moving the fish safely.
Size: 95x62 cm.

Soft-PVC Unhooking Mat • CZ 6865
The Soft-PVC Unhooking mat offers ultimate protection for the trophy 
and comfort for the angler thanks to its kneeling flap. The waterproof 
PVC cover of the top protects the padding and ensures easy cleaning. 
• Opened size: 110x75 cm. Folded size: 76x53 cm.
• Raised sides. 
• Over-flap with Velcros. 
• Comfortable kneeling mat.

MARSHAL

MARSHAL
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Massive Carp Sack
The super soft still extremely strong perforated fabric offers maxi-
mum protection to the fish and allows the non-stop passage of water 
and oxygen. Easy to clean and quick to dry. Comes in a handy pouch.

Fish Aid • CZ 7828
If you are one of the ‘catch and release’ sportsmen and you are anx-
ious about the fish then the Fish Aid is a must to have in your fish-
ing bag. You can help the recovery of them by treating the wound 
caused by the hook or any injury you find on them. 

CZ 7970 
Foldable Handle  
Digital Scales, 50 kg
• Easy to read large LCD display.
• Hold function: automatic lock 

weight within 15 seconds (beep 
signal).

• Tare function to zero weight sling.
• Overload protection.
• Built-in thermometer.
• Blue backlight for night  

weighting.
• Automatic on/off.
• Unit change, KG, LB, LB:OZ.
• Graduation 20 g.
• Magnetic hook rest.
• Low battery indicator.
• 2xAAA batteries (not included).

CZ 8281 
Practic Scales, 50 kg
• Easy to read large LCD display.
• Tare function.
• Unit change: KG, LB, OZ.
• 2xAAA batteries (not included).

CZ 7565 
Round N2 Mechanical Scales, 
32 kg
Handy mechanical scales, 
weighs up to 32 kg. A 1m / 100 
cm (39”) measuring tape is built 
in to the body of the scales for 
convenience.
• Easy to read dial.
• Tare/zero facility.
• Dual Format: Metric  

& Imperial.

CZ 6079 
Specimen Scales, 50 kg
• Easy to read large LCD display.
• Blue backlight for night weighting.
• Hold function.
• Tare function to zero weight sling.
• Built-in thermometer (oC, oF).
• Unit change: kg, lbs, oz.
• Graduation 20g.
• 2 x AAA batteries (not included).

Multi Scales 50 kg • CZ 0367
• Easy to read large LCD display.
• Hold function.
• Tare function.
• Built in 1m tape measurer.
• Built in thermometer: °C, F.
• Blue backlight for night 

weighting.
• Unit change, KG, LB, OZ.
• Magnetic hook rest.
• 2xAAA batteries  

(included).

CZ 7960
 Optimal Digital Scales, 50 kg
• Easy to read large LCD display.
• Green backlight for night weighting.
• Hold function.
• Tare function to zero weight sling.
• Unit change: kg, lb.
• Graduation 10g.
• 1m tape measure.
• 2 x AAA batteries (not included).

+
code size
CZ 3507 100x80 cm
CZ 3828 150x100 cm*

*with zipper

milliliter
50
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Affect Landing Net Handle 330 • CZ 5912
Loadable yet lightweight carbon landing net handle with standard 
screw thread that fits most of the net heads. Length: 330 cm. Trans-
portation length: 125 cm. Weight: 385 g. 3 section / put over.

Tele Landing Net Handle
Strong and durable yet lightweight, 2 or 3-section telescopic fibre 
glass composite landing net handle with standard screw thread that 
fits most of the net heads.

Allround Landing Net Handle 180 • CZ 5943
One section fibre glass composite landing net handle with EVA grip 
and standard screw thread that fits most of the net heads.
• Transportation length: 184 cm. Weight: 725 g.

Osmium 2in1 Net Handle • CZ 2445
This dip net handle, made using durable and modern composite 
materials, consists of parts plugged together. Its length can be  
varied by removing its individual parts even while packing, so that 
it can be practically used even in tight spaces. It is ideal for higher 
banks and piers. At its end, there is a thread which is compatible 
with most drawing net heads. We recommend it to carp anglers. 
The length is 340 cm.

Smart Power net handle • CZ 2491
Strong and durable net handle suitable for landing really big fish  
featuring: Length: 300 cm, sections: 3 pcs. Transportation length: 
120 cm. Weight: 430 g.

Smart Handle
Strong and durable composite landing net handle with standard 
screw thread that fits most of the net heads.

FCR-N2 Rubber Net Head • CZ 2223
This Feeder Competition dipping net head is characterized by its 
modern lines and a well load capacity and resistance. The net is at-
tached with a strong stitching to a durable material that runs inside 
the oval frame, so you don’t have to worry about it wearing out. The 
special profile of the metal frame has a better load capacity than the 
traditional round cross-section. The net is rubberized, so it is gentle 
to the fish, and the hook can be easily removed from it. It is a perfect 
choice for feeder, match and any fine-rigged anglers, be it hobby or 
competition angling.
• Frame size: 60x49 cm 
• Net depth: 60 cm.

FCR-N1 Net Head • CZ 7380
Stylish and strong design feature the FCR-N1 net head. The net is 
sewed to an abrasion-resistant material. It is attached to the inside 
of the frame to protect it from wearing out. The frame has a square 
cross section making it more loadable than the round ones.
Size: 40x50x30 cm.code length weight sec.

CZ 5950 220 cm 160 g 2
code length weight sec.
CZ 5967 300 cm 250 g 3

code size weight
CZ 2492 2 m (2 sections) 190 g
CZ 4045 3 m (3 sections) 330 g
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Camou Net Head • CZ 6841
Light and durable landing net 
head with camou mesh fading  
into any bankside background.
• Fish friendly camou mesh.
• Light alu arms.
• Heavy-duty spreader block.
• Standard screw joint.
• Size: 66x53x45 cm.

Net Head “BASIC”
All-around landing net head with 
mesh of 5mm hole size, light alu 
arms and standard screw joint.

CZ 2743 
Fast Flow Carp Net
Traditionally shaped net head for feeder, 
match or float fishing.
• Fast sinking mesh.
• Metal frame with special profile for extra 

strength.
• Durable spreader block.
• Standard brass screw joint.
• Size: 62x57x42 cm.

CZ 6062
Fine Mesh Landing
Net Head
Recommended for feeder and 
match fishing this net head 
features strong but fine mesh for 
protecting the skin of the fish. 
The size of the head frame made 
from sturdy metal with square 
cross section for better load 
bearing and the depth of the net 
(50cm) makes it a perfect choice 
for even middle sized fish. 
Size: 60x50x50 cm.

FRC1 RUBBER NET HEAD • CZ 1413
• 6 mm hole sized 

rubber mesh,
• plastic block,
• brass screw
• size: 50x40x30 cm.

Rubberized Landing Net Head • CZ 2742
Made with classic design, this large boilie landing net head was made of 
hardwearing materials. While the frame is made of composite, the fork is 
of metal material. The stems of the head can be quickly pulled out of the 
forks, which make it easier lift the fish into the boat, and then transport 
them to the fish mattress. The manufacturer provided it with a fish-friend-
ly rubberized and durable net, from which hooks can be released more 
easily than from traditional nets without rubber coating. The handle is 
equipped with floating sponge and a safety rope with a loop, which helps 
lift the landing net in case it drops into the water. For transport we provided 
it with a camouflage holder. It can be used in every day boilies and in com-
petitive conditions as well. 
• Frame size: 100x100 cm 
• Net depth: 100 cm.

Camou Carp Net Head • CZ 3657
With classic oval design this large boilie landing net is made of hardwear-
ing and modern materials. The frame is made of highly load-bearing met-
al. The manufacturer provided the landing net with a rubberized, dura-
ble and fish-friendly net. It is perfect choice for anglers with boilies. It is 
equipped with a standard thread, so it is compatible with most threaded 
landing net handles. 
• Frame size: 80x75 cm. 
• Net depth: 90 cm. 
• Mesh size: 8 mm. 

XXL Rubber Net Head • CZ 2995
Designed for lifting capital carp and grass carp, this large oval landing net head 
was provided by the manufacturer with a solid metal frame and a fish-friend-
ly rubberized durable net, from which hooks can be released more easily than 
from traditional nets without rubber coating. It is equipped with a standard 
thread, so it is compatible with most threaded landing net handles. It is perfect 
choice for anglers with boilies. 
• Frame size: 72x65 cm 
• Net depth: 70 cm.

code size
CZ 2951 55x45 cm
CZ 2968 65x55 cm
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Carp Landing Net
• 6 mm hole sized green net.
• Head size: 107x107x90 cm.
• Glass fibre blank material.
• EVA grip.

Camou Boilie Landing Net, 2 sections • CZ 6858
Lightweight yet stiff landing net with camou mesh which will blend in 
with just about any bankside background. Composite put-in handle. 
Fish friendly camou mesh.
• Reinforced 107 cm arms.
• Strengthened spreader block.
• Non-skid grips.
• Black carry sleeve.
• Size: 107x107x100x180 cm (2 sections).

ZETA Rubber Landing Net
Foldable head, triangle shaped telescopic handle, metal arms and 
spreader and rubberized mesh are the main features of the ZETA 
Rubber Landing Net.

 ALPHA-Eco Landing Net
Foldable head, telescopic handle, metal arms and spreader and 
green mesh feature the ALPHA-Eco landing net.

BETA-N 2 section  landing net
Foldable head, telescopic handle, strengthened plastic spreader 
and 8mm green mesh feature the BETA-N.

Entrant Carp Landing net • CZ 6055
Traditional landing net for boilie fishing. The large net can hold even 
the biggest carp or grass carp. Easy to fold by pulling out the arms of 
the frame and the 2-pieces telescopic handle makes it an ideal choice 
for both fishing from a boat or from the shore.
• Size: 100x90x90/275 cm (2 sections).

Spare Net • CZ 1819
Suitable for the Carp Landing Nets (CZ1604 and 
CZ1611). Size: 107x107x90 cm.

CZ 5738
Carp Landing Net Spreader
• Sturdy aluminium material.
• Hard wearing brass screw.

Camou Boat Landing Net • CZ 2735
With classic design this large boilie landing net is made of hardwear-
ing and modern materials. Both the frame and the handle are made of 
highly load-bearing composite. The stems of the head can be quickly 
pulled out from the forks at the end of the handle, so making it easi- 
er lift the fish into the boat and take them to the fish mattress. The 
manufacturer provided the landing net with a rubberized, durable and 
fish-friendly net. The handle is equipped with floating sponge and a 
safety rope with a loop.  
• Frame size: 105x90 cm. 
• Net depth: 80 cm. 
• Mesh size: 6 mm. 
• Handle length: 121 cm 
• Max. Length with head: 217 cm.
• Delivery size: ø10x130 cm.

code size
CZ 1604 188 cm (1 section)
CZ 1611 110 cm (2 sec. tele)

code sections
CZ 6001 60x60x180 cm (2 sections)
CZ 3450 70x70x250 cm (2 sections)

code size
CZ 6636 40x40x130 cm (2 sections)
CZ 6643 55x55x150 cm (2 sections)
CZ 0298 50x50x180 cm (2 sections)

code size
CZ 0061 50x50x150 cm (2 sections)
CZ 0054 50x50x180 cm (2 sections)
CZ 0078 50x50x220 cm (2 sections)
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THETA Landing Net
The features of the THETA landing net: foldable 
head, telescopic handle, metal arms, strength-
ened plastic spreader.

Gamma-N  2 section landing net
Foldable head, telescopic aluminium handle, 
metal spreader and 8mm green mesh feature 
the GAMMA-N.

Foldable Landing Net • CZ 0438
Gun smoke coloured 2 section handle, black  
rubber mesh and durable folding mechanism are 
the main features of this landing net.
• Size: 70x60x70cm/180 cm (2 sections).

DELTA-N  2 section landing net
Aluminium head and telescopic hand-
le, metal spreader and 10 mm black 
mesh features the DELTA-N.

Deluxe Net Float • CZ 6070
Clever and useful accessory when you’re netting 
fish single handed. The net float will support the 
net making it much easier the use of the landing 
net. Size: ø6x20 cm.

Big Catch Landing Net • CZ 5935
Robust net for landing the real big catch. The head is 65x80cm with 
100cm deep, strong and rubberized net for the safety of the fish. 
The frame and the handle is made from strong aluminium and the 
latter can be adjusted between 170 and 240cm so it can be used 
from a boat or from the shore as well.
• Size: 65x80x100/240 cm (2 sections, telescopic).

Big Catch-N Landing Net • CZ 3008
Equipped with a handle and large oval head on which an extremely 
deep landing net was placed, this landing net was provided by the 
manufacturer with a solid metal frame and a fish-friendly rubbe- 
rized net, from which hooks can be released more easily than from 
traditional nets without a rubber coating. The length of the han-
dle can be modified, as needed, in seconds. The rubberized handle 
provides a non-slip grip. The frame can be removed from the hand-
le, making it more convenient to transport. It is a perfect choice 
for anglers with boilies and an excellent alternative for those with  
boilies. Capital carp and grass carp can easily be picked out with 
it, and thanks to the extra-sized net, larger catfish can picked out 
as well. 
• Frame size: 75x65 cm. 
• Net depth: 110 cm 
• Mesh size: 9x6 mm. 
• Handle length: 92-103 cm 
• Max length with head: 238 cm.

 
Pond-N2 Landing Net • CZ 2353
Aluminium handle, frame and strong mesh features 
this little handy landing net. Size: Ø31x25x125 cm.

code sections
CZ 6612 60x60x180 cm (2 sections)
CZ 6629 60x60x220 cm (2 sections)

code size
CZ 3682 70x70x180 cm (2 sections)
CZ 3699 70x70x250 cm (2 sections)
CZ 1406 100x100x280 cm* (2 sections)
*XXL Gamma

code size
CZ 3705 60x50x200 cm 2 sections
CZ 3712 70x60x250 cm 2 sections
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Competition Keepnet
Featuring strong and fine mesh
with durable frames and angle 

tilt adjustable top ring.

FISHING
KEEPNETS

During fishing, whether it deals 
with fish intended for release 

or even for the kitchen, it is very 
important to store them properly 
and in a gently way possible. Our 

fish holder nets help with this. 
There are for everyday use and 

competition conditions.
D-4M Keepnet • CZ 6889

• Oxford fabric / micro mesh 
• 10 aluminium rings (7 rings: 60x45 cm, 3 

rings 50x40 cm). 
• Size: 60x45 - 50x40cm, 400cm 

• Color: blue.

Practic-N Keepnet
Strong plastic rings and heavy duty mesh 
feature this keepnet. Comes with a tilting 

adapter with standard screw thread  
and two loops on the bottom  

for easy emptying.
• Diameter: 50 cm.

 0-4M Keepnet • CZ 0588
With durable metal on top, 400-centime-

ter-long fish-holding net with strong,  
but at the same time flexible plastic rings 
that resist fish kicks. The metal ring has 
a threaded adapter with a tiltable head, 

compatible with most parting-tools,  
so that the inclination angle of the upper 

ring can be precisely adjusted  
for faster fishing.

• Size: ø50 cm x 4 m.

code size
CZ 3040 50x40x300 cm
CZ 6872 50x40x250 cm

code size
CZ 7366 ø50x200 cm
CZ 7373 ø50x250 cm
CZ 7359 ø50x300 cm

FEEDER COMPETITION

400
centimeters

400
centimeters
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Catfish trap • CZ 3949
Foldable fish-basket featuring strong 

steel frame and durable net.
• Size: ø40x80 cm.

Basic-N Keepnet
The Basic-N Keepnet offers affordable 

quality. Comes in different sizes.

Eco-N Keepnet
Affordable yet quality keepnet 

in different sizes.

 Floating Keepnet • CZ 1998
This is a specially designed fish holder 

net. Its upper part has a spongy rim, which 
floats on the water due to its buoyancy. It 
does not wrinkle, so it can keep the fish 

placed in it alive even in the summer heat.  
It is especially practical for high banks 

and jetties, as there is nothing else to do 
but to drop it into the water. The material 

is durable, rubberized and the fish get 
stuck less often than in traditional nets. It 
is primarily recommended for storing bait 
fish, but thanks to its size, it can also store 

larger bream, mullet and average carp. 
Diameter: 56 cm Length: 90 cm.

Entrant Keepnet Set • CZ 2001
This fish holder with classic design has 
2 m long and 40 cm diameter. It is made 

with durable mesh and flexible rings. The 
manufacturer provided it with an alumi-
num stabbing, which can be connected 
to an inclinable head mounted with a 

traditional thread. It’s a perfect gift for 
beginner and child anglers, but we heartily 
recommend it to anyone who likes fishing. 

Diameter: 40 cm Length: 200 cm.

Massive Carp Keepnet
Handling and storing properly the caught 

fish is very important. This objective is 
reached by using this classic-style and 
ring-shaped fish holder made of quali-
ty materials typical of carp bags which 

protects the fish’s scales, and hinders the 
fins to get stuck. Thanks to the flexible 
plastic rings, there is no need to worry 

about breaking the holder frame during 
lifting. The holder can be closed with a 

zipper. The supporting rope is covered with 
styrofoam balls to prevent from getting 

lost when dropped into the water. It is easy 
to transport and is primarily recommen- 

ded to pacific anglers. 

code size
CZ 5676 ø40x120 cm
CZ 5683 ø40x150 cm
CZ 5690 ø40x200 cm

code size
CZ 0023 35x140 cm
CZ 0030 40x160 cm
CZ 0047 45x180 cm

code size
CZ 2711 ø40x100 cm
CZ 2728 ø40x120 cm

new

new

new
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LUGGAGE & STORAGE
Angling sometimes requires real logistic skills to get all the gear 
from home to the waterfront. To keep your fishing tackle secure 

during these journeys we have a wide selection of rod bags, 
sleeves and holdalls, carry bags and rucksacks, rod and reel storage 

and protection devices. The tackle and accessory boxes together 
with the rig wallets, boxes bins and cases help to store and 

transport the smaller whatnots neatly and safely.

N2 Rod Holdall
Quality rod holdall for 3 rods complete with reels. The 
built in fasteners ensure perfect protection while the 
side pockets offer ample space for a good amount of 
gear.

Rod Sleeve & Double Rod Sleeve
The Rod Sleeve protects your rod during  
transit and storage.
• Tough fabric.
• Padding for extra protection.
• Padded and adjustable shoulder strap.
• Carry handle. 
• Reinforced bottom.

code size
CZ 5974 192x30 cm (12’)
CZ 5981 205x30 cm (13’)

code size
CZ 3512 12’(193x26 cm)
CZ 3529 13’(206x26 cm)

code size
CZ 3536 12’(193x26 cm)
CZ 3543 13’(206x26 cm)

DOUBLE ROD SLEEVE

ROD SLEEVE
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Stiff 3-Rod Bag • CZ 4044
Premium category rod holdall developed for the feeder fanatics. The 
cushioned sides ensure perfect protection for even 3 rods equipped with 
reels. The reel holding section can easily accept big long casting reels. 
The dividers are cushioned as well and the rods can be secured with vel-
cro fasteners. The rigid plastic base provides more safety while the ad-
justable and padded shoulder strap helps to carry the holdall with ease.
• Size: 150x21x26 cm.

Stand-up Hard Rod Case • CZ 2759
Being worth placing great emphasis on the proper storage of the fish-
ing equipment, this 160-cm, rigid-walled rod holder offers suitability for 
safe storage of three fully equipped fishing rods, protecting them from 
bumps and other damages. The compartments are separated from 
each other by an inner wall. The zipper and seams are well reinforced. 
On the one side there is a longer compartment for storing the tripod and 
knives, on the other there are two shorter zippered storing places. The 
reinforced bottom is easy to clean. The unique, spring-loaded legs that 
can open and closed automatically with one movement, so you don’t 
need to lay it on the ground for packing, and so it doesn’t get dirty. An-
glers with back condition can use it comfortably..
• Size: 160x25x22 cm.

Triple Rodbag • CZ 4441
The Feeder Competition Triple RodBag is a
stylish protector of your precious rods. It 
holds 3 rods equipped with reels. Complete 
with an outer pocket for landing net or bank-
sticks and padded double shoulder strap.
• 150x20x30 cm.

NS Double Rod Bag
The CarpZoom NS Double Rod bag offers 
protection for 2 rods equipped with reels 
during storage or in transit. Complete with 
an outer pocket for landing net or bank 
sticks, carry handles and padded shoulder 
strap.

NS Triple Rod Bag
The CarpZoom NS Triple Rod bag offers pro-
tection for 3 rods equipped with reels during 
storage or in transit. Complete with an outer 
pocket for landing net or banksticks, carry 
handles and padded shoulder strap.

Double-N Stiff Rod Bag
This incomparable rod bag with hardened 
outside guarantees extra protection and 
safety for your precious rods during trans-
port. The unique feature of this holder that 
2 rods fit in it separated by a padded divider.

code size
CZ 4083 120x23x12 cm
CZ 4090 140x23x12 cm
CZ 4106 160x23x12 cm

code size
CZ 4113 140x24x20 cm
CZ 4120 160x24x20cm
CZ 2897 180x24x20cm

code size
CZ 0664 140 cm
CZ 0657 160 cm

FEEDER COMPETITIONFEEDER COMPETITION FEEDER COMPETITION
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G-Trend Rod Bag • CZ 5737
The G-Trend rod bag can hold and protect 
even 3 rods equipped with reels. The 130 cm 
long side pocket is perfect for bank sticks. 
Equipped with adjustable and padded shoul-
der strap for comfort.
• Size: 155x37x25 cm.

G-Trend Rod Sleeve • CZ 5744
Tough fabric, strong seams and adjustable 
shoulder strap feature the G-Trend rod sleeve 
ensuring protection to your rod during transit 
and storage.
• Size: 160x11x14 cm.

Quiver Rod Bag • CZ 4068
The CarpZoom Quiver Rod Bag is designed 
to offer the perfect transport solution for the 
roving angler that travels by bicycle or motor-
bike or just prefers travelling light yet having 
all of the necessary gear. It will hold three 
rods and a brolly and other essential items. 
The grab handles and the padded, adjustable 
shoulder strap ensure easy handling.
• Size: 120x26x20 cm.

Tip Protector • CZ 3484
Perfect for use with all types of rods. It 
gives added protection when your rods are 
being carried. Fully padded to protect tips 
on folded down rods. Velcro strap ensures 
keeping rods securely in position.
• Size: 35x11,5 cm.

Tip Protector • CZ 9293
The rigid outer shell and the soft inner  
padding ensures perfect protection for the 
tip of your precious rod.
• Size: 19,5 cm.

Neoprene Tip Protector • CZ 9316
The hard wearing neoprene and the Velcro 
fastening strip of the Marshal Neoprene 
Tip Protector secures the tip of your rod 
when in transit. 
• Size: ø3,5x30 cm.

Tip Tops, 12-13” • CZ 4075
Smart gadget featuring two padded pockets 
and an elastic band for protecting the ends of 
the rods and holding the parts together when 
in transit. Perfect for 12-13’ rods.

Silicone Rod Band • CZ 5591
• Length: 20 cm.

Neoprene Reel Bag
Soft but strong reel case  
with velcro tape closing.

Rod Band • CZ 6996
Soft but strong rod bands with velcro 
to secure the rod during transit.
• Size: 2,2x20,5 cm.

code size
CZ 7009 M
CZ 2484 L

FEEDER COMPETITION
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CZ 3191 
AVIX 2 in 1 Grand Bag-Rucksack
The AVIX Grand Bag is a 2in1 luggage. It can be used as a rucksack 
or as a travel bag. The main features are the stylish design, durable 
materials, 6 pockets (30x17x7cm each) and a big top/side pocket 
Size: 82x33x47cm.

avix Carry-All Fishing Bag • CZ 6260
The Carry-All Fishing Bag is designed for anglers willing to go 
big. The heavy duty material ensures durability. The extra large  
central compartment, the sizable side pockets with zippers and 
the mesh pockets offer easily accessibe storage space for every-
thing you need, while the adjustable and padded shoulder strap and  
carry handles makes the carrying comfortable. Size: 70x28x29 cm. 

avix Practic-All Fishing Bag • CZ 6253
The Practic-All Fishing Bag is ideal for every angler featuring heavy 
duty material, large central compartment, sizable side pockets with 
zippers and adjustable shoulder strap with padding and carry hand-
les. Size: 58x23x29 cm.

G-Trend Carryall, large • CZ 5720
When designing this bag we kept in mind that ”size matters”. Made 
from heavy duty materials it features a large central compartment, two 
large side pockets (25x21x5cm)  and a front pocket (41x21x5cm) both of 
them equipped with zippers. The adjustable and padded shoulder strap 
and carry handles make the carrying comfortable. Size: 55x39x35 cm.

G-Trend Carryall, medium • CZ 5751
All-purpose utility bag providing ample room for a serious amount 
of gears while small enough to be carried easily. Two zipped end 
pockets (19x20x5cm) with outer mesh pocket, a decent sized front 
pocket (28x21x5cm) and adjustable shoulder strap complete the 
G-Trend Carryall. Size: 43x28x30 cm.

AVIX Rucksack • CZ3214
The AVIX Rucksack is perfect for all the necessary things needed 
for a 1-2 days trip. Large main compartment, padded and ad-
justable shoulder straps, 2 exterior side pockets (30x17x8 cm) 
and an exterior front pocket (39x17x9 cm) are just a few of the  
remarkable features. Size: 55x46x35 cm.

AVIX Belt Bag • CZ3184
Handy belt bag for storing small whatnots or lures but perfect for a 
phone and documents as well. Durable material, 4 compartments 
and adjustable strap with quick release clip feature this bag.
• Size: 26x12x15 cm.

EVA Carryall-M Bag • CZ 0113
The EVA Carryall-M Bag is an ideal solution for storing and carrying 
your feed and bait, but you can also keep your clothes and other valu-
ables in a dry place.  There are four elastic loops for rods and one for 
pliers. Comes with strong zipper, handle and shoulder strap.
• Waterproof EVA material
• Welded seams
• Zip top and carry handles
• 50x28x30 cm
• Weight: 2,10 kg

Coolbag • CZ 4489
Stylish bag designed to keep your baits 
or your drinks and food fresh while 
fishing. The main compartment is fully  
insulated with metallic liner and is easy 
to clean. The bag is complete with a pad-
ded shoulder strap.
• 45x20x25 cm.

Xtra Large Carryall • CZ 4458
The Xtra Large Carryall is fully padded and durable carrying loads of 
fishing gear. Complete with 2 zipped side pockets and 1 side pocket 
with buckle closure. Fitted with a padded and adjustable shoulder 
strap and carry handles. Size: 50x45x30 cm.
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Keepnet Bag • CZ 7948
Designed to transport damp 
nets to avoid getting your 
car or other luggage wet. 
• Size: Ø55 x 8 cm.

EVA Bait Bag • CZ 9361
The EVA Bait Bag is an ideal solution for storing and carrying your feed 
and bait, but you can also keep your clothes and other valuables in a 
dry place.
• Waterproof EVA material.
• Welded seams.
• Zip top and carry handles.
• 40x25x26 cm.

EVA Keepnet bag
The EVA Keepnet Bag is perfect for transporting wet nets preventing 
your luggage and car from getting wetness and unpleasant odours.
• Waterproof EVA material.
• Welded seams.
• Zip top and carry handles.

EVA Double Keepnet Bag • CZ 3015
The FC EVA Double Keepnet Bag is perfect for transporting wet nets 
preventing your luggage and car from getting wetness and unpleasant 
odours.
• Waterproof EVA material.
• Welded seams.
• Zip top and carry handles.
• 70x30x50 cm.

EVA Classic Keepnet Bag • CZ 7892
The round version of the EVA Keepnet Bag. It is perfect for transport-
ing wet nets preventing your luggage and car from getting wetness and 
unpleasant odours.
• Waterproof EVA material.
• Welded seams.
• Zip top and carry handles.
• Size: ø60x15 cm.

Transparent-N Soft Top Box
A range of unique accessory boxes. The special feature of this pro-
duct is the transparent top that allows you to select what you want 
before opening it up. This tackle box is a perfect companion for any 
fishing trip.

Size: xl • CZ2583
32x22x8 cm.

Size: l • CZ2576
19x13x10 cm.

Transparent EVA Box
The perfect solution for storing and carrying your water sensitive what-
nots or valuables in a dry place. The transparent top helps to check the 
content while the net below it prevents accidental dropping of it.
• Waterproof EVA material.
• Welded seams.
• Zip top.

EVA Carryall-L Bag • CZ 0151
The EVA Carryall-L Bag is an ideal solution for storing and carrying 
your feed and bait, but you can also keep your clothes and other 
valuables in a dry place. The bag is perfect for transporting wet nets 
preventing your luggage and car from getting wetness and unpleas-
ant odours.  Comes with strong zipper, handle and shoulder strap.
• Waterproof EVA material.
• Welded seams.
• Zip top and carry handles.
• 53x50x20 cm.

Size: xXl • CZ 0144
39x13x10 cm.

CZ 7908
Size: 27x16x9 cm

CZ 0120
Size: 16x9.5x6 cm

CZ 0137
Size: 16.5x16.5x6 cm

Buzz Bar Bag • CZ 7540
A padded case to protect your bite alarms fitted on the buzz bar. Comes 
with a heavy duty zipper and a central divider to separate the buzz bars. 
The Velcro loops secure all buzz bars and prevent movement during 
transport. Size: 43x27x5 cm.

CZ 2379 
Marker & Accessory Bag
Handy and durable pouch for 
your markers: it not only pro-
tects the markers but also the 
surrounding from getting wet 
if you have no chance to dry 
them after your session. Size: 
24,5x30,0 cm.

not included

code size
CZ 9354 60x13x50 cm
CZ 1950 70x13x50 cm
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Dip Bag • CZ 3475
Dip bag with 6 compartments  
containing air-tight pots to carry 
dips, hookbaits and pop-ups.
Size: 29x17x8cm.

Lead & Accessory Box • CZ 3446
Handy accessory box with fully padded Velcro dividers which allow 
the compartments inside the box to be adjusted to different sizes. 
The design offers protection and safety of various items of tackle 
from lead weights to bite alarms. Size: 24x16x7,5 cm.

Reel Pouch • CZ 3482
High quality protection for you  
precious reel when in transit.  
Size: 18x20x9 cm.

Rig Wallet • CZ 3422
The perfect solution to keep your pre-tied rigs neatly and easily. 
Two stiff rig boards with securing pins and retainer bars makes 
this rig wallet the most effective rig storage tool. Size: 36x14x4 cm. 

not included

Plastic Stiff Rig Wallet • CZ 9705
Sturdy plastic rig wallet with 6 boards capable of holding up to 72 rigs 
(12 rigs each). The maximum rig length is 21 cm. Size: 24,5x9x4,3 cm.

Rig box • CZ 2608
Well designed box to keep your rigs and their components or other 
necessary whatnots safely and securely. Size: 32x8x2 cm.

CZ 1985
Hookling Box
Size: 34,3x6x2 cm.

Method Hook Box • CZ 9797
• 19.5x9x3 cm.

Accessory&EVA Rig Box • CZ 9810
The CZ Accessory & EVA Rig Box is a classic-style storage box that 
opens in a book-like way in two directions, and is excellent for stor-
ing feeders and small fishing items. The manufacturers have pro-
vided the box with a magnetic lock that closes.
Size: 25,5x13,5x3 cm.

Universal Feeder Box • CZ 9803
Universal Feeder Box, result of a deeply thought-out design, is per-
fectly appropriate for well-arranged storing of small fishing items 
and feeders. The secret of this box, which closes with strong mag-
nets and can be opened in the blink of an eye, lies in its inside. The 
practical storage of the accessories is facilitated by the fact that 
several sizes of containers have been placed in the box, from the 
very small to the large-sized one. The storage of feeders is provided 
by 7 pcs 44 mm and 6 pcs 65 mm diameter, EVA sponge feeder hold-
ers placed in a spool and classic-shaped large sponge storing area. 
Size: 35x24x5.5 cm.

Double Rig Box • CZ 1543
This stiff and handy two-sided rig box can hold up to 
2x28pcs of 8-21cm long ready tied rigs neatly and 
securely. Size: 23,7x7x2,8 cm.

not included

CZ 7526
EVA Hook Link Spool Set, 12 spools

Chod/Zig Rig Box • CZ 9712
The Chod/Zig Rig Box is perfect 
for storing rigs safely and neatly. 
Ideal for longer hooklinks that 
will not fit in a standard length 
rig wallet. Complete with  
10 foam spools and 10 pins. 
Size: 34x8x2,3 cm.

CZ 3190
Feeder Rig Box 

Size: 33,3x10x1,7 cm.
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accessory box 5in1 • CZ 3207
This tackle box is perfect for all anglers. The main 
box has dividers that can be moved to suit and four 
bit boxes (3-4-6-8 compartments) for the really small 
whatnots. Size: 23x20x6 cm.

CZ 7953 
Carp System Tackle box Set, 1+7 pcs
This tackle box is perfect for all ang-
lers. The main box has dividers that 
can be moved to suit and four bit boxes 
(3-4-6-8 compartments) and rig box 
for the really small whatnots. 
Size: 36x29x6 cm.

Plastic box • CZ 4269
A plastic box for our most necessary small 
items. Thanks to its size it fits into your 
pocket. The compartments are variable 
due to the removable dividers. 
Size: 12.2×10.5×3.4cm

CZ 2585
8 comp. Assortment box

Size: 10x7x2 cm.

CZ 2592
6 comp. Assortment box 

Size: 10x7x2 cm.

 CZ 2578
4 comp. Assortment box 

Size: 10x7x2 cm.

CZ 7243
3 comp. Assortment box 

Size: 10x7x2 cm.

Practic Tackle Box • CZ 0571
It is a practical tool box for small items, which includes a removable 
2 centimeter deep tray that is divided into six different compartments. 
The manufacturer equipped it with a solid structure and a strong zipper. 
• Size: 21.5x11x6.7 cm.

Tackle Safe Box • CZ 9699
This small tackle box is ideal for all of your small angling items. 
It has 21 compartments, 20 of them have clear plastic lids to hold 
the small whatnots securely. Size: 24x12x3,5 cm

CZ 1813
Smart Accessory Box, Medium 

Size: 9,8x13x3,2 cm.

CZ 1820
Smart Accessory Box, Small 

Size: 7,4x10,6x3 cm.

new

new
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feeder Box • CZ 8427
2 separate compartments. 

Removable dividers.
Size: 39x27x12 cm.

Stark Seat Box • CZ 0840
Durable tackle box for all the necessary smaller and bigger items. 
Thanks to its strong design and foam-covered top it can be used as 
a seat.
• Durable plastic material.
• Stable seat shape top with foam cover.
• Different compartments for all gear from small to big.
• Size: 34x24x38 cm.

CZ 2018
2-Side Accessory Box 

Size: 29x20x6 cm.

Feeder Method Box • CZ 2056 
Size: 39x27x8 cm.

Tackle Box w. 2-3 drawers
Smart and handy tackle boxes 
for short sessions or if you want to 
take only the really necessary items 
with you.

Tackle Box
Perfect choice for the fisherman 
who wants a container that will hold 
a little bit of everything. Not only 
protects your gear but keeps every-
thing well organized thanks to the 
extending tray design which ensures 
easy access to all of the contents.

Plastic box • CZ 4252
Size: 17,8x9,4x3 cm.

Plastic box • CZ 4245
Size: 17,3x7,2x2,9 cm.

CZ 2032
Standard Plastic Box, Medium 

Size: 35,6x22,2x4,3 cm.

CZ 2025
Standard Plastic Box, Large 

Size: 36x22,5x8 cm.

CZ 2049
Standard Plastic Box, Small

Size: 27,5x19x5x4,5 cm.

code size
CZ 7849 36,8x21,4x20 cm (3 tray)
CZ 7467 29,4x18,7x15 cm (2 tray)

code size
CZ 8500 34x15,5x16 cm (2 tray)
CZ 8517 39x18,5x19 cm (3 tray)
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EVA Bait Box Set Large • CZ3467
A set of top class EVA boxes designed to transport, store and 
use your baits easily and conveniently. Easy to clean EVA ma-
terial - waterproof. Keeps baits dry in wet weather. Perfect for 
pellets, hook baits, etc.
• 1 pc large outer box with zipped clear lid (37x25x9 cm).
• 1 pc medium bait box (36x12x8.5 cm).
• 3 pcs small bait boxes (12x9x8.5 cm).

EVA Bait Bowl • CZ 4229
Top class EVA bait bowl designed to prepare, store and use your baits 
easily and conveniently. Easy to clean EVA material - waterproof. Per-
fect for groundbaits, particles, seeds, etc.
• Size:35x25x15 cm.

EVA Drop Bucket • CZ3474
Top class EVA drop bucket de-
signed to collect water easily 
and conveniently if the bank 
is too steep or slippery. Easy 
to clean EVA material (water-
proof). Supplied with a handy 
winder and 6m of sturdy rope.
• Size: 18x18x20 cm.

CZ 0442 
Foldable Water Bucket
Multi-purpose folding buck-
et made of durable PVC with 
collapsible design for easy 
storage. Perfect for storing 
water, cleaning hands, mixing 
groundbait, keep your bait fish 
and many other uses. 
• Size: 12 liter, ø24x28 cm.

EVA Bait Box
EVA Bait Box designed to prepare, store and use your baits easily 
and conveniently. Easy to clean EVA material - waterproof. 

CZ 0168
24x24x13 cm

CZ 0175
18x18x10 cm

 FEEDING & BAITING
 EQUIPMENT

This section contains a variety of items for preparing, storing and  
transporting baits like bait boxes,  buckets, live bait buckets and hold-
ers. Furthermore, here you can find the PVA products, baiting spoons 

and throwing sticks, markers, catapults and other small whatnots.

Groundbait Mixer • CZ 0015
• Helps to mix the groundbait evenly.
• Flat base - ideal for getting into corners.
• Fits any electric drill.
• Size: ø14-6,5x30 cm.

EVA Bait Bucket • CZ 0182
Top class EVA Bait Bucket, which is perfect 
for storing water, cleaning hands, mixing 

groundbait, keep your bait and many other 
uses. Easy to clean EVA material.  

• Size: ø28x18x30 cm.

AVIX Collapsible Bait Bucket • CZ 6215
Collapsible and easy to clean bait bucket 

that packs away flat for storage or transit. 
Ideal for boilies, pellets, groundbaits. 

The fully zipped cover keeps odours from 
contaminating car or house.
• Size: 8,4 liter, Ø31x25 cm.

Bait Bucket Set • CZ 8326
Handy bait bucket and bowl for 
preparing, storing and using 
your baits easily and conve-
niently. Easy to clean and sup-
plied with sturdy handle and 
clip-on lid.
• Size - bucket: ø42,0x26,5 cm.
• Size - bowl: ø38,0x11,0 cm.

Bait Bucket
Quality and heavy duty buckets 

in different sizes.

Worm Box 
Handy box with perforated clip-on lid for 

any kind of worm, leech, etc.

Round Riddle 
Lightweight and robust riddle 
for making the sifting of your 
groundbait easy. Completely 

removes all lumps result.

code size
CZ 0483 12 liter
CZ 0490 18 liter

code size
CZ 8562 0,5 liter
CZ 8579 0,75 liter
CZ 8586 1 liter

code diameter mesh
CZ 0084 36cm 4,5 mm
CZ 0091 36cm 6 mm
CZ 3795 45 cm 4 mm
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FEEDER COMPETITION

FEEDER COMPETITION

FEEDER COMPETITION
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Boilie Drying Bag
Airs boilies to make them a harder and 
more effective hook bait.
• Special fabric.
• Strong lug.
• Zipper.
• Comes in a handy holder.

Bait Crusher • CZ 7832
Robust housing and stainless steel blades characterize 
this handy bait crusher. A real must if you want to avoid 
spending hours with smashing stinky but necessary boil-
ies or pellets.

Pellet Grinder • CZ 2514
Handy gadget for crushing and grinding small and 
medium sized pellets. Crushed pellets and boilies 
are among the absolute top baits on many waters but 
they are great for enhancing the groundbait or seed 
mixes as well. 

PVA Bag Loader • CZ 9217
The Marshal PVA Bag Loader 
makes the use of PVA bags easi- 
er, faster and simpler. The set 
comes complete with three bag 
expanders for all size of PVA 
bags and three compressing 
rings to help the insertion of the  
expander into the PVA bag.

Measuring Cup Set • CZ 2958
Handy dipping pot with a removable basket that allows baits 
to be perfectly soaked. It ensures that your hookbaits are 
glugged perfectly and your liquids last longer.

Glug-G Pot
Handy dipping pot with a re-
movable basket that allows 
baits to be perfectly soaked. 
It ensures that your hookbaits 
are glugged perfectly and your 
liquids last longer.

Maggot Dispenser • CZ 0304
The Maggot Dispenser can be hung around 
the neck. It is a particularly useful ac-
cessory, especially in tight spaces or in 
viewfinder angling. The dispenser has a 
threaded and detachable lid and a hollow 
spoon-shaped part. The lid is opened with 
a finger, and a hollow part is filled with the 
necessary amount of bait by pulling up the 
opener and tilting the dispenser. A useful 
accessory for non-predator anglers and 
anglers fitted with fine gears. It can be 
used to make fishing more comfortable. 
Size: 3.9x10.4 cm.

CZ 8832
PVA Wide Mesh
37 mm x 5 m.

CZ 8849
PVA Wide Mesh

refill 
5 meter.

CZ 8182
PVA Deep Water Mesh
Slow dissolving mesh, 

suitable for fishing 
in deep waters.  
 37 mm x 5 m

CZ 8175
PVA Long Cast Mesh
Developed for long 

casts. 18 mm x 5 m.

CZ 8863
PVA Narrow Mesh

23 mm x 5 m .

CZ 8870
PVA Narrow Mesh 

refill 
5 meter.

CZ 8986
PVA String strong

20 meter.

CZ 4740
Double ended

plunger
Size: 22/31x214 mm.

CZ 8993
PVA String Extra 

Strong
20 meter.

PVA Bags 
70x200 mm.

PVA Bullet Bag
with String & Holes

CZ 8979
PVA Tape 
10 meter.

code size
CZ 0671 small
CZ 0688 large

code size
CZ 1444 5 kg; 30x45 cm
CZ 1451 10 kg; 45x60 cm

code size
CZ 8894 70x200 mm
CZ 8900 100x125 mm

code size
CZ 8917 55x140 mm
CZ 8924 65x190 mm

MARSHAL
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NEOPRENE
BAG

Throwing Stick
Affordable throwing sticks in two sizes. 
Length: 90 cm.
 

Spod
Ideal for using with any kind of bait like 
pastes, pellets or groundbaits. A cheap and 
easy way to present bait.

Baiting Spoon
Ideal bait spoons for feeding at short and medium distances. Perfect for groundbaits, pellets, 
boilies and other hard baits. The spoons are made of durable plastic with glossy finish for longer 
distances and clean bait release. The heads are detachable and can, if desired, also be used on 
longer handles for longer shots.

Baiting scoop
Perfect for mixing baits, baiting over the side  
of the boat or loading the hoppers of your 
bait boat.

Dimensions:
• M (MEDIUM)

head: 15x14 cm
handle: 10 cm

• L (LARGE)
head: 20x14 cm
handle: 11 cm

Carbon Throwing Stick
High quality throwing stick 
made from carbon fibre with 
non-slip handle.

Plastic Throwing Stick
Quality boilie throwing stick made from 
sturdy plastic with soft grip handle and 
anti-vacuum hole for bigger distances. 
Length: 86 cm.

Metal Throwing Stick
The rubberized, non-slip handle provides 
it a stable grip, even when the hands are 
wet. Thanks to the openings at the end 
and above the handle, no vacuum effect 
comes up during throwing, so the filling 
will be faster, and the starting speed will 
be high. Its length is 80 cm. We recom-
mend it to anglers who prefer the feeding 
boiler method. 

Marker Float • CZ 1014
Small and handy tool to  
mark your feeding spot.

twilight Marker Float • CZ 2996
Marker float with up-to-date technology. 
The build in electronics has 3 modes that 

can be activated by a switch inside: 
OFF / continuous light / twilight. The latter 
mode turns on or off the lighting automati- 
cally depending on the ambient light (day 

or night). Batteries: 3 x LR44  
(not included).

Floating Marker Light
Practic and handy equipment to mark your 
feeding place. Easy to cast or to be placed to 
the feeding area by using a lead and fishing 
line.
• Highly visible integrated LED.
• Manual ON/OFF switch.
• Integrated day/night sensor switch.
• Adjustable light intensity.
• Made of shock and UV resistant plastic.
• 1 x D (LR20) battery (not included).

H-Marker
Handy tool to mark your hot spot.  

Maximum visibility.

                       Origo Marker Set • CZ 7748
Complete marker float kit including a marker 
float, a marker stem with one end lightened, 
2pcs of probe leads (85g) with unique shape 

that transmits the makeup of the bottom 
much better than other versions and 2pcs of 

rubber stoppers (round and bell shaped).

Tricolor Marker Float • CZ 7977
Traditional marker float with replaceable 
flights in black, yellow and red colours.

CZ 0274 
Crystal Bait Float

• Weight: 19 g.

CZ 0281 
Bait Marker

• Weight: 25 g.

code size
CZ 3972 47 cm
CZ 3989 41 cm

code size
CZ 2521 M
CZ 2538 L

code ø inside
CZ 1296 25 mm
CZ 1302 28 mm

code ø inside
CZ 8038 20 mm
CZ 8045 24 mm

code size
CZ 1901 Ø4,8x15 cm
CZ 1918 Ø5x20 cm

code ø inside length
CZ 0466 23 mm 93 cm
CZ 0473 29 mm 93 cm

code ø inside
CZ 0496 23 mm
CZ 0489 28 mm

code size / length
CZ 8502 60x55x15 mm (S) / 10 m
CZ 8496 121x108x36 mm (L) / 12 m

code color
CZ 0398 red
CZ 0404 green
CZ 0411 yellow

MARSHAL MARSHAL
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Dimension Boilie Catapult • CZ 2781
The Dimension Boilie Catapult is ideal for 
particles, pellets and boilies. The specially 
formed conical pouch helps the baiting up 
with superb accuracy creating less spread 
and tightly baited spots. Pouch: Ø0.7x.31 cm. 

Dimension BaitBall Catapult • CZ 2774
The Dimension BaitBall Catapult has an 
ergonomic handle and a rotund pouch 
which can handle bigger balls of bait while 
enabling maximum distance and minimum 
spread. Elastic: Ø0.7x.30 cm.

Feeding Tube Set • CZ 3252
Ingenious set of a perforated tube with lid, 
a strong line on a spool and a buoy. Fill it 
up with the bait of your choice then lower it 
to the bottom at the desired spot. The bait 
slowly leaks out of the tube and thanks to 
the buoy you can precisely cast the hook to 
the area you fed. Size: Ø12x68 cm.

Casting Glove, right hand • CZ 3727
The Casting Glove ensures perfect protec-
tion for your thumb, index finger and palm 
against cutting with the line during long 
distance or repeated castings.  One size fits 
most.

Casting Protector • CZ 9330
The Casting Protector will shield your finger 
from the abrasive effects of the fishing lines.
• Tough finger protector.
• Soft & comfortable material.
• Wrist strap with velcro.
• Quick drying.
• One size fits most.

Finger Protector • CZ 9347
The Finger Protector gives protection for 
your finger when casting.
• Non-slip finger section.
• Adjustable & elastic wrist band 

with velcro.
• Quick drying.
• One size fits most.

Leather Finger Protector • CZ 9309
The neoprene and leather combination  
ensures perfect protection from cuts when 
casting with low diameter or braided lines. 
• Leather finger section for maximum  

protection and control .
• Adjustable & elastic neoprene wrist 

strap with velcro. 
• Quick drying.
• One size fits most.

Dimension Particles Catapult • CZ 1905
This slingshot has a classic design, it is 
made with a ribbed handle that ensures a 
stable grip and a sufficiently wide, optimal 
profile branched section. Its replaceable 
rubber has adequate dynamics even for 
targeted shootings at medium distances. 
Due to its basket design, it is primarily in-
tended for the delivery of grain feed, corn, 
pellets, and bones, but it can also be used 
to shoot bite-sized dumplings around the 
float. It is primarily recommended to fine 
rig and float anglers.

Worm Scissors • CZ 6446
Multi-blade scissors to chop the worms in 
a snap. Stainless steel and durable handle 
features this handy item. 
• Length: 12 cm.

Bait Bander • CZ 3996
The Bait Bander makes it fast and simple 
to load baits into bands. Thanks to the pre-
cisely formed prongs even small baits are 
no match for this tool.

CZ 1210
Boilie Drill

CZ 1173
Stinger Needle

ø2,80 mm x 11 cm

CZ 1180
Latch Needle

ø2,35 mm x 6 cm

CZ 1197
Mini Latch Needle
ø1,55 mm x 6 cm

CZ 1203
Boilie Needle

ø1,00 mm x 6 cm

Origo Needle Set 4+1 • CZ 2873
A handy set of five containing four needles and 
a drill made of stainless steel with ergonomic 
handle. The two needles with the safety latch 
is perfect for threading drilled pellets, softer 
boilies or PVA bags. The other two with barb 
can be used for smaller hook baits without a 
hole, even for corn or tigernut. The drill can 
easily hole even a hard pellet or boilie.
• Stringer / stix needle (1.5. x 1.0 x 115 mm).
• Gated Needle (1.2. x 0.8 x 50 mm).
• Boilie Needle (Ø 1 x 50 mm).
• Fine Baiting Needle (Ø 1 x 50 mm).
• Bait Drill (Ø 1.5 x 30 mm).

CZ 2798
Entrant Carp Needle set
Handy set of four baiting tools containing a 
drill and three needles. A really must have for 
boilie feeder or traditional types of fishing.
• Bait Drill (Ø1.5x22 mm).
• Stringer Needle (1x2x100 mm).
• Gated Needle (0.5x1.2x43 mm).
• Barbed Needle (Ø1x40 mm).

Tempo Needle & Scissors Set • CZ 5287
A handy pack of 3 needles, a drill, a knot tester and a pair of 

scissors featuring quality stem and easy grip handle.

ø 6 mm 
4 pcs cork 

sticks

Bait Drill With Cork • CZ 0236
This set includes a drill with a stainless steel 
handle and cork cylinders perfectly fitted into 
the hole which was made with the drill. Its use 
is simple: a cork cut to a suitable length must be 
placed into the boilie’s hole. 

Cork Sticks • CZ 0243
Size: ø 6 mm.

MARSHAL MARSHAL
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PVA Link Clip • CZ 8302
Handy clip to attach the PVA 
bag or mesh to the rig. 
Size: 16 mm.

Bait Spike with silicone ring
Barbed metal bait spikes with 
silicone ring for easy use on 
the hook. Perfect for hook baits 
like boilies, maggots, corn, soft 
pellets and many other.

Bait Spike
Barbed metal bait spikes per-
fect for hook baits like boilies,
maggots, corn, soft pellets and 
many other.

CZ 3696
Zig Rig Foam, colour mix

CZ 3702
Zig Rig Foam Aligner,

colour mix

Foam Applicator • CZ 3719

Maggot Clips

CZ 4496
Elements Pop Up Pegs with 
Oval Ring
• Color: black.
• Size: 12 mm.

CZ 0626
Micro Ring Bait Screw
Bait screws designed with a micro 
flexi ring swivel to be used directly 
on the shank of hooks and can be 
used with many different baits like 
boilies, pop ups and many more. 
Perfect for use on D-rigs, Chod 
rigs and more.

Boilie Stopper

Bait Band

CZ 1748 
Round Rig Rings
• Matte black.

CZ 4434
Oval Rig Rings
• Matte black.
• 4,5 mm.

 TearDrop Rig Ring • cz 7458
Size: 4 mm.

cz 7984
Bait Screw with Swivel 

Size: 12 mm.

Two sides pop-up pegs • CZ 2520
Special bait screws perfect for 
use pop ups rigs. Quick and 
simple to use, simply screw on 
your pop up boilie.
• Color: clear.
• Size: 18x4,5 mm.

Fine Bait Spike 
Micro barbed metal bait spikes 
perfect for hook baits like 
small boilies, maggots, corn, 
soft pellets and many others. 

Pellet Holders
Due to the design of this pellet holder it can 
handle pellets with small and bigger hole as 
well. Color: brown. 2 racks/pack.

Hair Extender Stops
Ideal for securing the hook pellet or soft 
hook bait to the hair rig. 2 racks/pack. 126 
pcs (3 sizes)/pack.

Boilie Stops
Thanks to its unique shape these boilie stops 
are perfect for fixing both soft and hard baits 
to the hair rig. 200 pcs/pack. 2 racks/pack.

Hair Stops • CZ 5419
Bait stopper suitable for both soft and hard 
baits. Color: brown. 240pcs/pack.

Nozzle for boilie gun • CZ 0789
Cut off nozzle for sausages up to 35 mm.

Boilie Gun – Heavy Duty • CZ 0772
Strong aluminium boilie gun with 
rugged ergonomic handle. Designed 
for excellent chemical resistance 
against all types of additives. The 
nozzle holder screw is also made 
from steel for extra strength.

Groundbait Compressor • CZ 7611
Very easy and convenient to create small cylinders of bait with the 

Groundbait Compressor. Can be used with groundbait, soft pellets, mix of 
groundbaits/crumb and particles.

Professional Boilie Rolling Table
Sturdy and durable boilie rolling ta-
ble made from high impact plastic 
with non-slip feet to resist wear and 
tear. The top section is fitted with a 
pair of ergonomic handles.
• Size: 50x25 cm.

code size
CZ 9149 S/7mm
CZ 9156 M/10mm
CZ 9163 L/15mm

code size
CZ 3581 S/7mm
CZ 3574 M/10mm
CZ 3567 L/15mm

code size
CZ 1984 6 mm
CZ 1991 10 mm

code size
CZ 8801 small
CZ 8818 medium
CZ 8825 large

size code
CZ 8771 small/ 14 mm
CZ 8788 large / 24 mm
CZ 8795 double / 36 mm

code size
CZ 2643 S/7mm
CZ 2636 M/10mm

code color
CZ 1717 transparent
CZ 1724 brown

code type
CZ 1656 transparent / hard
CZ 1670 transparent / soft

code type
CZ 1694 large / hard
CZ 1700 small / soft

code size
CZ 1227 8 mm
CZ 1234 14 mm
CZ 1241 18 mm
CZ 1258 20 mm
CZ 1265 24 mm
CZ 1272 30 mmFEEDER COMPETITION
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F12 Filleting Knife • CZ 5317
Fish-carver with stainless steel blade 
and ergonomic handle. Protective 
sheath is included.
• Blade length: 15,8 cm.
• Handle length: 14 cm.

Bison Knife • CZ 6369
• Stainless steel blade.
• Non-skid handle grip.
• Protective sheath with belt clip.
• Blade length: 12,5 cm.
• Handle length: 14,5 cm.

Bison Fillet Knife • CZ 6376
• Stainless steel blade.
• Non-skid handle grip.
• Protective sheath with belt clip.
• Blade length: 17 cm.
• Handle length:14,5 cm.

LENGTH: 28,5 cm • CZ 7397
• Blade length: 16,5 cm.
• Handle length: 12 cm.

LENGTH: 25 cm • CZ 7403
• Blade length: 13 cm.
• Handle length: 12 cm.

Coated Fillet Knife
25  and 28,5 cm
Narrow and flexible yet strong and 
sharp blade with non-stick coating 
and ergonomic handle feature this 
knife. Comes with a plastic sheath 
for protection.

Fish Scaler • CZ 5805
Designed with serrated edges for easy 
scaling fish. Made of quality stainless 
steel.
• Size: 22 cm.

CZ 3030
Multi Function Chow Set
• Stainless steel

Roll-Top Bivvy Table • CZ 2324 
Lightweight yet strong table with folding 4 legged frame and roll-up 
top. Folds down into handy carry bag for easy transportation.
• Size: 53x51x49 cm.
• Folded size: 12x54x20 cm.
• Weight: 2,90 kg.

Skinning plier • CZ 2339
In certain cases, for example in cases of catfish, eel or larger fish, it is 
worth removing the skin of the fish before use. These skinning pliers 
are very helpful in this. Even people with less routine in kitchen work 
can easily perform this task that requires practice. The fish skin held 
between the powerful jaws of the pliers can be safely removed from the 
body of the fish.

Water Container • CZ 3022
This water container with a capacity of 12 liters is a 
useful accessory for multi-day fishing and tours. It is 
made of strong plastic. It has a carrying handle and a 
large pouring opening, and its base is horizontal, so it 
can even be set up on a table. Its draining tap is adjust-
able, so it can be used comfortably without splashing. 
The spout can be folded like an accordion, so that the 
water jet can be positioned. It is also a good choice for 
fishing, hiking and weekend houses. Size: 37x15x28 
cm. Volume: 12 liters.

new

new
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RIGGING 
ACCESSORIES

Wide variety of fishing tackle including swivels,
rig / line aligners, clips, stoppers, hooks, complete 

rigs, feeding baskets, etc. This great range of fishing 
items is the result of the experience collected during 
the many years of teamwork and professional calling 

of our experts and partners. You also can find our 
light sticks and different kind of lamps in this section.

1 2

3

Lead Plier • CZ 1212
• Robust design.
• Heavy duty  

steel parts.
• Loaded spring.
• Length: 9,5 cm.

CZ 8333 
Knot/Hook Tester
Traditional T-shape 
knot/hook tester.

Hair Rigga • CZ 3200
Handy knotless hair rig tier that 
makes tying easy and simple,  
ensures accurately maintained 
length of the hair rig.  
Size: 10,3 cm.

Electronic Hook Tier • CZ 4207
This clever tool comes really handy if you are 
tired of tying your hooks by hand. Comes with 
a practical carry bag. Power supply: 2 pcs 
AAA batteries (not included).

 Line Clipper • CZ 3276
Compact line clipper made of stainless 
steel. Thanks to the special blade edges it 
ensures a clean cutting surface. 
Size: 5 cm.

MultiPurpose Rig Tool • CZ 5997
A real must have for all anglers. Multi-pur-
pose rig tool made from metal with green 
finish featuring knot opener, notches for loop 
and knot tightening and a skinline stripper. 

Line Connector 
This connector available in several sizes 
helps the line to be attached to the end 

of the fishing rod in the blink of an eye by 
using a loop. All you have to do is fix it in 

place with instant glue. 

Loop Tier • CZ 4221
A useful tool for perfect loop every time. 
Comes in pack of 2 for two different sizes 
loops.

Retractable Knot Tyer • CZ 9262
Handy tool for making the knot/loop tying 
fast and easy.
• Size: 11 cm.

Knot Opener • CZ 4214
Practic aid for unbinding tight knots.

Disgorger & Knot Opener • CZ 2360
This practical, dual-function accessory has 
two uses: it can be used to easily untan-
gle knots formed on lines, and to remove 
the deeply swallowed hooks from the fish’s 
mouth with one moving. 

Skinline Stripper • CZ 0902
2 in 1 functions: skinline stripper and knot/
hook tester.

Hook Secure• CZ 2545
A pack of 3 hook safe systems. They attaches to a rod ring followed 
by pressing the hook into the foam to prevent scratching the rod. 
The hook safe system keeps hooks sharp and safe.
 

code size
CZ 2407 ø1,8
CZ 2414 ø2,0
CZ 2421 ø2,3
CZ 2438 ø2,5

MARSHAL
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Feeder Running Rig

EX-Power Scissors • CZ3818
Robust and durable scissors perfect for 
both braided and mono lines. The stain-
less steel blades with finely serrated blade 
edges ensure nice and clean cut. The soft 
rubber handle inserts provide secure and 
comfortable grip.
• Blade length: 6 cm.
• Handle length: 7 cm.

Scissors for Braided Line • CZ 9255
Strong braided line cutter made of stain-
less steel and durable plastic. The spring 

loading makes the use easy and  
convenient. Length: 13 cm.

Handy Scissors • CZ 9231
Ergonomic design and strong, stainless 
steel blades feature this handy scissors. 
Due to the special forming of the edges 

of the blades it is easy to cut any mono or 
braided line. Length: 11,5 cm.

Multi Scissors • CZ 2880
Super sharp, long lasting blades feature 
the Multi Scissors. Ideal for all monofila-
ments, fluorocarbons and braids so they 
are a solid addition to any anglers tackle 
box. The additional sharpener can be a 
great help right on the spot if needed. 

Length: 13 cm. 

Exact Braid Scissors • CZ 2910
Cutting braid cleanly without thrumming it 
is no problem for the Exact Braid Scissors. 
Specially designed to cut braided line but 
can also cut through monofilament line 

with ease. Length: 9.5 cm.

Pocket Scissors CZ 9248
Compact and pocketable scissors. The 

pen-sized scissors features durable body, 
strong blades, a protective cap and  

a poc-ket clip. Length: 11,8 cm.

Chod tool • CZ 8066
A helpful gadget to make a 
perfect curve on a chod rig. 
Simply place the hook in the 
groove and the swivel onto 
the pin of the slider. After 

tightening the rig heat the link 
carefully and it takes the curve 

of the tool.

Braid Stripper • CZ 8080
Easy to use tool to peel the 

coating off of a skinline.

Hair gauge • CZ 8073
Easy to use tool to peel the 

coating off of a skinline.

CZ 5133 
Method Feeder Hair Gauge

A great gadget helping to eas-
ily prepare the hair rig always 
in the same length between 

7mm and 16mm.

Mini Crimping Plier • CZ 9858
The Mini Crimping Plier has a nickel-coa-
ting and is manufactured of high-carbon 
hardened steel, and for ensuring a stable 

grip it is provided with an ergonomic 
handle. It is also suitable for pinching and 
crimping wires and is especially recom-

mended for predatory fishing, but it can be 
useful for other fishing methods as well. 

Size: 5” (13 cm). Crimping  
diameter: 0.5-0.9 mm.

Crimp

CZ 9865
ø 0,6 mm

CZ 9872
ø 0,8 mm

Feeder Link
This tangle preventer is made of strong plastic material and has got a special shape. Its use elimi- 
nates any tangling of lines. A rolling swivel with QC end was attached to one of its branches. With 
the small plugs included in the package, additional swivels or swi-vel clamps can be attached to 
the other two branches as well.

Anti-tangle tube with swivel

Feeder Anti Tangle System • CZ 8432
Anti tangle sleeve developed for feeder fishing. 
Thanks to the connectors it takes only moments 
to replace the rig. Perfect for the Max Feeder 
Baskets.2 systems + 2 spare connectors

Quick Change Beads
The Quick Change Beads enable you to 

change the hook length quickly and easily 
and also act as a shock bead.

Adjuster Stop • CZ 5402
The Adjuster Stops enable you to adjust 

the hook length quickly and easily and also 
act as a shock bead.

Tulip  Beads • CZ 2828
These buffer beads can protect the knots 
of the rig which are usually the weakest 

points of it. 

Bullet Beads • CZ 1755
Protect swivels & knots.
• Green, 12 mm.
• In Ø 3,0 mm,
• out Ø 6,0 mm.

Heli Beads • CZ 9590
Rubber beads for helicopter rigs.

Color: matte green.

Knot Protector • CZ 4472
• Color: green.
• Size: 17 mm.

Soft Beads
Color: green.

Extended Buffer Beads • CZ 2804
These buffer beads can protect the knots 
of the rig which are usually the weakest 

points of it.

Anti-tangle tube with swivel

Plastic Anti Tangle System • CZ 0205
This tangle preventer is made of strong plas-
tic material and has got a special shape. Its 
use eliminates any tangling of lines. A rolling 
swivel with QC end was attached to one of 
its branches. With the small plugs included 
in the package, additional swivels or swi-
vel clamps can be attached to the other two 
branches as well.

Side Band With Swivel • CZ 0212
By removing the small plastic clip, the swi-
vel can be replaced as needed. It is made of 
heavy-duty plastic. Size: 40 mm.

 3 systems and 
6 spare plugs

Method Quick Connector • CZ 0199
The Quick connector is made of strong and 
durable material. Since it is symmetrical, 
both ends have an ear-like design, hook 

feeders, sliding baskets and weights can be 
easily replaced without cutting the line.

Run Rig Rubber • CZ 0250
Specially formed Run Rig Rubber. Made from 
the durable material. Suitable for powerful 
and long range casting. 
•  Color: dark green.
• Size: ø5x25 mm.

Quick Link • CZ 0267
The Quick Link enables you to change the 
hook length quickly and easily. Compatible 

with inline method baskets.

code length
CZ 1326 50 mm
CZ 1319 70 mm

code size
CZ 2117 40 mm
CZ 2124 60 mm
CZ 2131 80 mm

code size
CZ 4153 90 mm
CZ 4160 70 mm

code size
CZ 5389 large
CZ 5396 small

code size pcs
CZ 1779 Ø4 mm 25
CZ 1786 Ø6 mm 25

code size pcs
CZ 1793 Ø8 mm 12
CZ 1809 Ø10 mm 10

code size
CZ 8011 70 mm
CZ 8028 100 mm
CZ 8035 150 mm
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Rolling Swivel Rolling Swivel with
Safety Snap

Feeder&Match Quick
Change Swivel

Crane Swivel

Rolling Swivel with X-PatterN Crane Swivel with  Interlock Snap Rolling Swivel with Nice Snap

Diamond Eye Swivel with
 Hooked Snap

Moving Swivel

Drop Shot Swivel Speed link
PTFE coated.

CZ 9477
Origo Swivel

High grade and reliable swivel with 
round eye. Size:  #4.

CZ 9491
Origo Quick Change Swivel

High quality quick change swivel ensuring 
instant changing of rigs if needed and tangle 

free rig when casting. Size: #4.

CZ 9484
Origo Swivel with Ring

Quality swivel with ring ensuring tangle 
free rig when casting. Size: #4.

Rolling Swivel
Color: matte black.

Quick Change Swivel
Color: matte black.

Rolling Swivel+Ring
Color: matte black.

CZ 2035
Heli/Chod Swivel

• Matte black.
• Size #4 (UK size 8).

Quick Lock Swivel
Color: matte black

PVA Bag Swivel • CZ 9552
Swivel with specially shaped ring designed 

for attaching the PVA bag to your rig  
securely. Size: #4.

CZ 2476
Quick Change Round Swivels

High quality quick change swivel ensuring 
instant changing of rigs if needed and 
tangle free rig when casting. Size: #7.

CZ 1943
Nice Snap Set
Color: nickel.

code size
CZ 1029 #10
CZ 1036 #12
CZ 1043 #14

code size
CZ 0749 #8
CZ 0756 #10
CZ 0763 #12

code size
CZ 6484 #10
CZ 6491 #12

code size
CZ 0961 #2
CZ 0978 #4
CZ 0985 #6
CZ 0992 #8
CZ 1005 #10
CZ 1012 #12

code size
CZ 0701 #2
CZ 0718 #4
CZ 0725 #6
CZ 0732 #8

code size
CZ 0831 #6
CZ 0848 #8
CZ 0855 #10

code size
CZ 0862 #2
CZ 0879 #4
CZ 0886 #6
CZ 0893 #8
CZ 0909 #10

code size
CZ 0916 #4
CZ 0923 #6
CZ 0930 #8
CZ 0947 #10
CZ 0954 #12

code size
CZ 5227 S
CZ 5210 M
CZ 5203 L

code size
CZ 5500 3x4
CZ 5524 8x10

code size
CZ 1960 8,6x4,2 mm
CZ 1977 13,5x5 mm

code size
CZ 2011 #4
CZ 8533 #7

code size
CZ 2004 #4
CZ 8540 #8

code size
CZ 6415 #4
CZ 8557 #7
CZ 0619 #14

code size
CZ 2042 #4
CZ 8564 #8

FEEDER COMPETITION FEEDER COMPETITION

PREDATOR-Z
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flexible
material

Stick Rubber StopperCamou Stopper Beads • CZ 6581
Quality rubber stopper for most kind of fish-

ing methods like float, feeder, etc.

CZ 1915 
Heavy Duty Lead Clips
• Matte green.
• Including tail rubber.

CZ 1830
Back Lead Clips + Lock Tube
• Color: green.

Tail Rubbers • CZ 1946
• Matte green.
• In Ø 3,0 mm, out Ø 6,0 mm.

CZ 9446
Origo Lead Clip Set
A safe lead clip is designed to release the 
lead if it gets snagged in the seaweed. 
Made from the durable material. Suitable 
for powerful and long range casting.

CZ 1885
Safety Lead Clips + Pin
• Color: matte green.

Running Rig Set • CZ 9569
The set provides the basic items needed to 
prepare the perfect running rig set up. 
• Color: matte green.

 FLEXI Silicone Tube
Flexible silicone tube for securing the hair rig 

to the shank of the hook.

Camou Shrink Tube
Camou-patterned shrink tube for protecting 

the bindings of the rig or for adjusting the 
angle of the hook to the hooklink.

Shrink Tube
• Shrink rate 2:1,
• length: 5 cm.

Silicone tube

Anti-Tangle Lead Clip Rig • CZ 9637
Ready-made and complete helicopter rig containing 3 sets of PVC tubes, quick change  
swivels, lead clips, tail rubbers and rolling swivels. Length: 50 cm.

Leadcore Helicopter Rig • CZ 9644
Ready-made and complete anti tangle lead clip rig containing 3 sets of leadcores, buffer 
beads, heli swivels, snap heli swivels and bent head oval split rings. Length: 75 cm.

Leadcore Lead Clip Rig • CZ 5140
Lead core rig equipped with safety lead clip and heavy duty swivel. It lays on the bottom 
nicely while its stiffness helps to avoid any tangling. The safety lead clip releases the weight 
in case it jams minimizing the chance of losing the fish. Length: 75 cm.

Spinner Rig • Length: 20 cm.

Blow Back Rig • Length: 22 cm.

pop up rig • Length: 17,5 cm.

Classic Boilie Rig • Length: 20 cm.

anti eject rig  • Length: 20 cm.

Tempo Hair Rig Set • cz 7618

Ronnie rig
The bait virtually slides into the fish’s mouth almost without any re-
sistance. A threaded bait pin helps to place the bait, so even harder 
boilies are not an obstacle. The motion-range of the bait can be ad-
justed with the help of a rubber stopper that is found on the stem. The 
Ronnie Rig is made with a first-class micro bearded hook and swivel.

code size
CZ 6460 M
CZ 6453 L

code size
CZ 5560 ø0,5/1,5 mm, 1 m
CZ 5577 ø0,8/1,8 mm, 1 m
CZ 5584 ø1,0/2,0 mm, 1 m

code size
CZ 6550 ø1,6 mm, 5 cm
CZ 6567 ø2,0 mm, 5 cm
CZ 6574 ø2,6 mm, 5 cm

code color size
CZ 2134 green Ø1,6/1,8mm
CZ 2141 green Ø2,4/2,6mm

code color size
CZ 2080 brown Ø0,8/1,8 mm

code size PT-test*

CZ 1050 #2 25 lb
CZ 1067 #4 20 lb
CZ 1074 #6 15 lb

code size PT-test*

CZ 1008 #2 25 lb
CZ 1015 #4 20 lb
CZ 1022 #6 15 lb

code size PT-test*

CZ 0919 #2 25 lb
CZ 0926 #4 20 lb
CZ 0933 #6 15 lb

code size PT-test*

CZ 4014 #2 25 lb
CZ 4021 #4 20 lb
CZ 4038 #6 15 lb

code size PT-test*

CZ 1081 #2 25 lb
CZ 1098 #4 20 lb
CZ 1104 #6 15 lb

size PT-test*

2 PCS #4 / 23 cm 15 lb
2 PCS #6 / 23 cm 10 lb
2 PCS #8 / 23 cm 15 lb

code size
CZ 0311 #2
CZ 0328 #4
CZ 0335 #6
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Tungsten Heli Chod • CZ 8395
Sleeve designed for making heli chod rigs. 
Size:  40 mm.

Tungsten Quick Change Sinker
Reusable sinkers for balancing pop ups or 
settling the leader on the bottom.

tungsten Rig Stops
Drop shaped stopper for fixing rig rings
or smaller swivels to the hook.

Tungsten Sinker
Special sinker perfect for settling the leader 
of boilie rigs on the bottom.

CZ 1922 
Tungsten Putty
• For balancing pop-up rigs,
• reusable,
• green.

Origo Rig Aligner
The Marshal Rig Aligner can be 
a great help in hooking watchful 
carp. Made from a rigid material 
that helps the rig to turn faster 
and hold stronger. 

Rig Aligner F-Shape
Specially formed rig aligner 
with a unique loop to make the 
preparation of the D-rig much 
easier.

CZ 1468
Rig Aligner Sleeves N-Shape
• Size: 21 mm.
• Color: green.

Rig Aligner Sleeves
It helps the hook to turn into a 
perfect position during the catch.
• Color : matte green.

Origo Anti-Tangle Sleeve • CZ 9507
Quality anti tangle sleeves designed to avoid 
tangles during casting, and help to keep the 
hook bait away from the lead when the rig 
lands on the lake/river bed. Length: 54 mm.

 Anti-tangle sleeves
Color: dark green.

Camou Anti Tangle Sleeve

Flat Pear Lead Flat Pear – In Line Lead Heavy – In Line Lead

Heavy Lead Long Cast Lead 

Line puller • CZ 9896
When lines with high tensile strength get stuck, it can be difficult to tear them or in extreme 
cases when they break in. This can happen when fishing takes place in narrow spaces or 
from a boat. The Line Puller offers solution to this problem.  All to be done is to roll up a 
few rounds of line- any running-down is prevented by the edges- then with the hand put in 
the protection opening, you can easily release or tear your assembly.  The device can be at-
tached to a belt or a bag with the help of a spring hook, so it can always be at hand, if needed. 

Knot Puller Protector • CZ 9919
Particularly thin monofilament lines can 
cause serious problems during the pro-
cess of making knots, for example, when 
the hands are wet or slippery, resulting 
in hard-to heal cuts between the fingers. 
This problem can be eliminated using Knot 
Puller Protector. After reeling the knot 
puller gently and strongly, the tightenig will 
get done without any damage on the line.

Back Lead system • cz 3078
The CarpZoom BackLead System is perfect for carp or coarse fishing. It keeps your line tight 
on the bottom and the 6m highly visible string prevents from losing the lead. The backlead 
3,5oz and suitable for both still and flowing water. The quick release clip releases the line 
when you set the hook.

 Back Lead-N
Flat based back lead perfect 
for sinking the mainline under 
the rod tip. Supplied with a low 
friction clip. 

code size
CZ 8371 large (0,45 g)
CZ 8388 medium (0,3 g)

code size
CZ 8418 6 mm (medium)
CZ 8425 9 mm (large)

code size
CZ 8401 4 mm (normal)
CZ 8494 2,8 mm (mini)

code size
CZ 9453 M (18 mm)
CZ 9460 L (20 mm)

code size
CZ 6361 S
CZ 6378 L

code size
CZ 9576 S
CZ 9583 L

code size
CZ 1333 54 mm
CZ 1340 30 mm

code size
CZ 3958 54 mm
CZ 3965 40 mm

code weight
CZ 1206 40 g
CZ 1213 60 g
CZ 1220 80 g
CZ 1237 100 g
CZ 1244 120 g

code weight
CZ 1251 60 g
CZ 1268 80 g
CZ 1275 100 g
CZ 1282 120 g

code weight
CZ 1350 60 g
CZ 1367 80 g
CZ 1374 100 g
CZ 1381 120 g
CZ 1398 140 g

code weight
CZ 1299 60 g
CZ 1305 80 g
CZ 1312 100 g
CZ 1329 120 g
CZ 1336 140 g
CZ 1343 160 g

code weight
CZ 1404 40 g
CZ 1411 60 g
CZ 1428 80 g
CZ 1435 100 g
CZ 1442 120 g

code weight
CZ 3176 14 g
CZ 3183 28 g
CZ 7861 48 g
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Fanatic Method Feeder EX-Cast
The improved version of the 
popular Fanatic Method Feeder 
baskets. The new feature is the 
hook holder in the middle of the 
basket ensuring always-the-
same and perfect placing of the 
hook bait.

Fanatic Method Feeder

Fanatic Method Feeder XL CZ 1169
Fanatic Method Feeder 

Mould

CZ 8210
Fanatic MethodFeeder 

XL mould

Flat Method Mould • CZ 9736
Handy gadget to help filling the 
Feeder Competition Method 
Feeders easily and properly. 
Features:
• Durable rubbery material.
• Different colours for diffe- 

rent basket sizes.
• Hollow for the hook bait.

Fanatic Method Feeder Set • CZ 1114
Complete set for method feeder fishing. Flat bottom, in line fee- 
der baskets with different weights packed together with a mould 
for constant size, weight and shape of the groundbait and 3 rolling 
swivels. The feeder baskets and the mould are available separately.
Weight: 20-25-30 g. 
Swivel’s size: #10.

Exact-X Method Feeder 
The next generation of the feeder baskets. It 
is not only easy to fill without a mould. You can 
easily replace it without untying your leader 
thanks to its special quick change system. 
Simply pop the inline tube out of the base of 
the basket and push it in into another one.

Complete Method Rig 
Readymade method rig with a 
quality feeder basket, a hook, a 
bait spike and a 10cm long braid.

CZ 4663
Fanatic Method Connector

CZ 4687
Spare Swivel for Method  

Basket

CZ 8449
Standard Quick Change Beads

Feed-Up Basket • CZ 5638
Size: ø5x7 cm.

EX-Changeable Method Feeder
The next generation of the feeder baskets. It is not only easy to fill with-
out a mould, not only has a dedicated place for the hook and the bait on 
it nut you can easily replace it without untying your leader thanks to its 
special quick change system. Simply pop the inline tube out of the base 
of the basket and push it in into another one.

Complete Feeder Rig
This ready-made assembly with camou-
flage, anti-tangle tubular feeding basket, 
high-tensile braided line, balanced with 
rubber corn and an extra-sharp quality 
hook, can be used immediately after han-
ging on the line. The hook feeder can be 
changed at will. This is placed in the swivel 
located under the basket. The gummy corn 
can be used alone, but its catchability can 
be increased when flavored and combined 
with other baits. Size: 70 cm, #6.

code weight
CZ 8173 80 g
CZ 8180 100 g
CZ 8197 120 g
CZ 8203 140 g

code weight
CZ 1121 20 g
CZ 1138 25 g
CZ 1145 30 g
CZ 1152 35 g
CZ 2171 40 g
CZ 4818 50 g
CZ 4825 60 g

code weight
CZ 8456 30 g
CZ 8463 40 g
CZ 8470 50 g
CZ 8487 60 g

code weight
CZ 2186 30 g
CZ 2193 40 g

code weight
CZ 2209 50 g
CZ 2216 60 g

code weight
CZ 8097 40 g
CZ 8103 50 g

code weight
CZ 5645 30 g
CZ 5652 40 g
CZ 5669 50 g

code weight
CZ 2377 30 g
CZ 2384 40 g
CZ 2391 55 g

FEEDER COMPETITION
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Long Casting Spiral Feeding 
Basket   with  Winged Lead

Spiral Feeding Basket  
with Winged Lead

Feeder Drop  
Feeding Basket 

Feeder Drop  Feeding  
Basket-coated

Drop Lead 
with Swivel

Long Casting 
Ribbed Feeding Basket 

Long Casting Ribbed  
Feeding Basket-Coated

Spiral Feeding Basket

Ribbed Feeding Basket Ribbed Feeding  
Basket-coated

Long Casting Spiral
Feeding Basket

Silicon Tube Set • CZ 5204
4 cm, transparent.
0,3 mm – 25 pcs.
0,5 mm – 25 pcs.
0,8 mm – 25 pcs.
1,0 mm – 15 pcs.
1,2 mm – 15 pcs.

Silicon Tube Set • CZ 5211
4 cm, transparent.
0,5 mm – 25 pcs.
0,7 mm – 25 pcs.
0,9 mm – 20 pcs.
1,2 mm – 15 pcs.
1,5 mm – 15 pcs.

Lead Split Shot • CZ 1357
Weight: 0,15 g / 0,25 g / 0,45 g 

0,70 g /0,90 g.

Styl Lead • CZ 1371
Weight: 0,70 g / 1,00 g / 1,50 g

2,10 g / 3,00 g.

CZ 4694
Super Soft Float Sleeves
• Set of top quality, super soft 

float sleeves in.
• sizes: Ø 0,8; 1,0; 1,2; 1,5; 

1,8; 2,0 mm.
• Length: 8 mm.

 CZ 8364 
Rubber Band 
Weight: 15 g.

Maxi Lead Split Shot, 150 g • CZ 5706
Total weight: 150 gram 

(1,50  / 1,30  / 0,90 / 0,70 / 0,45 / 0,25 / 0,15 g)

Pole
Rig

CZ 2188 CZ 9384 CZ 9391CZ 2195 CZ 2201
1,5 g
8 m

0,16 mm
#14

2,5 g
8 m

0,14 mm
#12

3,0 g
8 m

0,14 mm
#12

1,5 g
8 m

0,16 mm
#14

2,0 g
8 m

0,16 mm
#14

Floats in Display, 100 pcs • CZ 7342
A set of 100 floats of different shapes and weights. All of them are 
equipped with two mounting points and highly visible antenna. 
Come in a practical cardboard display. 

elongated: 88mm, 0.2g (6 pcs) • 120 mm, 0.4g (6 pcs) 

elongated teardrop: 120 mm, 0.15g (6 pcs) • 133 mm, 0.2g (6 pcs)

teardrop: 150 mm, 0.2g (6 pcs) • 153 mm, 0.15g (6 pcs) • 163 mm, 0.4g (6 pcs)
170 mm, 0.5g (6 pcs) • 159 mm, 0.2g (6 pcs) • 166 mm, 0.4g (6 pcs) 
73 mm, 0.5g (6 pcs) • 186 mm, 0.75g (10 pcs)

thin teardrop: 157 mm, 0.15g (6 pcs) • 161 mm, 0.2g (6 pcs) • 170 mm, 0.4g (6 pcs) 
175 mm, 0.5g (6 pcs)

Split Shots & Float Sleeves • CZ 2148 
This is a useful accessory for float fishing inclu- 

ding shot-lead and silicone tubes in several sizes. 
(Leads: 0,15  / 0,25  / 0,45 / 0,70 g)

code weight
CZ 9426 10 g
CZ 9433 20 g
CZ 9440 30 g

code size
CZ 9198 6 cm
CZ 9204 7 cm
CZ 9211 8 cm

code weight
CZ 9457 10 g
CZ 9464 20 g
CZ 9471 30 g

code weight
CZ 9808 20 g
CZ 9815 30 g
CZ 9822 40 g
CZ 9839 50 g

code weight
CZ 9488 20 g
CZ 9495 30 g
CZ 9501 40 g
CZ 9518 50 g

code weight
CZ 9648 10 g
CZ 9655 20 g
CZ 9662 30 g
CZ 9679 40 g
CZ 9686 50 g
CZ 9693 60 g
CZ 9709 80 g
CZ 9716 100 g

code weight
CZ 9846 20 g
CZ 9853 30 g
CZ 9860 40 g
CZ 9877 50 g

code size
CZ 9259 6 cm
CZ 9266 7 cm
CZ 9273 8 cm

code weight
CZ 9921 20 g
CZ 9938 30 g
CZ 9945 40 g
CZ 9952 50 g

code weight
CZ 9884 20 g
CZ 9891 30 g
CZ 9907 40 g
CZ 9914 50 g

code weight
CZ 9563 20 g
CZ 9570 30 g
CZ 9587 40 g
CZ 9594 60 g
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Classic boilie Hook
Classic chunky carp hook with  

beaked point. It has medium long and 
straight shank, and its eye is also  
straight. PTFE coated hook with  

extremely sharp point.

Wide Gape Hook
This type has short straight shank, wide 
gape, straight point and turned eye. Due  

to its straight point and wide gape this hook 
catches brilliantly, furthermore, it holds 
securely during the fight. It has got PTFE 

coating and extremely sharp point. 

Snag Hook
It is a popular pattern with straight point, 

curved shank and straight eye. Thanks to its 
shape and material it is strong as a bull  

so you can trust it even in the biggest battles, 
as its name shows even in snags. It has got 

PTFE coating and extremely sharp point.

Curve Shank T
The curve of this hook is very popular  

these days. It can be used with any bait 
presentation. The combination of the long 
straight point, curved shank and inward 

turning eye results in aggressive hooking 
and safe catch. It has got PTFE coating and 

extremely sharp point.

D-Rig Hook
Longshank pattern with straight point and 

slightly curved eye. It is highly recom-
mended with the legendary D Rig, but 

goes well with other rigs, too. Because of 
the long shank it hooks very well. Recom-
mended for open waters. It has got PTFE 

coating and extremely sharp point.

Choddy Hook
Choddy type hook with non-stick coating. 

Thanks to the eye bending outwards  
the stiff mono or fluorocarbon leader  
will not flex sharply ensuring higher  

tensile strength. Sharp point and strong 
shank help to hook even the wildest  

carp. Perfect for boilie fishing.

Hook Point Protector • CZ 2469
Special fishing accessory 
to protect the hook edge.

ko.3 Carp Method Hook
The KO.3 hook is designed for method fishing 

featuring classic shape with straight shank 
and special coating. The best is to use with live 

baits (maggot, larva, worm) but a pellet with 
hair rig is also a great choice.

KO.7 Carp  Method Hook
The KO.7 hook is designed for method 

fishing featuring barbless point, wide gape, 
straight shank and special coating. The best 
is to use with pellets or wafters on hair rig.

KO.5 Carp Method Hook
The KO.5 hook is designed for method 

fishing featuring curved shank for better 
hooking and special coating. The best is to 

use with pellets or wafters on hair rig.

KO.9 Carp Method Hook
The KO.9 hook is designed for method fishing 

featuring wide gape, straight shank and special 
coating. The best is to use with pellets or 

wafters on hair rig.

FC-545 
Extremely strong hook with spade end. 

Ideal for carp or other largebodied  
fish and it can handle extreme  

loads easily.

FC-571
Offset hook point and straight eye  

feature the FC-571 hook which is perfect 
for method feeder fishing or using  

with hair rig.

                  FC-517
General purpose hook with large round 
bend, micro-barb and spade end. Ideal 

for using both with hair rig or on its own.

               FC-569
Light hook perfect for ide  

fishing featuring thin body and  
micro-barb.

              FC-501 
General purpose hook with classic 

design. Perfect for carp, grass carp, 
common barbel and middle or large 

sized fish.

               FC-538
General purpose hook with large round bend, 

micro-barb and spade end. Traditional hook for 
carp or other large-bo-died fish (grass carp, 
common barbel, sturgeon, common nase).

code size
CZ 4571 #2
CZ 4588 #4
CZ 4595 #6

code size
CZ 4519 #2
CZ 4526 #4
CZ 4533 #6

code size
CZ 4632 #2
CZ 4649 #4
CZ 4656 #6

code size
CZ 4540 #2
CZ 4557 #4
CZ 4564 #6

code size
CZ 4601 #2
CZ 4618 #4
CZ 4625 #6

code size
CZ 0558 #2
CZ 0565 #4
CZ 0572 #6

code size
CZ 0589 #2
CZ 0596 #4
CZ 0602 #6

BARBLESS BARBLESS code size
CZ 7427 #2
CZ 7434 #4
CZ 7441 #6

code size
CZ 0138 #8
CZ 0145 #10
CZ 0152 #12
CZ 0169 #14

code size
CZ 0213 #10
CZ 0220 #12
CZ 0237 #14
CZ 0244 #16

code size
CZ 0176 #8
CZ 0183 #10
CZ 0190 #12
CZ 0206 #14

code size
CZ 0251 #10
CZ 0268 #12
CZ 0275 #14
CZ 0282 #16

code size
CZ 2911 #6
CZ 2904 #8 code size

CZ 6674 #8
CZ 6667 #10
CZ 6650 #12

code size
CZ 2799 #8
CZ 2782 #10
CZ 2775 #12
CZ 2768 #14
CZ 2751 #16

code size
CZ 2683 #8
CZ 2676 #10
CZ 2669 #12
CZ 2652 #14
CZ 2645 #16

code size
CZ 2850 #6
CZ 2843 #8
CZ 2836 #10
CZ 2829 #12
CZ 2812 #14
CZ 2805 #16

code size
CZ 2744 #6
CZ 2737 #8
CZ 2720 #10

code size
CZ 2713 #12
CZ 2706 #14
CZ 2690 #16

MARSHAL MARSHAL MARSHAL

MARSHAL MARSHAL MARSHAL

FEEDER COMPETITION FEEDER COMPETITIONFEEDER COMPETITION

FEEDER COMPETITION FEEDER COMPETITION FEEDER COMPETITION

FEEDER COMPETITION

FEEDER COMPETITIONFEEDER COMPETITION
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10
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10
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10
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10
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10
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10
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20
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10
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10
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10
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10
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10
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10
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10
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Carp Classic Barbless Hook
Color: black nickel.

Feeder Maggot Hook
 Color: black nickel.

Slim Killer Hook
Color: black nickel.

Feeder Soft Pellet Hook
 Color: black nickel.

Carp Classic Hook
Color: black nickel.

Amur-Grass Carp Hook
Color: black nickel.

Method Rig 
Well designed and precisely manufactured 
method rig.
• Japanese hook.
• bait spike #M (10 mm).
• 8 cm leader line.

FLUOROCARBON BRAIDED

Power Gum Link, looped • CZ 6536
Perfect shock absorber for using between the rig and the main line. 
Efficiently reduces the chance of losing the rig and/or the fish. Comes 
with loops on both ends.
Size: ø1,0 mm, 10 cm.

power Gum Link with swivels • CZ 6543
Perfect shock absorber for using between the rig and the main line. 
Efficiently reduces the chance of loosing the rig and/or the fish. Comes 
with rolling swivels on both ends. 
Size: ø1,0 mm, 10 cm.

Power Feeder Rig
The Power Feeder Short Rigs are perfect for feeder and for the tradi-
tional bottom fishing. They feature different hooks, a 7 and 10 mm mm 
bait pin, a 10 cm 8-strand braid line in 0.18 mm thickness and a quick 
change loop.

Light Stick
• Powder technology.Feeder Light Stick

Ideal for feeder rods since the 
integrated clips make it easy to 
attach it to the tip of the rod.
• Powder technology.
• For tips Ø1,6-2,2 mm.

CZ 8113
Light Stick 6”
• 1 light stick.

•  Powder technology.
• Size: 12-25 x 150 mm.

CZ 1166 
Light Stick Holder

CZ 8090 
14,5x3,9 mm

code size
CZ 4589 #6
CZ 4619 #12
CZ 4626 #14

code size
CZ 4480 #4
CZ 4497 #6
CZ 4503 #8

code size
CZ 4633 #1/0
CZ 4640 #1
CZ 4657 #2
CZ 4664 #4
CZ 4671 #6
CZ 4688 #8
CZ 4695 #10

code size
CZ 4886 #1
CZ 4893 #2
CZ 4909 #4
CZ 4923 #8
CZ 4930 #10

code size
CZ 4756 #2/0
CZ 4763 #1/0
CZ 4770 #1
CZ 4787 #2
CZ 4794 #4
CZ 4800 #6

code size
CZ 4701 #1
CZ 4718 #2
CZ 4725 #4
CZ 4732 #6
CZ 4749 #8

code type hook line
CZ 6704 FC-571 #12 fluorocarbon / 0,18 mm
CZ 6711 FC-571 #10 fluorocarbon / 0,18 mm
CZ 6735 FC-545 #12 braided / 0,14 mm
CZ 6728 FC-545 #10 braided / 0,14 mm
CZ 4266 FC-545 #8 braided / 0,14 mm

code size
CZ 6598 #8
CZ 6604  #10
CZ 6611 #12

code size
CZ 1769 #8

CZ 1776  #10
CZ 1783 #12

code size
CZ 6628 #6
CZ 6635 #10
CZ 6642 #12

code size
CZ 6659 #8
CZ 6666 #10
CZ 6673 #12

KO
.5

KO
.1

KO
.9

KO
.8

code size
CZ 2721 3,0x25 mm
CZ 2714 4,5x39 mm

BARBLESS

FEEDER COMPETITION

FEEDER COMPETITION

10
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COB LED Bivvy lamp • CZ 3016
Efficient bivvy lamp for fishing, hunting, 
camping or any outdoor activity.
• 3W COB LED (500 lumens).
• Adjustable brightness.
• Working time: 150 hours, 20 hours max at 

full brightness.
• Splashproof design.
• For all-weather use.
• Lightweight.
• Batteries: 3 x D (not included).

Umbrella&Bivvy Light • CZ 3047
Round bivvy lamp for fishing, hunting, 
camping or any outdoor activity.  
Batteries: 3 x AA (not included).
• Spring loaded jaws for fixing on 

poles.
• 4 independently movable heads.
• 4 x 3 LED (200 lumens).
• 4 brightness levels.
• Splashproof design.
• For all-weather use.
• Built-in hooks.
• Lightweight.

Dimmable Bivvy lamp • CZ 3023
Compact bivvy lamp for fishing, hunting, 
camping or any outdoor activity.
• 3W LED (220 lumens).
• Dimmable.
• Working time: 40 hours at full brightness.
• Splashproof design.
• For all-weather use.
• Lightweight.
• Batteries: 4 x AA (not included).

Bug Zapper Bivvy Light • CZ 2927
Rechargeable lamp and mosquito killer for 
indoor/outdoor use featuring:
• Super bright and energy saving LED 

light (200 lm).
• The violet LED effectively attracts  

mosquitoes and bugs.
• The 2000V grid zaps the mosquitos.
• Effective area: 30-40 m².
• 4 modes: OFF/LIGHT/LIGHT+ZAP/ZAP
• Working times: 8 h only light, 9 h only 

zap, 5 h light/zap.
• IP44 - splash proof.
• Built in 2000mAh rechargeable battery.
• Charging: USB DC5V 2000mA (max. 3,5 h).
• A cleaning brush and an USB cable  

included.

COB LED Camping Lamp • CZ 5362
• 3 x COB LED.
• 1250/650/360/50 lumens.
• 4 lighting modes: High/Mid/Eco/Low.
• Working time: 10 hours in Eco,  

3 hours in High.
• Power supply: 4 x D batteries  

(not included).

CZ 0381 
COB LED KEY HOLDER
Handy little gadget 
with bright yet energy saving 
COB LED with three modes 
(OFF/HIGH/LOW). It uses 
2xCR2032 batteries (included).

Tape Measure • CZ 6086
This handy tape measure is just 
the perfect size to fit in your 
tackle box or storage box in your 
boat. Length: 150 cm.

 Comet Rechargeable Lamp • CZ 1899
This is the modernized version of the Petro-
leum lamp charged via USB. With its 500 lu-
men LED, it provides adequate lighting even 
on moonless, dark nights. The cover above 
the LED can be removed if required. The 
brightness can be changed in three steps 
by pressing the button. Both the top and the 
bottom have hooks, so it can be used in two 
ways in the tent: by hanging it on an umbrel-
la or a tree branch. It can be charged from a 
laptop, power bank  or even a suitable solar 
panel. 

Practic-ZN COB LED Lamp • CZ 0459
Versatile, literally an all-round utility lamp and 
flashlight featuring:
• 170-190 lumen COB LED, 30-40 lumen LED.
• Solid yet lightweight body, soft touch duo 

colour finish. 
• 180° degree pivoting stand with magnetic 

base, hanging hook. 3xAA batteries 
(not included).

small-Smart headlamp • CZ 2941
• 3W LED (60 lumens) main.
• 2 x 1W LED (2x20 lumens).
• Modes: LOW/HIGH/OFF.
• Splashproof design.
• All-weather use.
• 60° tilting head.
• Lightweight, compact design.
• Adjustable head strap.
• Battery: 1 x AA (not included).

ZOOM Headlamp • CZ 3354
• 3 W super bright LED (distance: more 

than 150 meters). Zoomable light beam.
• 90° tilting head. Waterproof design.
• For all-weather use.
• Aluminum alloy head. 
• Adjustable head strap.
• Batteries: 3 x AAA (not included).

VIVID COB LED Headlamp • CZ 0640
• 3 W COB LED (130 lumens).
• Modes: HIGH/LOW/FLASH/OFF.
• Tilting head.
• For all-weather use.
• Lightweight, compact size.
• Adjustable head strap.
• Batteries: 3 x AAA (included).

Light-A-Beer 3 in1 • CZ 2447
• Flashlight, beer opener, key chain.
• Power supply: 3x1,5 V LR44 

batteries (included).

 Entrant Headlamp • CZ 5348
• 3W COB LED. 90 lumens.
• 3 lighting modes: High/Low/Flash
• Working time: 10 hours.
• Power supply: 3 x AAA batteries  

(not included).

CZ 5355 
Origo Headlamp with
motion sensor
• 3W LED; 2 x COB LED; 2 x red LED.
• 120 lumens; 2 x 40 lumens.
• 3 lighting modes: High/Low/Flash.
• Working time: 8 hours max with 3W LED.
• 60° tilting head.
• USB charger is included.
• 1200 mAh Li-ion rechargeable 

battery (included).

Focus-N Headlamp • CZ 4051
• 4W high power white XPE/T6 LED.
• 1000 lumens.
• Lighting modes: High/Low/Flash.
• Working time: 8 hours.
• 90° tilting head.
• 220V charger is included.
• 2 x 4200 mAh rechargeable batteries 

(included).

Multi-UV Head lamp • CZ 7557
A special headlamp for night fishing with 
two COB LEDs. Thanks to the integrated UV 
LED the fluo lines can be seen perfectly in 
the dark.
• Extra bright COB LEDs (1.6W, 60 lumens)
• UV LED for better visibility of the fluo lines
• Lighting modes
     - COB LED: high / low / flash / off
     - UV LED: on / off
• Splash proof design
• Batteries: 2 x AAA (not included).

Motion Sensor Cap Light • CZ 2346
This headlamp can be worn as usual with 
a headband or fixed to the brim of a hat. 
The charging process can be done from a 
laptop, power bank or from a solar cell - the 
required voltage is 5 Volts. Its features are: 
• it has a 90 degree tilted design 
• fitted with 3 extra-bright, long-life LEDs 
• itted with a motion sensor - rechargeable 

with built-in battery
• charging time approx. 2 hours.
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CLOTHING &
FOOTWEAR

The Outwear by Carpzoom features a basic range of fishing 
apparel. What started as a quality fishing bait brand has

developed a wide range of fishing products. The Carp Zoom 
outwear is designed for the devoted angler to suit all weather 
conditions featuring a line of thermo suit, jackets, boots, rain 

protection clothing, t-shirts, hats, caps and even stylish 
sunglasses. The used materials and technology guarantee 

that all you have to take care is fishing.

Tornado Rain Suit
Complete rain suit made from waterproof, 
durable and stretchy fabric featuring adjus- 
table hood, strong zipper with covering 
flap and press-studs, two big pockets on 
the jacket, fitted sleeve cuffs of the jacket 
and the waist of the trousers. Front and 
back reflective stripes are added for safety. 
Needs only a small place in your bag.

x-rain suit 
Raincoat and trousers for the wet days so 
the weather cannot stop the devoted angler.
• Soft yet durable waterproof material.
• Adjustable hood.
• Elasticated cuffs.
• 2 external pockets.

Cyclone Rain Coat
Raincoat for the wet days so the weather 
cannot stop the devoted angler. Soft yet du-
rable waterproof material. Adjustable hood 
external pockets.

code size
CZ 3757 L
CZ 3764 XL

code size
CZ 5881 M
CZ 5898 L
CZ 5904 XL

code size
CZ 5911 XXL
CZ 5928 XXXL

code size
CZ 2063 M
CZ 2070 L
CZ 2087 XL

code size
CZ 2094 XXL
CZ 2100 XXXL

code size
CZ 3771 XXL
CZ 3788 XXXL

new
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BOTTOM5 mm

TOP

Camou Wader 
Designed for fly fishing or spinning but can 
come handy for others as well. Made from 
hard-wearing and waterproof material with 
camouflage pattern. The boots are reliable 
and comfortable and have ribbed sole. They 
are finished off with adjustable belt and 
straps with strong buckles.

Full Zip Polar Jacket
• Lightweight yet warm fleece jacket for 

chilly days.
• High collar.
• 2 outer pockets.
• Elasticated cuffs and waist.

EAZI Rain Poncho • CZ 3668
• Lightweight still durable fabric.
• 100% waterproof (PVC).
• Pullover design with side snaps.
• Built in hood to keep your head dry.
• Folds up to fit in compact carrying case.

Shoe insoles

Camou Thigh Waders
Waders are useful accessories in autumn and spring wet weather, 
and also during summer showers. Classic style, waterproof rubber 
boots with a waterproof part that can be fixed above the knee. Due 
to the soft material of the camouflaged part, it is comfortable to 
wear and can be folded down as needed. The soles are ribbed, en-
abling safe walking even on slippery ground. 

X-Cross Boots
It is known that the easiest way to catch a cold is through the feet. 
Cold feet also significantly reduce our sense of comfort. With these 
boots, those problems are remedied. Their integrated, complete-
ly waterproof, ribbed rubber soles serve very well even on uneven 
and slippery grounds. The water-repellent material of their upper 
parts resists wet grass for a longer period of time. The boost are 
made with reinforced seams and gluing, and can be laced up quick-
ly. Thanks to their warm lining, they provide comfortable wear even 
on cold winter days during fishing, but they are also a perfect choice 
for hunting and early spring garden work.code size

CZ 3290 41-42
CZ 3306 43-44
CZ 3313 45-46

code size
CZ 7251 XXL
CZ 7268 XXXL

code size
CZ 4672 42
CZ 4689 43
CZ 4696 44

code size
CZ 2292 41-42
CZ 2308 43-44
CZ 2315 45-46

code size
CZ 1837 40
CZ 1844 41
CZ 1851 42
CZ 1868 43
CZ 1875 44
CZ 1882 45

new
new
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Polar Explorer Cap • Cz 3061
The Polar Explorer cap features a soft 
faux fur around the inside for added com-
fort and warmth. It has earflaps that 
can be worn up or down and snap faste- 
ners to hold them in place if the weather 
gets windy. One size fits most.

Beanie & Scarf Set • Cz 3054
This knitted warm beanie and scarf combo 
keeps you warm even in the coldest weath-
er. The beanie can easily cover your ears and 
the scarf can be used as a neck warmer or 
face mask. One size fits most.

 Beanie Hat • CZ 7878
This warm beanie with knitted outer layer 
and fleece lining perfect for those who are 
not afraid of the cold weather when fishing 
is in question. It can easily cover your ears. 
One size fits most.

Knitted Hat • Cz 2322
This hat is an excellent alternative for the 
protection of the head in the cold, change-
able weather of autumn, winter and spring. 
Its knitted bobby headgear has an extrava-
gant look, and is long enough to protect the 
ears from harsh weather. The inner part has 
an extra lining, so wind blows are not felt as 
it is usual in the case of traditional knitted 
caps. We recommend it for fishing, hiking, 
gardening and everyday street use.

Touchscreen Gloves
• Keeps your hands warm during fishing.
• Made of warm polar fleece material.
• Neoprene  touchscreen finger.

Smart Neoprene Gloves
Keep your hands warm with these neprene 
fishing gloves. 
• 2 mm breathable neoprene.
• Lightweight sharkskin palm.
• 3 fold-back fingers.
• Adjustable Velcro wrist strap.

Camou Rigging Gloves • Cz 3009
Windproof gloves-mitts made of quality fab-
ric with camou pattern. The flap covering 
your fingers can be folded back transfor- 
ming mittens into gloves ensuring flexibi- 
lity of fingers and allows precise movement 
when needed. The flap with the integrated 
magnetic fastening system provides trouble 
free work. One size fits most.

Earflap Fleece Fishing Cap • CZ 4816
Stylish and functional fishing cap in the 
classic six-panel style. Equipped with a 
tuck-away earflap for those extra chilly 
days. One size fits most.

Winter Cap with LED Light • CZ 3262
• Fleece lining for maximum warmth.
• Built-in 5 LED light (batteries: 2 pcs 

CR2032, not included.

5 LED Camou Cap • CZ 3680
• Stylish design.
• Adjustable velcro closure-one size fits 

most.
• Built-in 5 LED light (batteries: 2 pcs 

CR2032, included).

Summer Cap • CZ 3255
Well styled, adjustable cap. One size fits 
most.

Fishing Cap • CZ 1488
• Stylish design.
• Adjustable velcro closure – one size 

fits most.

Summer Cap • CZ 3673
• Stylish design.
• Mesh side and back panels for  

ventilation.
• Adjustable closure – one size fits most.

Desert hat  • CZ 0557
The back of the head against harmful sun rays. When the silt-front 
part of the headgear is unfastened using its snap-fasteners, a face 
protector mesh will reveal. The upper part of the hat is adjustable 
to the size of the head and due to its mesh design ventilation is as-
sured, so it is a comfortable wear even in hot weather. The hat can 
be hung around the neck, so you don’t have to worry about it flying 
off your head in stormy winds. 

Mosquito Hat • CZ 1512
This one size fits all mosquito hat is perfect for use in areas where 
there are high numbers of mosquitoes, midges and other flying and 
biting insects.

code size
CZ 9964 L
CZ 9971 XL code size

CZ 2750 L
CZ 2811 M
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new
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Sunglasses semi and full frame
Classy semi-framed sunglasses for the 
stylish anglers featuring:
• Comfort and style. 
• Polarized lenses for reduced glare.
• Protect your eyes from harmful UVA and 

UVB rays.

Carp hoodie
This dark green sweater has a hoodie and the indispensable kangaroo 
pocket to warm the hands in the cold. A carp graphic is printed on it. 
The waist and ends of the sleeves are reinforced with rubber. The mate-
rial is 50% polyester and 50% cotton.

BLUE hoodie
This dark blue sweater has a hoodie. The waist 
and ends of the sleeves are reinforced with rub-
ber. It also has a kangaroo pocket to warm the 
hands in the cold. The lettering Feeder Competi-
tion is printed on it. Its material is 50% polyester 
and 50% cotton.

Long Sleeve T-Shirt
Long sleeve hooded T-Shirt 
offering comfort and style 
at the lake side.

Mosquito Jacket • CZ 9926
Stagnant waters as result of floods, heavy rains, or warm winters 
may from time to time cause the presence on the water fronts of 
huge amounts of mosquitoes making fishing almost completely im-
possible. The Mosquito Jacket is a lightweight, mosquito-net-like, 
UV-resistant outerwear which provides an excellent protection 
against the attack of blood-sucking insects. We recommend to an-
glers who often fish in wild waters under extreme conditions, away 
from towns.

code size
CZ 1547 S
CZ 1554 M
CZ 1561 L

code size
CZ 1578 XL
CZ 1585 2XL
CZ 1622 3XL

code size
CZ 1493 S
CZ 1509 M
CZ 1516 L

code size
CZ 1523 XL
CZ 1530 2XL
CZ 1639 3XL

code size
CZ 4359 M
CZ 4366 L
CZ 4373 XL
CZ 4380 XXL

BROWN
CZ 1587

GREY
CZ 1570

FEEDER COMPETITION FEEDER COMPETITION

400

new

new
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CarpZoom T-Shirt
Unisex short-sleeved T-shirt with a round and reinforced 

neckline made of 100% cotton.

MARSHAL T-Shirt
Soft, 100% cotton, classically dark green, round neck T-shirt, 

ensures a comfortable wear.

Limited edition white-Blue t-shirt
Round neck T-shirt with carp graphics, very comfortable, 

made of 100% cotton.

T-Shirt 
Stylish T-shirt for 

the feeder fanatics.
 

Men’s softshell vest
It is a comfortable men’s vest with three practi-
cal pockets inside and outside. There is a carp 
graphics on the back. It is a perfect choice for 
the changeable weather both in autumn and 
spring.

WOMen’s softshell vest
This fashionable women’s vest with carp graph-
ics has three practical pockets inside and out-
side. It is a perfect choice for the changeable 
weather of autumn and spring. 

code size
CZ 6123 XL
CZ 6130 XXL
CZ 6147 XXXL

code size
CZ 7250 S
CZ 6109 M
CZ 6116 L

code size
CZ 7182 S
CZ 7199 M
CZ 7205 L

code size
CZ 7212 XL
CZ 7229 XXL
CZ 7236 XXXL

code size
CZ 7274 S
CZ 7281 M
CZ 7298 L

code size
CZ 7304 XL
CZ 7311 XXL
CZ 7328 XXXL

code size
CZ 6161 M
CZ 6178 L
CZ 6185 XL

code size
CZ 6192 XXL
CZ 6208 XXXL

code size
CZ 9650 S
CZ 9667 M
CZ 9674 L
CZ 9681 XL

code size
CZ 9698 2XL
CZ 9704 3XL
CZ 9711 4XL

code size
CZ 9490 S
CZ 9506 M

code size
CZ 9513 L
CZ 9520 XL

MARSHAL

FEEDER COMPETITION
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PREDATORY
FISH FISHING 

In addition to our pacific fishing assortment, we are starting  
to pay more and more attention to the expansion of our  

assortment for predatory fishing which includes rods, reels, 
lines, lures and other accessories in the usual high quality.  

Entrant Spin
The Entrant Spin is an affordable, quality spinning rod designed for 
throwing middle-sized lures. The key features include a two-sec-
tion blank finished in a with classy matt black. Components include 
single/double-leg guides with aluminium-oxide inserts and a full 
EVA handle. A perfect choice for beginners.

Monster fishing rod
Even the really heavy loads are no match for this Monster. Forceful 
blank, strengthened joint and hard wearing double legged guides 
feature this 2-section rod. Perfect for using from the shore or from 
a boat fishing for catfish or other big predatory fish but can be a 
good choice in weedy, difficult waters.

Catzoom Brutal Catfish      
This rod, with brutal appearance and radiating power in all its  
elements, has specially been developed for catching big catfish. 
Due to its rigid and unbreakable body, it makes possible the drawing 
of baitfish and big amount of equipment. With its definite notch, the 
toughest catfish mouth will be hooked with security. Its powerful 
rod has an extra-strengthened, two-sole, highly wear-resistant row 

of rings and a metal reel holder typical of marine rods. It is a perfect 
choice for fishing with stupek, giant antenna, but also with floating 
and bottom live bait. The Catzoom Brutal Catfish rod is specially 
recommended to catfish anglers who hunt for the biggest fish.

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 6308  240 cm 40-80 g 125 cm 235 g 2  alu-oxid
CZ 6315 270 cm 50-100 g 142 cm 290 g 2  alu-oxid
CZ 6322  300 cm  60-120 g 156 cm 330 g 2  alu-oxid

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 7854  330 cm 200-300 g  172 cm 465 g  2  SIC

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 3039 300 cm 850 g 157 cm 660 g 2 SIC
CZ 3046 330 cm 850 g 171 cm 680 g 2 SIC
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Hanzo Spin rod
Stylish rod in traditional lengths and casting weights. Up-to-date 
materials and production technology makes these rods perfect for 
ultra-light spinning but it can handle big predators as well. Perfect 
for those looking for a multi-use spinning rod.

Hanzo Tori Drop Shot Rod
This is the dropshop version of Tori Spin spinning rod, which makes 
artificial baits be guided perfectly. Every tap even small twitches 
can be detected immediately. Its white tip is clearly visible, and de-
spite its slender structure, it is very powerful that even large fish 
can easily be lured into a landing net.

Hanzo Tori Spin Rod
This high-style Japanese spinning rod has a sophisticated appear-
ance, and was made using the most modern materials. Despite the 
tightness of its material, it can transmit all movements of the ar-
tificial bait towards us. It has a wear-resistant, lightened ring row 
which is resistant against the erosive effects of the braided line. Its 
modern handle provides a comfortable grip during all-day fishing. 
The Tori Spin is the perfect choice for perch, pike and pikeperch 
spinning.

Kard-X Jig rod
Elegant, nicely flowing spinning rod for the real enthusiasts. The strong 
blank handles even the wildest runs of the fish yet sensitive enough to 
transmit the smallest strikes.

Dropshot Intense
This rod is part of the Predator-Z range and is perfect for  
using with smaller lures. The nicely designed carbon blank 
has single-leg guides holding SIC inserts and an EVA/cork 
handle. The rod is a real delight for drop shot enthusiasts.

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 7496 210 cm 7-30 g 106 cm 120 g  2  SIC
CZ 7489  240 cm 10-40 g 126 cm 140 g  2  SIC

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 3572 210 cm 3-10 g 110 cm 126 g  2  SIC
CZ 3589  225 cm 5-15 g 118 cm 135 g  2  SIC

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 3596 210 cm 5-20 g 110 cm 130 g  2  SIC
CZ 3602  210 cm 10-30 g 126 cm 135 g  2  SIC
CZ 3619 240 cm 5-25 g 126 cm 148 g 2  SIC
CZ 3626 240 cm 10-40 g 126 cm 155 g 2  SIC

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 2699 210 cm 5-25 g 109 cm 120 g 2 SIC
CZ 2705  240 cm 10-30 g  125 cm 140 g 2 SIC

code length c. weight t. length weight sec. quides
CZ 6438 195 cm 3-15 g-yellow 105 cm 120 g 2 SIC
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Hanzo Spin FD
• Aluminium spool with line clip.
• Graphite spare spool.
• Light yet durable graphite body.
• 5+1 ball bearings.
• 5.1:1 Gear ratio.
• One way clutch / Instant anti-reverse system.
• Balanced rotor.
• Thick bail arm.
• Right/left inter-changeable alu handle.
• EVA knob.

Hanzo Tori Spin fd
• 5+1 ball bearings.
• 5.1:1 Gear ratio.
• One way clutch / Instant anti-reverse system.
• Balanced rotor.
• Thick bail arm.
• Right/left inter-changeable alu handle.
• Aluminium spool with line clip.
• Graphite spare spool.
• Light yet durable graphite body.

Opal Spin FD
• Aluminium spool.
• Graphite spare spool.
• 5+1 bearings.
• 5.2:1 gear ratio.
• Line clip.
• Smooth S-Curve System
• Brass pinion gear.
• Solid graphite material.
• Computer balanced rotor.
• One way clutch / Instant anti reverse.
• Anti-twist line roller with thick bail arm.
• CNC handle with EVA knob.
• Left/right exchangeable handle.

Monster FD
• Aluminium spool with metal line clip.
• Light yet durable graphite body.
• 6+1 ball bearings.
• 4.8:1 Gear ratio.
• One way clutch / Instant anti-reverse system.
• Balanced rotor.
• Thick bail arm.
• Right/left inter-changeable CNC handle.
• Wooden knob.

code model weight gear ratio mm/m
CZ 7694 2000FD 210 g 5,1:1 0,20/160
CZ 7700 3000FD 230 g 5,1:1 0,23/170
CZ 7717 4000FD 254 g 5,1:1 0,26/180

code model weight gear ratio mm/m
CZ 3633 FD3000 270 g 5,1:1 0,20/200
CZ 3640 FD4000 295 g 5,1:1 0,20/250

code model weight gear ratio mm/m
CZ 9216 2000FD 242 g 5,2:1 0.22/180
CZ 9223 3000FD 263 g 5,2:1 0.28/150
CZ 9230 4000FD 287 g 5,2:1 0.30/140

code model weight gear ratio mm/m
CZ 7601 10000FD 627 g 4,8:1 0,40/260

*spare spool (available separately)

code model material
CZ 3732* FD3000 metal
CZ 3749*  FD4000 metal
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*Practical field test, not laboratory values

Classic Braid Line
The Predator-Z Classic Braid Line uses the latest technology to 
achieve superior strength, sensitivity and performance. Thanks to 
the special surface treatment with a unique resin effectively redu- 
ces the friction resistance due to its exceptional smoothness. The 
new dyeing process ensures vivid and long lasting colours.

Classic Kevlar Leader Line
Top quality, fast sinking kevlar leader.
• Extra heavy Aramid (kevlar) fibres.
• Compact and round shape.
• Soft yet strong.
• High knot strength.

Catfish Monoline
Specifically soft yet strong, quality fishing line developed for catfish 
fishing resisting the teeth of the fish.
• High tensile strength.
• Abrasion resistant.
• Exceptional knot strength.
• UV stable.

Fluorocarbon Leader
• Quality fluorocarbon leader 

material.
• Easy use for crimping.
• High abrasion resistance.
• Virtually invisible in water.
• High knot strength.

Classic Catfish Braided Line
Quality braided fishing line for catfish fishing. Ideal 
for all kind of heavy duty angling.
• High tensile strength.
• Abrasion resistant.
• UV-resistant.

Classic Catfish Leader Line
Top quality 8-strand braided 
leader with maximum
abrasion resistance.
• Compact and round shape 

with smooth surface.
• No stretch and no memory 

effect.
• Maximum abrasion resis-

tance possible.

CatZoom Braided Line 8X
This strong, knot-resistant cord was made of Japanese raw mate-
rials. Thanks to its low elongation, it is perfect for feeder fishing. It 
immediately transmits even the smallest bites to the tip. The spool 
has 800 meters of line, so even reels with a large line capacity can 
be filled with it. It is primarily recommended for feeders, but it is 
also a good choice for classic bottom and boilie fishing.

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 7343 0,18 mm 7,90 kg
CZ 7350 0,24 mm 15,00 kg
CZ 7367 0,30 mm 22,00 kg

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 2614 0,20mm 3,67kg
CZ 2621 0,25mm 5,78kg

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 4700 0,08 mm 3,9 kg
CZ 4717 0,10 mm 4,5 kg

code length diameter PT-test*

CZ 2175 100m 0,6 mm 30,2k g
CZ 2199 100 m 0,8 mm 46,2 kg
CZ 7687 80 m 1,0 mm 54,7 kg

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 7466 1,20 mm 120 kg

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 7435 0,40 mm 35,00 kg
CZ 7442 0,60 mm 60,00 kg
CZ 7459 0,80 mm 70,00 kg

code diameter PT-test*

CZ 2155 0,40 mm 40,2 kg
CZ 2162 0,50 mm 49,8 kg
CZ 2179 0,60 mm 61,0 kg
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 Hanzo Unhooking Mat • cz 8004
Perfect unhooking mat for big zander, pike or any 
other fish. It is an essential part of the gear nowa-
days for the safety of the fish. The fabric is easy to 
clean and dries quickly.
Folded size: 40x35x6cm.
Opened size: 100x40x2 cm.

Monster Unhooking Mat • cz 7670
Our Monster Unhooking Mat is a perfect choice for easy unhooking 
and for the safety of the fish. Due to its size even a really big one like 
a catfish can be handled without any problem. Equipped with strong 
handles and zipper. Easy to clean and dries quickly. 

Size: 170x65cm
Packed size: 67x45x15cm

OP-Foldable Landing Net • CZ 6605
The OP-Foldable landing net ensures easy landing of your catch 
featuring foldable head, massive telescopic handle, robust arms, 
strengthened plastic spreader and rubberized mesh.
• Size: 60x70x180 cm (2 sections).

Digital Grip Scales • CZ 9279
Handy fish gripper with built in 
digital scales featuring:
• Scales capacity: 25 kg/55 lb.
• Corrosion resistant stainless 

steel body.
• Soft touch handle providing a 

nonslip grip.
• Hold function. Blue backlight.
• Power supply: 1 x 3V CR2032 

battery (included).
• Size: 23 cm.

Pocket Grip • CZ 9538
Pocket size grip featuring:
• Corrosion-resistant construction.
• Adjustable wrist strap.
• Perfect tool for catch & release 

fishing.
• Easy, one-hand operation. Strong 

spring-action jaws.
• Size: 16 cm. Hanzo Spinning Foldable Net  • CZ 0540

The 50x43 centimeter oval frame made of durable metal is 
covered with large-hole, strong rubber-like, yet fish-friendly 
soft net, from which even the hook of wobblers can be easily 
released. The depth of the net is 40 centimeters. The handle 
can be folded over the net with the help of a zipper on the 
head, so its transport size gets smaller. It has a telescopic 
design. Its length, when open is 64 centimeters. The net can 
be clipped onto the backpack with the help of a clip during 
transport. 
• Head: 50x43x4 centimeteres. 
• Total length: 117 centimeteres. 
• Shipping length: 56 centimeteres.

Handy Landing Net • CZ 2416
• Fish friendly rubberised mesh (depth: 35 cm).
• Aluminium frame is light in weight and provides excellent 

strength and durability to the net.
• Non-slip grip handle.
• Wrist strap.
• Size: 36x50/64 cm.

Hanzo SFD Net • CZ 2537
Made with solid metal frame and having strong handle and fixings, this really 
strong landing net was made for lifting big fish as well. The length of the han-
dle can be modified, as needed, in seconds, and its rubberized end provides 
a non-slip grip. As the frame is removable from the handle, its carrying is 
comfortable. Due to its large-mesh and the rubber-like net, the fish do not 
get harmed. Both the caught fish and the hook can be removed easily from 
the net. It is recommended to anglers who hunt for big fish, and to those who 
prefer boat spinning. 
• Frame size: 51x50 cmm.
• Net depth: 55 cm. 
• Mesh size: 35x30 mm. 
• Handle length: 59x103 cm. 
• Max length with head: 155 cm.

Hanzo Classic Landing Net • CZ 3138
• Easy to use even in a boat.
• Fish friendly rubberised mesh (depth: 35 cm).
• The aluminium frame is lightweight and provides.
• excellent strength and durability.
• Non-slip grip telescopic handle.
• Wrist strap.
• Size: 40x50x134 cm (2 sections, telescopic).
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OP-Elite Spinning Rod Bag • CZ 7077
Stylish rod bag for a single rod complete 
with reel, a perfect match for the OP-Elite 
Spinning Bag. The padded sides ensure 
perfect protection in transit. The material 
is water repellent and easy to clean.
• Size: 152x27 cm.

Oplus-N Spinning Bag • CZ2569
Stylish spinning bag featuring a large main 
compartment, 3 pockets with velcro clo-
sure (each 14x10,5x4cm), a zippered long 
pocket (13x30x4 cm) as well as a padded 
and adjustable shoulder strap.
• Size: 33x18x28 cm.

Hanzo EVA Spinning Bag • CZ 7922
Stylish bag made from waterproof EVA ma-
terial. It has a big main compartment and is 
equipped with a removable tray with  reposi-
tionable dividers. There are two elastic loops 
for rods and one for pliers. Comes with strong 
zipper, handle and shoulder strap.
• Size: 43x28x32cm.
• Size of the tray: 40x25x10 cm.
• Weight: 2,10 kg.

Hanzo EVA Rod Bag • CZ 7915
The Hanzo EVA Rod Bag offers protection 
for your precious rod and reel when storing 
or in transit. Slightly stiffer than the regular 
rod bags and the EVA material protects not 
only the content of it but your other luggage 
as well if the rod and the reel packed away 
soggily. The netted top helps them dry.
• Waterproof EVA material.
• Welded seams.
• Strong zipper and carry handles.
• Length: 145 cm.
• Size: 33x18x28 cm.

Hanzo Spinning Bag • CZ 2254
This spinning bag has a practical design. It has a large, 
continuous interior that can be filled with boxes as 
needed. The upper part has outside and inside zippered 
storage. While the exterior is perfect for storing impor- 
tant accessories, the interior can be used to safely store 
important valuables and documents. The front and one 
side are equipped with zippered pockets. A net holder is 
also added both to the side and the back pockets. The 
manufacturer has also equipped it with additional prac-
tical parts for storing drinks and knives. The carrying 
handle is fastened with Velcro, and the shoulder strap is 
comfortable and adjustable in length. We recommend it 
primarily to spinning anglers, but it can also be a useful 
for those who like other methods.
• Size: 35x25x30 cm.

CZ 0601 
Hanzo Multifunctional Seat Box
A fishing box with a modern appearance carefully 
thought out in all its elements for serving the user’s 
comfort. It is suitable for storing a large amount of 
equipment. While in the 4-centimeter deep removable 
partitions on the lid, which can be configured as desired, 
can be accommodated smaller accessories, the larger 
part under the lid is for the accommodation of larger 
equipment. Cup and stick holders can be placed on the 
side, which can be moved as needed. It is heavy-duty, 
durable construction, so it can even be used as a seat. 
The shoulder strap is adjustable in length.
Due to its design, our things in 
it do not get wet. 
• Size: 40x22x28 cm.
• Weight: 2.4 kg.

Hard Lure Box 
Convenient box for all kind of lures 
featuring:
• 2 tier design.
• V-shape compartments for fixing 

the treble hooks.
• Clips securely shut with two 

double clips.

code size
CZ 8531 36x23x5 cm
CZ 8524 27x18x4,5 cm
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Air Pump • CZ 9729
Portable live bait aerator great 
for keeping your live bait in 
good condition.
• Double speed motor.
• Durable and splash proof 

casing.
• Comes complete with air-

line and aerator stone.
• Power supply: 1 x 1,5V D 

size battery (not included).

Live Bait Bucket
• Designed for the real predator 

chasers.
• Strong and reliable construction.
• Hole for air pump tube.
• Removable plastic mesh liner  

for quick and easy cleaning or  
water changes.

• Ideal for all type of live baits.

Worm Bucket
Handy bucket with perfora- 
ted clip-on lid for any kind of 
worm, leech, etc.

Live Bait Net • CZ 3932
Plastic coated one piece steel 
wire frame and handle, and 
soft yet durable mesh fea-
ture this handy live bait net. 
17x14,5+30 cm.

Sinking Live Bait Holder • CZ3269
Rigid plastic bucket with perforation for keeping the live bait in good 
condition. It is sinking by itself so no additional weight is needed. 
Equipped with 1,5m strong rope.
• Size: Ø15-22x20 cm.

Mouth Spreader • CZ 9521
The Predator-Z Mouth Spreader is designed to spread apart the 
moth of the fish making hook removal easy. It securely keeps the 
mouth held open protecting your fingers from harming.
• Size: 17 cm.

Hanzo Stainless Steel
Multifunction Pliers • CZ 0526

It is a versatile and modern fishing pliers 
made of stainless steel, with a durable 

locking mechanism. The multifunctional 
jaws are perfect for opening and crimping 

key rings. The edge holder, a precisely 
closing cutting surface, can even be used 
to clip braided cords. The handle is soft 

ergonomically designed and conveniently 
transportable. It is recommended primari-
ly or predatory fish anglers, but it can also 

be a useful accessory for other anglers.

Hanzo Ring Opener Scissors • CZ 2261
This practical multifunctional scissors are 
minded mainly for spinning anglers. The 
stainless steel, serrated cutting edges are 
perfect for cutting braided cords leaving a 
clean surface, and the specially manufac-
tured jaws allow even the smallest key rings 
to get opened with ease. The soft handles 
ensure comfortable use. Due to the size, 
they fit in a vest pocket, but with help of the 
hole above the handle, they can even be hung 
around the neck. In addition to spinning, we 
recommend it for all methods where braided 
cords need to be cut.

Hanzo Mini Multifunction Tool • CZ 2629
Pliers made of stainless steel, with extra 
surface treatment. Its strong multifunctional 
jaws are suitable for assembly, cutting and 
opening key rings. The manufacturer provi-
ded it with a spring-loaded structure, a com-
fortable grip and a safety lock. It can even fit in 
a vest pocket, and is recommended primarily 
to spinning anglers.

Hanzo Knife 3in1 Combo • CZ 2278
This is a set equipped with a knife sharpener, 
a cut-resistant glove and a filleting knife. The 
stainless steel, extra-sharp blade is flexible 
and long enough to fillet even larger-bodied 
fish. Safe storage is ensured by a plastic case 
with a clip that prevents the knife from slip-
ping out. The safety of those less experienced 
in kitchen work is guaranteed by the glove 
that has a level-five cut-resistance, and can 
be used with the right or left hand. We recom-
mend it to fishermen who like gastronomy.  
• The length of the blade: 175 mm. 
• The length of the handle: 130 mm.

Diamand Hook Sharpener • CZ 3801
This handy hook sharpener features a double sided diamond coa-
ted file with dual sharpening grooves for honing hook bottoms and 
points, as well as, slightly curved areas for side sharpening of hook 
points. File length: 8 cm. Handle length: 12 cm.

Pocket Hook Sharpener • CZ 3361
This pocket-sized and retrac- 
table hook sharpener provides 
a clean, sharp point in se- 
conds. Size: 7,8x2x1 cm.

Hook Sharpener • CZ 0107
This pocket-sized hook sharp-
ener provides a clean, sharp 
point in seconds thanks to its 
diamond powder coating. Size: 
10 cm.

Catzoom Alu Crimp • CZ 2964
Crimping sleeve made for big fish angling. When crimped with 
crimping pliers, it provides a durable, unbreakable bond. We  
recommend it for making catfish fittings. Size: ø1x10 mm.

Pocket Scales 40 kg • CZ 0350
• Easy to read LCD display.
• Hold function.
• Tare function to zero weight sling.
• Blue backlight for night weighting.
• Automatic power-off.
• Unit change, KG, LB, OZ.
• Division: 10 g.
• 2xAAA batteries (not included).

CZ 7465
Monster Scales, 200 kg
• Easy to read large LCD display.
• Tare function.
• Unit change, KG, LB, ST.
• Graduation 100 g.
• Stainless steel hook  

and ring.
• 2xCR2032 batteries  

(included).

code size
CZ 8340 31,5x20x17cm (7 l) 
CZ 8357 Ø33x22cm (13 l)

code size
CZ 8548 Ø10,5x13cm (1 l)
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Catzoom Catfish Holder • CZ 2766
Accessory for gentle mooring of catfish. 

A heavy-duty rope with an elastic coating 
that protects the catfish and on which the 

caught fish is safe. Comfortable use is 
ensured by a plastic handle and a metal 

carabiner.

Catzoom Catfish Buoy • CZ 3701
Size: ø25x30 cm.

Catzoom Line Tweezers • CZ 3725
Length: 100 cm.

Catzoom Rattle Float, 60 G • CZ 2841
When hunting for predatory fish, in ad-

dition to visual stimuli, the application of 
acoustic effects often provides extra ben-
efit for attracting predatory fish.  In this, 

this rattle float is helpful. Live bait during 
bottom fishing can lead to good results 

even in poor weather, if the offered bait is 
raised from the bed bottom.

Catzoom Complete Rig   
With Float • CZ 2834

This catfish feeder is equipped with a 
heavy-duty braided line, sharp three-

pronged hook, catch-facilitating rattle and 
bait-floating float. Ready to use, it can be 

deployed immediately. Size: 130 cm.

Catzoom Ball Float • CZ 2773
This large “inline” catfishing float can be 

used for offering large baitfish. Use at 
night is facilitated by an adapter capable 

of accommodating a standard lighting 
cartridge. It is an important accessory for 

floating catfishing.

Catzoom Inline Float, 30 G • CZ 2797
Live bait during bottom fishing can lead to 
good results even in poor weather, if the 

offered bait is raised from the bed bottom. 
In this, this float is helpful. We recommend 

it primarily to catfish anglers, but with a 
little creativity it can also be useful for 
other methods. Size: ø23 mm, 11 cm.

Pike float

CZ 3826
18 g

CZ 3833
13 g

CZ 3840*

13 g

EVA Foam Float With Lead
The EVA Foam Float With Lead has a fix 
weight and is equipped with a rotator. It is a 
gadget with a 40-gram driving-up force. The 
body is made of durable foam, and has a hole 
at the top for an antenna which is removable. 
The antenna can be replaced during night 
fishing by a standard 4.5 mm-diameter light 
cartridge. 

Catzoom BBS Swivel
 with insurance snap • CZ 2933

Use a swivel clamp made of quality steel 
with bearings, which has been specially 
developed for extreme use both in terms 

of its design and the quality of the material 
used. Size: #8 / 250 lbs.

Catzoom Killer Swivel • CZ 3718
4#-36.5mm-80 kg

Catzoom BBS Swivel With Solid Ring • CZ 2940
Use a swivel made of quality steel with 
bearings, which has been specially de-

veloped for extreme use both in terms of 
its design and the quality of the material 

used. Size: #8 (3,8 cm) / 250 lbs.

Catzoom BBS Solid Ring SET • CZ 2872
Specially designed triple rolling ring set 

with a load capacity of 150 Lbs. The rolling 
rings attached to the key ring can be 

removed depending on the use. It helps to 
avoid the line from getting twisted during 

fishing.  Size: #6 (3 cm) / 150 lbs.

Wire Leader (1x7) Set
Stainless steel material with green finish.
• Black nickel barrel swivel #8.
• Black nickel interlock snap #2.

Fluorocarbon Leader Set 
Quality fluorocarbon material.
• Rolling swivel #6.
• Fast lock snap #4.

CZ 5324: 10 pcs: 15 cm, 14 kg | 30 pcs: 20 cm, 14 kg | 10 pcs: 25 cm, 14 kg

CZ 5331: 10 pcs: 15 cm, 12 kg | 10 pcs: 20 cm, 12 kg | 10 pcs: 25 cm, 12 kg

 Wolfram Leaders
• Quality wolfram material.
• Rolling swivel #8.
• Fast lock snap #0.

CZ 9889 
30 cm / 9 kg

Catzoom Artificial Octopus • CZ 2971
These three large-sized squid imitations, in classic 

colors, are the catchiest baits. They stimulate predato-
ry fish to bite as a result of the pulsations of the bait’s 
soft tentacles caused by proper combination of sudden 
stops, lifts and jerks. They can be used alone or com-
bined with other baits. We recommend it primarily for 

pike fishing, but large-bodied perch and catfish can 
also be attracted by them. Size: 16cm.

code size
CZ 2773 100g
CZ 2780 200g

*with lightstick
holder

code weight
CZ 0342 40 g
CZ 0359 60 g
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Worm Hook Drop Shot HookZander HookTreble Hook

Catzoom 2+1 Live Bait Hook • CZ 2865
Catfish angling does not tolerate compro-
mises. For this reason, this sharp, strong, 
perfectly hooking two-pronged hook was 
made and developed specially for live bait 

fishing. The small disc on the smaller 
hook prevents from losing the bait when 
casting. We recommend it especially to 

catfish specialists. Size: #6/0.

Catzoom 1+1 Live Bait Hook • CZ 2919
Catfish fishing does not tolerate compro-
mises. Regarding this, this sharp, strong, 
perfectly hooking hook was created and 
specially developed for fishing with live 

bait. The small disc on the smaller hook is 
to avoid the loss of the bait when throwing. 

We recommend it especially to catfish 
specialists. Size: #6/0.

Catzoom Cat Hooks
Strong and extra sharp hook 

for catfish fishing.

Soft Lure Wire
1x7 brown wire leader.
• Sleeve: 5 mm.

Catfish Rig
Durable catfish rig made by using 
strong braided leader and sharp 
single and triple hook.   
Length 130 cm (braid).

Catzoom Rig Protector Tube
The process of exhausting a capital catfish 
is a very hard task for anybody, and in addi-
tion to the regular equipment, the rigs and 
connections are also subjected to great 
stress. So, it is important to try to push the 
tolerance limit of our rigs. One element for 
this is the protector rubber to protect the 
connections of our equipment. 
Length: 50 cm.

Catzoom Stopper 
With Rubber Bead • CZ 2858
Visible even at night, brightly colored 
thread stopper with large fluorescent rub-
ber beads is a useful accessory when pre-
paring catfish rigs where a reliable stopper 
is needed. 

Catzoom Changeable Slider-Boom • CZ 2889
It is a universal solution if you want to place 
a sliding lead on the line. With this acces-
sory, the task can be performed without 
cutting the assembly. A large lead can also 
be hung on the heavy-duty link clip. We 
recommend it especially for catfish rigs, 
but with a little creativity it can also be used 
with other methods. Size: 8 cm.

Catzoom Plastic Rattel • CZ 2926
When hunting for predatory fish, in addition 
to visual stimuli, the application of acous-
tic effects often provides extra benefit for 
attracting predatory fish. This small ac-
cessory hung near the bait emits a rattling 
sound that helps attract predatory fish. We 
recommend it primarily for catfish fishing, 
but it can also lead to good results in pike 
fishing. Size: ø1,3x3x1,5 cm.

Catzoom Live Bait Stop • CZ 2957
Mainly when casting, it can happen that the 
offered baitfish falls off the hook. This can 
be prevented by using this small accessory, 
which not only keeps the bait in place, but 
also makes it more noticeable helping to 
attract predatory fish. We recommend it for 
live-fish angling, pike and catfish fishing. 
Size: 18 mm.

catzoom Luminous 
Stopper • CZ 2896
Large, fluorescent rubber bead, clearly vis-
ible even at night, it is a useful accessory 
when preparing catfish rigs where reliable 
rubber stopper is needed.  Size: 5x7 mm.

Catzoom Bullet
Float Stopper • CZ 2902
Large and specially designed conical float 
stop for all cases where a flat surface is 
needed to stop the lead or rig. It is easy to 
use: thread the line through the float stop’s 
little wire loop.  Size: ø8x10 mm.

Hook&Lure Holder • CZ 3987
Easy to use and removable rod 
hook holder. The pack contains:
• 5 pcs holders.
• 3 pcs 15 mm rings.
• 3 pcs 20 mm rings.
• 3 pcs 25 mm rings.

code size
CZ 5234 5/0
CZ 5241 4/0
CZ 5258 3/0

code size
CZ 5265 2/0
CZ 5272 1/0
CZ 5289 1

code size
CZ 5296 3/0
CZ 5302 2/0
CZ 5319 1/0
CZ 5326 1

code size
CZ 5333 2
CZ 5340 4
CZ 5357 6

code size
CZ 5388 3/0
CZ 5395 2/0
CZ 5401 1/0

code size
CZ 0092 1
CZ 0108 2
CZ 0115 4

code No pcs
CZ 1432 #12 10
CZ 1449 #10 10
CZ 1456 #8 10
CZ 1463 #6 10

code No pcs
CZ 1470 #4 10
CZ 1487 #2 8
CZ 1494 #1 6
CZ 1500 #1/0 5

code size
CZ 2506 #2/0
CZ 2490 #4/0
CZ 2483 #6/0

code size length PT-test*

CZ 1253  #10 5,5 cm 5,5 kg
CZ 1260 #8 7,5 cm 5,5 kg
CZ 1284 #6 8,5 cm 5,5 kg

code CZ 5546 CZ 5553
hook #8/0 #6/0
triple hook #5/0 #3/0

code color diameter
CZ 2803 green ø2x4 mm
CZ 2810 red ø3x6 mm
CZ 2827 yellow ø5x8 mm 
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5
cm

9
cm

12
cm

duckling
A perfect choice if the target fish is pike, smallmouth bass or small-
er catfish. Recommended to retrieve it slowly with some sudden 
moves to increase the waves and the splatter the duckling creates. 
Thanks to the placement of the hooks it is completely weedless.
Size: 6,5cm/11,5g.

dancing frog
If the goal is to fish close to the sore, next to the reed or the place 
is weedy the Dancing Frog can be ideal if the target fish is pike or 
smallmouth bass. Recommended to retrieve it slowly with stops 
and some sudden moves. Thanks to the placement of the hooks it 
is completely weedless.
Size: 6,5cm/11,5g. jumping frog

A perfect choice if the target fish is pike, smallmouth bass or small-
er catfish. Thanks to the shape of the legs it creates smaller waves 
even when retrieving slowly just like a real frog. The waves and the 
splatter it generates can be increased with some sudden moves. 
Thanks to the placement of the hooks it is completely weedless.
Size: 6,5cm/15,5g.

popper frog
Developed for fishing for pike and smallmouth bass. Thanks to its 
unique shape it is used very effectively overseas by the professional 
 bass anglers. If reeling it in with sudden tugs it creates a noisy 
splatter just like if using poppers. Thanks to the placement of the 
hooks it is completely weedless. Size: 6 cm / 16 g.

tortuga 
A perfect choice if the target fish is pike, smallmouth bass or small-
er catfish. Recommended to retrieve it slowly with some sudden 
moves to increase the waves and the splatter the turtle creates. 
Thanks to the placement of the hooks it is completely weedless.
Size: 5,5cm/11g.

CZ 3320

CZ 3351

CZ 3405

CZ 3412

CZ 3337

CZ 3399

Fat Mouse
The Fat Mouse top water lure is the best one during the ‘mouse 
swimming’ period of the year. Thanks to the placement of the hooks 
it is completely weedless. Target fish: pike, catfish, largemouth 
bass. 7 cm / 21 g.

Slim Mouse 
The Slim Mouse top water lure is the best one during the ‘mouse 
swimming’ period of the year. Thanks to the placement of the hooks 
it is completely weedless. Target fish: pike, catfish, largemouth 
bass. 6 cm / 12 g.

CZ 7724

CZ 7731

CZ 3368

Offspring Tail Killer
The Offspring Tail Killer is a no action lure but thanks to its soft 
material it is quite efficient in warming waters. However, the best 
result can be achieved with drop shot technique in shallow lakes 
and slow flows. Target fish: Volga zander, perch. Size: 5 cm.

CZ 7862 CZ 7879

CZ 7886 CZ 7893

Ducking Killer 
The Ducking Killer has a unique action and thanks to its special 
tail shape it can make vertical impulses even when retrieved slow-
ly. Perfect for use with offset or drop shot hooks. Target fish: pike, 
zander. Size: 9 cm.

CZ 7671

CZ 7695

Start-1 Twister Set • CZ 2988
• Soft worm 1,7g  - 9 pcs
• Soft worm 0,5g - 10 pcs
• Jig head 3g - 4 pcs.

Start-1 Spinning Set • CZ 2513
Perfect spinner for predator fishing.

Shad Killer 
The Shad Killer is a classic imitation of a bleak. It is made from soft 
yet durable material and it is recommended to use with jig or che-
buraska. Target fish: zander, Volga zander, pike, largemouth bass.

CZ 7985

CZ 7992
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CZ 8530

CZ 8554

Metal Viber 
Easy to cast, solid metal lure. Thanks to its extra wobbling it can be 
used in rivers and even in cloudy waters during fishing for asp. Even 
zander can break in on it in the falling back phase when jigging.

Blade Shaker 
Unlike the classic blade lures the Blade Shaker has more abdomi-
nal weight increasing the casting distance. The perfect solution for 
fishing remote areas for asp and for bottom jig fishing. 5 cm / 13,5 g.

CZ 8158
2,8 cm
10 g

CZ 8189
3,1cm
15 g

CZ 8141
2,8 cm
10 g

CZ 8172
3,1cm
15 g

CZ 8202
3,4 cm
20,0 g

CZ 8165
2,8 cm
10 g

CZ 8196
3,1cm
15 g

CZ 8226
3,4 cm
20,0 g CZ 8295

CZ 8318

CZ 8325

CZ 8332

Curve Minnow 
Sinking hard lure with cunningly curved body for chasing zander. 
Recommend for using in mid-water. After hitting the water 1-2 se-
conds waiting is advised then during the intense retrieving strong 
snaps can be expected. 6 cm / 7,1 g.

Immortal Shad 
Traditional shape, stunning colors feature this hard lure. The floa-
ting version is recommended rather for summer or early autumn 
when the water is warm while the sinking version can be effective 
in cold or cooling waters. 5 cm / 4 g.

CZ 8424
floating

CZ 8431
floating

CZ 8448
floating

CZ 8455
floatingCZ 8479

sinking

CZ 8486
sinking

CZ 8493
sinking

CZ 8509
sinking

CZ 8349

CZ 8356

CZ 8387

Arrow Minnow 
Imitation of a bleak, a typical top-water fish. Best to use next to 
rocks and reed beds, especially in warm waters. Unbeatable when 
bleak spawn. During the day asp, at dawn and at sunset zander 
and catfish can be expected. Changing the speed of retrieving the  
catchiness can be increased. 9 cm / 9,2 g.

ul s minnow
Slow sinking hard lure suitable to use in any depth. Thanks to its 
built in weight longer casts can be achieved. Perfectly balanced and 
the suggested reeling speed is slow (stop-and-go) or middle.
• Size: 3,5 cm / 2,6 g.CZ 3603

CZ 3610
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CZ 8233

CZ 8561

CZ 8585

CZ 8592

CZ 8240

CZ 8257

CZ 8264

Baby Perch 
Slow sinking hard lure for times when the fish prefer to be in 
mid-water. Excellent for using in turbid waters as well. Despite of 
its small size it has a strong wobbling effect. Beside the classic 
predator fish even European chub can be counted on. Recommen- 
ded to use with a fluorocarbon leader. 4,5 cm / 3 g.

Shotgun Blade 
Compared to its weight the Shotgun Blade is a thin-bodied tradi-
tional minnow lure. Its key feature is the slow sinking ability. Re- 
commended to use before the spring warm-up in cold water when 
using an extremely slow retrieving even the most inactive fish can 
be tempted to catch it. Best to be lead in mid-water with occasional 
stops. 6,5 cm / 5,7 g.

CZ 8394 CZ 8417

POPPZOOM 
Classic surface popper, an indispensable hard lure for summer preda- 
tor fishing. Guided by slow flicks the predator fish will take it off the 
surface. Asp, pike, largemouth bass will love it! Its size is ideal for 
the stock of the commercial lakes and inland rivers. 5,5 cm / 5,6 g.

tiny fish
Mini crank lure designed for UL spinning. Combines the shape of a 
fry and of a bug. Highly recommended to use thin line and fine rig. 
Retrieve it slowly with longer stops. Size: 3 cm / 2,4 g.

UL BUG
Bug shaped floating hard lure. Retrieve it slowly with longer stops 
to imitate the flurry action of a drowning bug. Size: 3,2 cm / 3,5 g.

UL crank
Floating hard lure in classic crank style. The suggested retrieving is 
slow stop-and-go or middle speed. Size: 4,0 cm / 4,2 g.

deep crank
Deep going floating hard lure. It is easy to pull it down deep thanks 
to the longer lip shape which is not widely used on lures designed 
for UL fishing. Size: 2,8 cm / 2,2 g.

angry crank
Floating hard lure in crank style. It has quite a wide moving action 
even at low speed but it does not overdo it at higher speed either. 
Thanks to its chubby shape it is easy to cast to bigger distances.
• Size: 5,0 cm / 8,0 g.

beetle
Floating hard lure in crank style. Thanks to its chubby shape it can 
successfully trick even bigger predators. Slow or middle reeling 
speed is recommended. Size: 5,0 cm / 7,8 g.

CZ 3481

CZ 3559

CZ 3580

CZ 3597

CZ 3634 CZ 3641CZ 3658

CZ 3672 CZ 3689

CZ 3511

CZ 3535

CZ 3498
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Oplus long sleeve T-shirt
Oplus long sleeve T-shirt for the spinning 
fanatics. Made of high quality technical 
fabrics: it is breathable, allowing moisture 
to evaporate and it protects from sunburn 
filtering out UV light.

Kevlar Gloves
The Predator-Z Oplus Kevlar Gloves feature 
heavy duty Kevlar reinforced palm material 
with closed finger tips for preventing line 
cuts or other injuries while ensures sure 
grip during rod holding, fish handling, gaf-
fing, removing hooks or even fish filleting.

Monster Glove • CZ 9902
The rasp-like and ridge teeth can cause 
serious injuries to the angler’s hand. But, 
using the Monster Glove such injuries can 
be avoided, and thanks to their non-slip 
surface a stable grip of the fish can be as-
sured.

Hanzo Spinning Gloves
The versatile Hanzo Spinning Gloves protect 
your hands, yet allow for a sensitive “feel” 
when rigging baits and tying knots.

X21 is a fast, competition groundbait. Its ingredients have remained  
secret for more than 50 years. It has always been made in the same way, from the same carefully controlled raw materi-
als. This gives it an  extraordinary and powerful attraction in a minimum of time. This groundbait, always up-to date, has 
suited anglers of all generations whatever their method of fishing is. Groundbait X21 is known throughout the world. It 
has given satisfaction to millions of anglers over many years thanks to its quality and results. Even champions use it.

code size
CZ 4311 M
CZ 4328 L
CZ 4335 XL

code size
CZ 3703 M

code size
CZ 9940 M
CZ 9957 L

NET WEIGHT 850 g 2500 g

PCS/CTN 10 4

WEIGHT/CTN 9,00 kg 10,6 kg

CTN/PAL 70 70

PCS/PAL 700 280

WEIGHT/PAL 660 kg 762 kg

code type weight
RI110001 natur 850g
RI110003 natur 2500g
RI110009 yellow 850g
RI110005 red 850g
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